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1 AdsMLBookings Standard
Documentation
1.1 Document status and copyright
This is the Approved Specification of the AdsMLBookings 2.5 Part 1 Usage Rules &
Guidelines.
Information in this document is made available for the public good, may be used by
third parties and may be reproduced and distributed, in whole and in part, provided
acknowledgement is made to AdsML Consortium and provided it is accepted
that AdsML Consortium rejects any liability for any loss of revenue, business or
goodwill or indirect, special, consequential, incidental or punitive damages or
expense arising from use of the information.
Copyright © 2010 AdsML Consortium. All rights reserved.
Copyright Acknowledgements: The AdsML Non-Exclusive License Agreement is based
in part on the “Non-Exclusive License Agreement” on Page iii of "OpenTravel™
Alliance Message Specifications – Publication 2001A", September 27, 2001,
Copyright © 2001. OpenTravel™ Alliance, Inc. The AdsML Code of Conduct is based
on the “OTA Code of Conduct” on Page ix of "OpenTravel™ Alliance Message
Specifications – Publication 2001A", September 27, 2001, Copyright © 2001.
OpenTravel™ Alliance, Inc.

1.2 Non-Exclusive License Agreement for
AdsML Consortium Specifications
USER LICENSE
IMPORTANT: AdsML Consortium specifications and related documents, whether the
document be in a paper or electronic format, are made available to you subject to
the terms stated below. Please read the following carefully.
1. All AdsML Consortium Copyrightable Works are licensed for use only on the
condition that the users agree to this license, and this work has been
provided according to such an agreement. Subject to these and other
licensing requirements contained herein, you may, on a non-exclusive basis,
use the Specification.
2. The AdsML Consortium openly provides this specification for voluntary use by
individuals, partnerships, companies, corporations, organizations and any
other entity for use at the entity‟s own risk. This disclaimer, license and
release is intended to apply to the AdsML Consortium, its officers, directors,
agents, representatives, members, contributors, affiliates, contractors, or
coventurers (collectively the AdsML Consortium) acting jointly or severally.
3. This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to others,
and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or assist in its
Copyright © 2011 AdsML Consortium. All rights reserved.
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implementation may be prepared, copied, published and distributed, in whole
or in part, without restriction of any kind, provided that the above copyright
notice and this Usage License are included on all such copies and derivative
works. However, this document itself may not be modified in any way, such
as by removing the copyright notice or references to the AdsML Consortium,
except as needed for the purpose of developing AdsML specifications, in which
case the procedures for copyrights defined in the AdsML Process document
must be followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than
English. The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be
revoked by AdsML or its successors or assigns.
4. Any use, duplication, distribution, or exploitation of the Specification in any
manner is at your own risk.
5. NO WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IS MADE REGARDING THE
ACCURACY, ADEQUACY, COMPLETENESS, LEGALITY, RELIABILITY OR
USEFULNESS OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT OR IN
ANY SPECIFICATION OR OTHER PRODUCT OR SERVICE PRODUCED OR
SPONSORED BY THE ADSML CONSORTIUM. THIS DOCUMENT AND THE
INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN AND INCLUDED IN ANY SPECIFICATION
OR OTHER PRODUCT OR SERVICE OF THE ADSML CONSORTIUM IS
PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS. THE ADSML CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS ALL
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, ANY ACTUAL OR ASSERTED WARRANTY OF NON-INFRINGEMENT
OF PROPRIETARY RIGHTS, MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NEITHER THE ADSML CONSORTIUM NOR ITS
CONTRIBUTORS SHALL BE HELD LIABLE FOR ANY IMPROPER OR INCORRECT
USE OF INFORMATION. NEITHER THE ADSML CONSORTIUM NOR ITS
CONTRIBUTORS ASSUME ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANYONE'S USE OF
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE ADSML CONSORTIUM. IN NO EVENT SHALL
THE ADSML CONSORTIUM OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANYONE
FOR DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
COMPENSATORY DAMAGES, LOST PROFITS, LOST DATA OR ANY FORM OF
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
OF ANY KIND WHETHER BASED ON BREACH OF CONTRACT OR WARRANTY,
TORT, PRODUCT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE.
6. The AdsML Consortium takes no position regarding the validity or scope of
any intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain to
the implementation or use of the technology described in this document or
the extent to which any license under such rights might or might not be
available. The AdsML Consortium does not represent that it has made any
effort to identify any such rights. Copies of claims of rights made available for
publication, assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an
attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of such
proprietary rights by implementers or users of this specification, can be
obtained from the Secretariat of the AdsML Consortium.
7. By using this specification in any manner or for any purpose, you release the
AdsML Consortium from all liabilities, claims, causes of action, allegations,
losses, injuries, damages, or detriments of any nature arising from or relating
to the use of the Specification or any portion thereof. You further agree not to
file a lawsuit, make a claim, or take any other formal or informal legal action
Copyright © 2011 AdsML Consortium. All rights reserved.
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against the AdsML Consortium, resulting from your acquisition, use,
duplication, distribution, or exploitation of the Specification or any portion
thereof. Finally, you hereby agree that the AdsML Consortium is not liable for
any direct, indirect, special or consequential damages arising from or relating
to your acquisition, use, duplication, distribution, or exploitation of the
Specification or any portion thereof.
8. This User License is perpetual subject to your conformance to the terms of
this User License. The AdsML Consortium may terminate this User License
immediately upon your breach of this agreement and, upon such termination
you will cease all use duplication, distribution, and/or exploitation in any
manner of the Specification.
9. This User License reflects the entire agreement of the parties regarding the
subject matter hereof and supercedes all prior agreements or representations
regarding such matters, whether written or oral. To the extent any portion or
provision of this User License is found to be illegal or unenforceable, then the
remaining provisions of this User License will remain in full force and effect
and the illegal or unenforceable provision will be construed to give it such
effect as it may properly have that is consistent with the intentions of the
parties. This User License may only be modified in writing signed by an
authorized representative of the AdsML Consortium. This User License will be
governed by the law of Darmstadt (Federal Republic of Germany), as such law
is applied to contracts made and fully performed in Darmstadt (Federal
Republic of Germany). Any disputes arising from or relating to this User
License will be resolved in the courts of Darmstadt (Federal Republic of
Germany). You consent to the jurisdiction of such courts over you and
covenant not to assert before such courts any objection to proceeding in such
forums.
10. Except as expressly provided herein, you may not use the name of the AdsML
Consortium, or any of its marks, for any purpose without the prior consent of
an authorized representative of the owner of such name or mark.
IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THESE TERMS PLEASE CEASE ALL USE OF THIS
SPECIFICATION NOW. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE TERMS, PLEASE
CONTACT THE SECRETARIAT OF THE ADSML CONSORTIUM.
AS OF THE DATE OF THIS REVISION OF THE SPECIFICATION YOU MAY CONTACT
THE AdsML Consortium at www.adsml.org.

1.3 AdsML Code of Conduct
The AdsML Code of Conduct governs AdsML Consortium activities. A reading or
reference to the AdsML Code of Conduct begins every AdsML activity, whether a
meeting of the AdsML Consortium, AdsML Working Groups, or AdsML conference calls
to resolve a technical issue. The AdsML Code of Conduct says:
Trade associations are perfectly lawful organizations. However, since a trade
association is, by definition, an organization of competitors, AdsML Consortium
members must take precautions to ensure that we do not engage in activities which
can be interpreted as violating anti-trust or other unfair competition laws.

Copyright © 2011 AdsML Consortium. All rights reserved.
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For any activity which is deemed to unreasonably restrain trade, AdsML, its members
and individual representatives may be subject to severe legal penalties, regardless of
our otherwise beneficial objectives. It is important to realize, therefore, that an
action that may seem to make "good business sense" can injure competition and
therefore be prohibited under the antitrust or unfair competition laws.
To ensure that we conduct all meetings and gatherings in strict compliance with any
such laws and agreements in any part of the world, the AdsML Code of Conduct is to
be distributed and/or read aloud at all such gatherings.


There shall be no discussion of rates, fares, surcharges, conditions, terms or
prices of services, allocating or sharing of customers, or refusing to deal with
a particular supplier or class of suppliers. Neither serious nor flippant remarks
about such subjects will be permitted.
 AdsML shall not issue recommendations about any of the above subjects or
distribute to its members any publication concerning such matters. No
discussions that directly or indirectly fix purchase or selling prices may take
place.
 There shall be no discussions of members‟ marketing, pricing or service plans.
 All AdsML related meetings shall be conducted in accordance with a previously
prepared and distributed agenda.
 If you are uncomfortable about the direction that you believe a discussion is
heading, you should say so promptly.
Members may have varying views about issues that AdsML deals with. They are
encouraged to express themselves in AdsML activities. However, official AdsML
communications to the public are the sole responsibility of the AdsML Consortium. To
avoid creating confusion among the public, therefore, the Steering Committee must
approve press releases and any other forms of official AdsML communications to the
public before they are released.

1.4 Document Number and Location
This document, Document Number AdsMLBookings-2.5.0-SpecP1Usage-AS-2, is
freely available. It can be located at the AdsML website at http://www.adsml.org/.

1.5 Purpose of this document
This document provides rules and guidelines for how to use the messages defined in
the AdsMLBookings standard. AdsMLBookings is an XML-based language used for
encoding and routing advertisement booking transaction messages.

1.6 Audience
The intended audience for this document is primarily user and vendor organizations
who seek to implement the AdsMLBookings standard in their workflows, advertising
systems, or software products. Those assessing the conformance of vendor products
to the standard may also use the document.
Comments on this specification should be addressed to the AdsML Consortium and to
the Technical Working Group of the AdsML Consortium (technical.wg@adsml.org).
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1.7 Accompanying documents
This document provides rules and guidelines for using AdsMLBookings messages to
address specific business requirements. A companion document, AdsMLBookings –
Part 2 - Specification & Schema, serves as the reference guide to the AdsMLBookings
schema. They are meant to be read together.
In addition, elements and structures that are used in multiple AdsML schemas are
documented in the AdsML Type Library specification. AdsMLBookings makes
extensive use of such structures, therefore the Type Library specification is an
essential reference.
All three documents are part of the AdsML Framework, which contains a suite of
related documents. Readers of this document are assumed to be familiar with the full
range of relevant AdsML documentation. In particular, readers are assumed to have
read the E-Commerce Usage Rules and Guidelines document. A description of the
entire document set can be found in the ReadMeFirst html file associated with this
release of the Framework.

1.8 Definitions & conventions
1.8.1
Definitions of key words used in the
specification
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD",
"SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are used as
described in IETF RFC 2119.(S. Bradner. Key words for use in RFCs to Indicate
Requirement Levels. Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), Request for Comments:
2119, March 1997, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2119.txt)
When any of these words do not appear in upper case as above, then they are being
used with their usual English language sense and meaning.

1.8.2
Naming conventions – element, attribute,
type, and file names
All element, attribute, and type names follow the 'CamelCase' convention.
Element and type names begin using upper camel case and begin with capitals
(Uppe rCa mel Cas e ). For example, „A dsM L En v elop e ‟, „M ess age Re f ‟ , and
„Ads MLS tat us Typ e‟ .
Attribute names begin using lower camel case and begin with lower case
(lowe rCa mel Cas e ). For example, „l ang uag e ’ or „me ssa geI d’ .
File names also follow the camel case convention and use upper camel case for each
segment of the file name, plus dashes to separate the segments of the file name.
Only the first two digits of the version number are included in the file name. The
third digit of the version number (if there is one) and the Draft Number are only
shown internally within the document. The full naming conventions for AdsML
schema and specification file names are described in the document AdsML Document
Names and Identifiers – Guidelines and Examples, a copy of which is included in this
release of the Framework.
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Schema for user-defined extensions to AdsML should use AdsML naming conventions
as detailed above. For example, „ExampleInstanceFile.xml‟, „ExampleSchemaFile1.0.xsd‟, „ExampleSchemaFile-1.1.xsd‟.
In some cases, element names mentioned in usage guidelines and narrative text in
this document do not include their namespace prefix. For example, the element
adsm l -m a:R end er in g is sometimes referred to as simply „Rend eri ng ‟. This
simplification is provided in order to make the text easier to read. Element names in
code fragments are always shown with their full namespace prefix.

1.8.3

Typographical conventions

Element and type names are given in Courier font as, for example, A dO rder .
Attribute names are given in italicized Courier font as, for example, me ssag e Co de .
When citing examples of values that could be assigned to elements or attributes, the
value is given in Courier font, so “…the attribute taking the value of „12‟.”.

1.9 Change History
Version

Date

Changes

Editor

2.5 AS-2

15 May 2011

Minor changes. Added new use
case descriptions

UW, JC,
TS

2.5 AS-1

15 April 2010

First Approved version for
AdsMLBookings 2.5
Previous change history removed

TS

2.0 AS-1

May 30 2008

TS

1.1.1-AS-3

1 Oct 2006

First Approved version for
AdsMLBookings 2.0
Previous change history removed
Changed to Controlled Vocabulary
3.0. No other changes.

1.0.1 AS-2

1 October 2006

Added data overview diagram and
message exchange diagrams

TS

UW

AdsML references updated to
reflect Registered Trademark
status
1.0 AS -1

1 June 2006

First approved version

TS, UW

1.9.1 Changes in version 2.5
This version is a major upgrade including new functionality and changes to
previously used structures. It is not backwards compatible, i.e. document instances
valid to the 2.0.x schemas are not valid for 2.5 schemas.
Version 2.5 of AdsML Bookings provides dedicated support for interactive media and
a number of smaller improvements. Much of the functionality that was originally
designed in order to support Interactive bookings has ended up being made available
to all media types.
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Booking interactive advertisements
Dedicated support has been added for the booking of interactive advertisements
through the availability of a new media-specific Plac eme nt. Int er ac tive
element. This new type of placement is intended to be used for booking of banner,
rich media and other interactive advertisement
The media-specific extensions for P lac eme nt. Inte rac tiv e include:


Ability to define the type of thing being charged for (e.g. Impressions vs.
Clicks) and the target count of them



Ability to specific capping and throttling information



Ability to identify the ad server that will be used, the type of rich media (if
any), and other similar details

Structures at the media-agnostic levels have been reviewed and validated against
requirements from the interactive context. Some existing structures such as
Sche dul ing Typ e and Pro ofO fPu bli cat io n have been updated for usage
across all media types, supporting interactive requirements as well as requirements
from other media types.
Distribution and Targeting


Using the new Pl ace m entT arg et structure, it is now possible to define the
type of thing being purchased and the target count of them, e.g. “50,000
impressions” or “1,000 website registrations”.



Distribution has been renamed to Dis tr ibu ti onTa rge t in order to clarify the
difference between the intended (targeted) distribution, as shown in a Bookings
message, and the eventual actual result (Dist ribu t io nRe sul t , which is an
element in Proof of Publication and Financials messages). Also,
Dist rib uti onT ar ge t is now a sibling rather than a child of Pu bli c atio n .
This allows for a single set of distribution instructions in a placement to apply to
multiple publications.
o

This is a backwards-incompatible change.

Materials and Production Details


Prod uct ion Det ai l. Inte rac tiv e includes the following new structures to
support interactive orders:
o

Capp ing Spe cif ic at ion

o

Shar eOf Voi ce

o

AdSe rvi ngS yst em

o

Tech nic alA dFo rm at



A Dur ati on element has been added to Pr od ucti onD eta il. In te ract ive
and Prod uct ion De ta il. G ene ric to support descriptions of broadcast and
interactive advertisements.



The S ize structure is now identical for three of the media types: Inserts,
Interactive and Generic. In practice the primary change is that Si ze now always
includes an optional Area element, which can be ignored in contexts where it is
not required.
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Size in Newsp ape rMa gazi ne is based on the same structure, but
with the additional Gut ter element.



It is now possible to convey multiple versions of the ordered S ize of an ad, for
example to show the same size in different units of measure.



When delivering ad materials, tearsheets or any other type of rendering, it is now
possible to convey the size of the rendering.



It is now possible to convey in Mater ial sEx p ecta tio ns the
Tech Spe cDe tai ls that should be used for the advertisement that is being
booked. This information can take the form of either the URL for an external
location or an in-line copy of the relevant document.

Guarantees


Using the new Gu ara n tees structure, it is now possible to indicate that an
entire placement, placement group or order has been “guaranteed”, and to
convey the nature of that guarantee as a set of codes or text strings as
appropriate.
o

This new element takes the role of the Gua ran teed flag that used to
be available in Posit i onin g . For systems which have implemented
guarantees this is a non-backwards-compatible change.

Scheduling


The S che dul ing and Inse rti onP eri od structures have been enhanced so as
to better support the scheduling complexities of non-print media, and their
structures have been aligned so that the same capabilities (and structure) are
available for all media types.
o



This is a non-backwards-compatible change.

In order to support the concept of “throttling”, an optional EventCo un t element
has been added to Sch edul ing and In ser t ionP eri od . This means that a
target event count can be associated with each sub period during the lifespan of
the order. For NewspaperMagazines, Ev ent Co unt takes the role of the previous
Numb erO fOc cur en ce s element.

Pricing, Payments and Billing


It is possible to identify the Pr ove nan ceP art y that will provide third-party
performance verification, to be used for Proof of Performance and Invoicing
purposes later in the workflow.



It is now possible to convey textual Add iti ona lPay men tIn str uc ti ons
regarding how payment should be made.



It is now possible to indicate that a placement, placement group or entire order is
Cost Exe mpt , along with the associated reason. This supports workflows in
which “free” ads are handled differently than paid ones.



It is now possible to transmit a price component consisting of just the rate that
will be used to calculate that component (e.g. an agency discount or commission
percentage), without needing to reference a specific amount.



It is now possible when booking a long-running ad or campaign (e.g. one that will
span several months) to convey Bi lli ngI nst ruct ion s governing how often
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invoices should be generated and how the total booking should be allocated
across those invoices.


There is now an optional Curren cy element associated with each price in the
order. Therefore, an order may (if desired) contain prices in more than one
currency.



It is now possible to specify the Ex cha n ge Ra t e that was used to calculate any
price in the order, to support situations where one or more of the prices were
converted from a rate card in a different currency.



The deprecated attribute s che dul eEn try Ref eren ce has been removed from
Name dPr ice Typ e (which is used by Pr ice Co mpon ent s ). This functionality
has been replaced by S ched ule Ent ryR ef er ence , a repeatable element in
the same structure.

Terms and Conditions


All of the information relating to Terms and Conditions in a booking has now been
consolidated in a single Term sAn dCo ndi ti on s structure, with optional substructures to specifically identify the terms relating to Ca nce lla tio ns and
Clai ms as well as the previously existing ads ml:D isc lai mer Te xt .
o



This is a backwards-incompatible change.

It is now possible to reference or convey the full
adsm l: T erm sAn dC on diti ons Det ail s that apply to a booking, either as an
embedded PDF or as a reference (e.g. URL) to the web page where they can be
found.

General


It is now possible to convey information that is targeted for human (rather than
machine) consumption, e.g. ad sml :De scr ipt ion and
adsm l:D esc rip ti on Line , in more than one language, e.g. English and
French. All such elements have been made repeatable, and the new i18n
attribute group can be used to identify the language of each instance of the
repeated element.



It is now possible to convey the M edi aT ype for any type of ordered ad, not just
Plac eme nt. Gen er ic where it was previously available.
o

As a result of this change, the element Me dia T ype has moved from
its previous location in Plac eme nt. Gen er ic and
Book ing Inf orm at io n.Ge ner ic , which is a backwardsincompatible change.



Prod uct ion Det ai l . Gene ric has been significantly enhanced.



A Cam pai gnD esc rip t ion structure has been added to the top level of the
message. This can convey a description of the advertiser‟s campaign such as its
start and end dates, goals, description and constraints.



The P roo fOf Pub li ca tion structure has been expanded and made mediaagnostic so that it fully supports interactive media scenarios, for example, by
identifying the party that will certify the advertisement‟s performance.
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The deprecated element Add iti ona lSe rvi ce s has been removed. (It had
been replaced in Bookings 2.0 with the more expressive structure
adsm l:A ddi tio na lS ervi ce .)



It is now possible to convey user defined properties at many more locations
within an AdsMLBookings message than previously. This allows for the
transmission of more context-specific properties.
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2 Introduction
The AdsMLBookings standard is developed by the AdsML Consortium to be a global
standard for the exchange of advertising bookings. It relies on earlier experience and
standards that have been embraced and extended in order to support current
advertising business requirements. In addition, AdsMLBookings has been designed
with extensibility as an important objective in order to be able to grow with the
business and support various business models and future requirements.
The current release of AdsMLBookings fully supports bookings for display, classified
and insert advertisements in print publications (including both newspapers and
magazines) and for interactive online media, and contains initial, lightweight support
for bookings in any other media. The standard is designed to handle the full lifecycle
of a booking, from quotations through firm bookings, including any changes or
cancellations along the way.
AdsMLBookings is flexible and expressive and able to support complex package
bookings of multiple placements in different media, as well as simple single
placement, single date type bookings. The standard is also designed to support the
later addition of other media types, including broadcast and outdoor advertising.
An AdsMLBookings message consists of three levels:
1) Booking level - A media agnostic top level that includes basic information
about involved organizations such as buyer and seller, unique identifiers of
the booking as well as a total price.
2) Placement Group level - An optional mid level supporting bookings with
“packages of packages” including a sub package price.
3) Placement level - A media specific bottom level where all details about the
actual advertisement (placement) is given, in XML structures that have been
specifically designed to support the requirements for different media types.
Price information can be recorded also at this level.
AdsMLBookings message exchanges are expected to normally be performed in
Request/Response pairs, i.e. an advertisement booking is requested by a buyer from
a seller of advertising who responds with a confirmation or denial message. But the
standard also handles other models such as sending a formal XML quotation based
on a request that came in as a phone call. At the other extreme, the message
choreography can support sophisticated exchange patterns that allow senders and
receivers to ensure that messages are received in the expected sequence.
AdsML provides an XML framework, called the “AdsML Framework”, for unifying and
extending XML advertising standards. Where earlier advertising standards for ecommerce such as IfraAdConnexion or CREST focused on specific parts of the overall
advertising process, the AdsML specifications fill in the gaps between such standards
and specifications, extend their reach and encourage convergence when they
overlap. In this line of effort, the AdsMLBookings standard has been developed by
the AdsML Consortium as the preferred approach to handle ad bookings and
packages of ad bookings for multiple media.
For AdsMLBookings, the AdsML Framework provides a messaging infrastructure for
delivery of booking messages.
Copyright © 2011 AdsML Consortium. All rights reserved.
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An important issue in enabling automatic business message flows is the use of
common well-defined message choreography. One of the main components in the
AdsML Framework is a set of business process models and related documentation
that includes a definition of common process models for the workflows of selected
advertising classes (AdsML Advertising Component Interactions Analysis). All
business messages from the ad bookings group are supported in AdsMLBookings.

2.1

Implement only what you need

The AdsML Framework aims to provide advertisers, publishers, broadcasters and
their suppliers with a consistent toolkit of standards, messages and transactions that
can be used to automate every aspect of the advertising supply chain, in any media,
anywhere in the world. This means that even though it is still incomplete, the
Framework already contains more standards and message types, and can convey
more types of information, than any single organization is likely to need.
In order to implement AdsML-based e-commerce, therefore, trading partners and
their vendors (or industry associations acting on their behalf) are expected to review
the AdsML Framework and decide:
 Which AdsML standards they will implement within their particular region or
business activity
 Within those standards, which business transactions they will support (this
determines the types of messages they will exchange)
 Within those messages, which types of information they will include (this
determines the optional structures that they will implement)
 Within those types of information, which specific data values they will “control”
(this determines their use of controlled vocabularies).
Each AdsML standard defines its mandatory and optional components, and where
appropriate, each provides a Configuration Checklist to help users discuss and agree
on the features and functionality that they will implement. These implementation
decisions can be agreed privately between the trading partners, and/or codified in a
formal “profile” which is made publicly available in order to encourage
interoperability.
Based on their customers‟ implementation decisions, vendors can decide which types
of AdsML functionality to implement in their systems. In order to market a system‟s
AdsML capabilities, a vendor might indicate that it supports specific named Profiles,
and/or the vendor might use the relevant Configuration Checklist(s) to describe the
supported capabilities.
Further information about these concepts can be found in AdsML E-Commerce Usage
Rules & Guidelines, in the Advertising Components Interactions Analysis, and in the
Specification for each standard.
NOTE: Even though you can implement just those portions that you need, all of the
standards and features in the AdsML Framework are designed to work together as a
cohesive whole, in that they share common technical components and a common
approach to advertising e-commerce that makes them "AdsML".
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2.2 Use of the AdsML Envelope is optional, but
recommended
AdsMLBookings uses the AdsML business process model as a foundation for its
message types. It also imports and reuses controlled vocabularies and the type
library from the Framework. However, it is important to note that AdsMLBookings
does not require use of, nor support for, the AdsML Envelope standard. The actual
transfer of AdsMLBookings messages can be performed by arbitrary method and
software application, with or without the use of the AdsML Envelope. For instance, an
AdsMLBookings message can be transmitted using other envelopes such as ebXML or
BizzTalk or directly by SOAP, FTP, HTTP or SMTP services.
But it should nevertheless be noted that as the AdsML Envelope has been particularly
developed to support message transfer within the advertising business and it is
RECOMMENDED for use with the AdsMLBookings message format.
Please see the AdsML Framework - Overview and AdsML E-commerce Overview for a
more thorough discussion about the AdsML approach to e-commerce.

2.3 Relationship to other advertising standards
AdsMLBookings focuses on the ad booking processes, and is intended to be used in
conjunction with other XML vocabularies covering other areas in the advertising work
flow.
 AdsML Structured Descriptions. An XML standard developed by the AdsML
Consortium for expressing structured descriptions of objects appearing in an
advertisement.
 JDF. Developed by CIP4™1, the Job Definition Format (JDF) is an XML-based
job ticket format used to create end-to-end job tickets for a print run. JDF
facilitates information exchange and facilitates integration and interoperability
among workflow systems.
AdsMLBookings slightly overlaps with JDF in that it includes some information
about the print publishing process. However, the rationale behind this
information in the booking is to be able to calculate a price as well as prepare
the publishing process (e.g. reserve space, use of colors) and not to perform
actual publishing. JDF includes much more detail and it is assumed that the
bookings publishing data will eventually be an input to a JDF controlled
publishing process.
Within the booking area, AdsMLBookings is designed to extend and embrace
functionality previously covered, partly, by older standards. The following targets
have principally been targeted:
 CREST. Developed by the Classified Advertising Standards Task Force of NAA 2,
CREST 2.0 is an XML-based media independent format for electronically
exchanging and sharing classified advertising data. CREST focuses on the three
main areas of classified advertising - real estate, transportation, and

1

CIP4™ is an acronym for 'Cooperation for the Integration of Processes in Prepress, Press and Postpress'.
(http://www.cip4.org/)
2

NAA is an acronym for 'Newspaper Association of America'. (http://www.naa.org)
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employment categories, and provides a generic extension mechanism to record
advertising data that falls outside these categories. CREST 2.0 supersedes the
earlier 'CREST® NAA Guidelines for Classified Advertising Remote Markup and
Transmission, Version 1.0, May 1995'.
CREST includes parts that cover bookings of classified ads.
 IfraAdConnexion. Developed by Ifra3, IfraAdConnexion is an XML-based
vocabulary for the newspaper industry, the vocabulary concentrating on the ad
booking and ordering processes. IfraAdConnexion supersedes the earlier
'Edifra' EDI messages for advertising.
IfraAdConnexion version 2 is a proper subset of the AdsMLBookings and it is
possible to translate any IfraAdConnexion message into an equivalent
AdsMLBookings message. The reverse is also possible, provided that the
appropriate subset of AdsMLBookings is used.
 SPACE/XML. Developed by IDEAlliance4 and NAA, the XML-based Specification
for Publisher and Agency Communication Exchange (SPACE/XML) is a standard
for sending and acknowledging advertising space reservations, insertion and
change orders, invoicing, and advertising copy data files between advertising
agencies, prepress or prepress media services, printers, and publishers.
SPACE/XML is an XML version of the earlier SPACE/X12 EDI transactions.

3

Ifra (http://www.ifra.com/) is an acronym for 'INCA-FIEJ Research Association'. "INCA" stands for
"International Newspaper Colour Association". "FIEJ" stands for "Fédération Internationale des Editeurs de
Journaux".
4

The committee developing the standard included representatives from International Digital Enterprise
Alliance, (IDEAlliance) (http://www.idealliance.org), Newspaper Association of America (NAA), Digital
Distribution of Advertising for Publications (DDAP) Association, and Magazine Publishers of America (MPA).
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3 Business Messages Overview
3.1 Supported messages
AdsMLBookings supports the business process model and message flow as proposed
in the AdsML Advertising Component Interactions Analysis, a part of the AdsML
Framework. In particular, AdsMLBookings defines the set of business messages that
belongs to the ad booking group (AD).
There are three main classes of business messages defined in the schema, specifying
bookings in different states:


Quotations



Reservations (preliminary bookings)



Orders (confirmed bookings)

A reservation or an order might be based on a previous quotation. A reservation
might be turned into an order.
In all three of these message classes, there is a request-response pair of
transactions. For instance, a customer can request a quotation and a seller can
respond with a quotation. For reservations and orders, there are also messages for
changing or canceling an existing booking. A change or a cancellation message might
be issued by either the buyer or the seller.
Finally, all three message classes have status request and response messages
defined. A status request might be issued by the buyer that would like to know the
current state of the booking in the seller‟s system. A status message might also be
sent spontaneously by the seller to inform either the buyer or other relevant parties
about the status of a particular booking.
The complete list of supported business messages is:
Message Code

Message Name

AD-RFQ

Ad Quotation Request

AD-Q

Ad Quotation

AD-QSE

Ad Quotation Status Enquiry

AD-QS

Ad Quotation Status

AD-R

Ad Reservation

AD-RC

Ad Reservation Change

AD-RX

Ad Reservation Cancellation

AD-RR

Ad Reservation Response

AD-RSE

Ad Reservation Status Enquiry

AD-RS

Ad Reservation Status

AD-O

Ad Order

AD-OC

Ad Order Change
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Message Name

AD-OX

Ad Order Cancellation

AD-OR

Ad Order Response

AD-OSE

Ad Order Status Enquiry

AD-OS

Ad Order Status

15 May 2011

3.2 Data overview
The figure below provides a diagrammatic overview of the potential information in a
Bookings request message describing a new Quotation, Reservation or Order.
This view omits the generic message header as well as many of the smaller details,
in order to see the main context-specific information “at a glance”. Also it does not
include the “change specification” structure that is available in change messages.
Much of the information shown here is optional, intended for use in specific
circumstances – and some of it can only be used in those circumstances. Therefore a
given message instance will not contain all of the information shown here.

AD ORDER

Overview of the potential information in
an AdsML Ad Order message

Identifiers, Date, (Revision #)
Description
Booking Party, Selling Party
Advertiser Party
Other parties
Quotation number, PO number,
Contract details, Guarantees
Campaign, Deal code, Cost exempt?
Total price with breakdown
Payers & their Payments
Terms & conditions, Notes
Requirements
Document rendering
Placements
Placement groups
Linked Placements
Identifiers, Description
Contract, PO number
Advertiser, Campaign
Deal code, Guarantees
Total price with breakdown
Sub prices with breakdown
Payers & their Payments
Notes, Requirements
Placements

(AdsMLBookings 2.5 April 2010)

Placement
Groups

Placements

Linked Placements
Type
Placement Links
Relationship name
Linkage details
Placement IDs

Party
Identifiers
Name
Addresses
Contacts
Related Parties
Taxation details

Contact
Role
Name
Phone numbers
Addresses
Email addresses

Schedule
Identifiers
Dates/times
Predefined period
Repetition pattern
Event count
Requirements

Identifiers, Description
Campaign, Deal code
Contract, PO number
Advertiser, Brands
Ad type, Media type
Total price with breakdown
Cost exempt?
Payers & their Payments
Terms & conditions
Status, Guarantees
Publications,
Sub-publication
Placement Target
Production details
Materials information
Distribution target
Additional services, Notes
Requirements
Document rendering
Schedule (insertions)

Production Details
Print Ad
Size, Colors, Bleed
Primary positioning
Placement
Classification
Position on page
Alternate positions
Cuttable?
Multiple content
handling
Requirements

Insert
Size, Weight
Number of pages
Thickness
Requirements

Payer & Payment
Payer
Party
Reference
Contract
Share of Total Price
Price to pay
Amount
Price type
Currency
Price breakdown
Payment Terms

Billing

Payment
Status
Mechanism
Credit Card details
Invoice
Cash
Check
Letter of credit
Account debit
Contract
Other
Receipt

Frequency, allocation, instructions

Interactive

Size, positioning
Capping, share of voice
Ad server, ad format
Multiple content
handling
Specifications
Generic
Positioning, Duration, Format, Specifications

Materials and
Performance

Specifications
Total distribution count
Targeting groups
Distribution count
Specifications
Targets
Distribution count
Code, Negated?
Description
Specifications

Provider Party
Materials available date/time
Retrieval address, instructions
Recipient Party, Due-By date/time
Delivery address, instructions
Labeling instructions, Tech specs
Required overage (Inserts)

Ad Content
Identifiers, Status
Usage label
Description, Search text
Structured description
Ad Content text
Industry Code
Renderings, Components
Deliveries

Pre-publication proof details
Proof of publication details
Pick-up instructions
Materials Expectations
Ad Content

Distribution
Target

Materials Expectations

Renderings/
Components
Identifiers
Type
Usage, Status
Description
Physical properties
Handling instructions
Preflight results
Soft proof ticket
Content s

Deliveries
Identifiers
Rendering/Component IDs
Status
3rd party service provider
Tracking ID
Company Contact
Materials available date/time
Retrieval instructions
Digital delivery details
Physical delivery details

Notes:
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The Revision identifier is not available in an initial Reservation or Order. It
becomes available in Change and Cancellation messages.



Change messages also include a Change Specification structure to describe
the nature of the changes.

3.3 Content model
For each business message type supported by AdsMLBookings, there is a
corresponding content model in AdsMLBookings.
Different messages have different content models. However, there are also many
similarities and common content models are reused in several message types.
The figure below shows the content model for the Ad Res erv ati on message type.
It is very similar to, for example, the Ad Ord er or AdR es erv ati onR e spon se .
A new reservation must include a reference key (the Bo oki ngI den ti fier ). The
general rule for reference keys is that the originating party provides a reference key
with the message and that this key is then used in the response and any further
transaction regarding this reservation.
In addition to the reference key for the reservation, the buyer might also include a
reference to a previous quotation.
All booking messages can include one or more placements of advertising. This
approach provides the possibility of transferring information about booking packages,
where each component in the package can be separately defined with respect to
media, ad content descriptions, insertion dates etc. Moreover, each component in the
package (or P lac eme n t as it is called here) can be separately priced while the
package as a whole also has a price. This allows specification of package “deals”
where the price of a complete booking package might be less than the sum of its
components.
A booking can in addition include a Plac eme nt Grou p with a separate pricing level,
allowing “packages of packages” to be defined.
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Media-specific booking information

A booking message is media agnostic in that the top (package) level is identical
regardless of whether the ad will run in a newspaper or broadcast media. All media
specific information is instead pushed down into the components of the package, in
the Pl ace men t . AdsMLBookings provides specific content models targeted for
specifying ad placements in particular media where media specific differences have
been accounted for, as well as a generic placement structure for media not
particularly covered.
At the time of this writing, the following media-specific content models are available:


.NewspaperMagazine (Pla cem ent .Ne wsp a perM aga zin e,
Prod uct ion Det ai l. News pap erM aga zi ne , In ser tio nPe ri od ): used
for an advertisement that will be printed on one or more pages of a
newspaper, magazine or similar publication. Includes all varieties of such
advertisements: Display, Classified, Classified Display, etc.



.Insert (Pla cem ent . Inse rt, Pr odu ct io nDet ail .In ser t,
Pick Up. Ins ert , Ma teri als Exp ect at io ns.I nse rt ): used for preprinted material which is inserted into, wrapped around, attached to or bound
into a printed publication. It can also be used for samples of goods which are
included within a publication.



.Interactive (Pl ace m ent. Int era cti ve ,
Prod uct ion Det ai l. Inte rac tiv e ): used for an advertisement that will
be distributed by an electronic medium which allows for (but does not
necessarily require) user interaction with the advertisement. This includes, in
particular, online advertisements, and it is also well suited for digital signage.
However, the .Interactive content model is not optimized for ordering search
engine ads, or similar situations where the price and positioning of the ad are
determined in an auction process.



.Generic (P lac eme nt .Gen eri c, Pro du ct ionD eta il. Gen er ic ): used
for all other media, as well as for any products or services that are not
directly related to a specific publication or broadcast (e.g. sponsorships).

Information regarding the publication of an advertisement in a medium for which a
media-specific content model is provided by AdsMLBookings MUST be conveyed using
the appropriate media-specific content model.
Information regarding the publication of an advertisement in a medium for which no
media-specific content model is provided by AdsMLBookings SHOULD be conveyed
using the .Gene ric content model.
Information regarding the provision of a product or service that is not directly related
to the publication of an advertisement (e.g. sponsorships) SHOULD be conveyed using
the .G ene ric content model.
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4 Message Choreography
This is a normative section describing the expected message flow between
communications partners in a bookings transaction.
In addition, implementations of the AdsMLBookings MUST support the specifications
provided in the AdsML E-commerce Usage Rules & Guidelines.
AdsMLBookings includes two main categories of messages:


Business messages, i.e. messages such as new bookings, changes,
cancellations and status requests that are part of the parties‟ advertising
business.



Administrative messages, i.e. house-keeping messages for the systems
involved in exchange of business messages. Examples are error messages
and receipts of received AdsMLBookings XML files.

4.1 Administrative Messages –
Acknowledgment and Error handling
Administrative messages are an integral part of the AdsML Framework. As a general
case, for example, the recipient of an AdsML business message is expected to send
an administrative response to that message promptly upon receipt of the business
message, in order to indicate that the business message was received and to convey
any AdsML-level errors that may have been found in it. At the same time, the
contents of the business message are forwarded to the appropriate application, from
which (in due course) a business response message will be generated.
The rules governing administrative messages and error handling are generic and
apply to the entire AdsML Framework. These rules MUST be followed when sending
and receiving AdsMLBookings messages. For a description of administrative
messages and error handling, please see AdsML E-commerce Usage Rules &
Guidelines.

4.2 Testing
The rules governing test messages are generic and apply to the entire AdsML
Framework. These rules MUST be followed when sending and receiving test
AdsMLBookings messages. For a description of test messages, please see AdsML Ecommerce Usage Rules & Guidelines.

4.3 Response Modes
The preferred messaging model is the Request-Response model as specified in the
AdsML E-commerce Usage Rules & Guidelines.
However, since legacy applications may have limited ability to provide appropriate
responses, it is also possible to use a model where only requests and administrative
responses are transmitted, assuming an acceptance on the receiver‟s side. If a
problem occurs when a booking message cannot be accepted, it has to be solved
manually. This kind of model is called a datagram model. For more information about
datagram messaging, see the AdsML E-commerce Usage Rules & Guidelines.
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As a summary:
1) Implementations of AdsMLBookings SHOULD apply the full RequestResponse model
2) If agreed by communication parties, implementations MAY use a datagram
model (no business level responses required), and if so, they must agree
on which direction(s) of datagram messaging they will support.

4.4 Business Messages
Each business message type is identified by a message code that specifies if the
message is, for instance, an ad order, an ad order change, a cancellation, or
responses to these messages. AdsMLBookings supports a subset of business
messages as defined in AdsML Advertising Component Interactions Analysis, namely
messages from the ad bookings group (AD).
The message type is expressed as a code value for the me ssa geC ode attribute on
business message elements such as AdO rde r . The code values are defined as the
code values used in the AdsML Framework.
The sections below give a summary of the messages in each subgroup “Quotations”
“Reservations” and “Orders”. For more information, see also the reference section for
each message element (named as the message name in CamelCase).

4.4.1

Ad Quotation Messages

A Quotation is requested by the Buyer and provided by the Seller. However,
provision of the quotation is merely an offer; it does not constitute a business
agreement between buyer and seller.
AdsML does not provide a Quotation message by which the buyer “accepts” a
quotation. Such acceptance is indicated when the buyer later sends a Reservation or
Order message which references the seller‟s previous quotation.
4.4.1.1

Datagram messaging from buyer to seller

1) The buyer requests a quotation by sending an Ad Quotation Request
message (AD-RFQ), after which the seller provides the requested
quotation information by non-AdsML means (i.e. phone or fax). This ends
the message transaction.
Request for Quotation [AD-RFQ]
administrative response

Buyer

(time gap)

Seller

Quotation
(non-AdsML communications)

Ad quotation datagram message from buyer to seller
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Datagram messaging from seller to buyer

1) The buyer requests a quotation by a non-AdsML means such as a fax or
phone call. The seller sends an Ad Quotation (AD-Q) message in response
to that request. This ends the primary message transaction.
2) A seller MAY send an Ad Quotation Status (AD-QS) message
spontaneously at any time during the quotation‟s lifecycle.
4.4.1.3

Request-Response messaging model

1) An Ad Quotation Request (AD-RFQ) can be issued by a buyer and MUST
result in an Ad Quotation (AD-Q) that either confirms or denies the
request.
2) If an Ad Quotation is a response to an Ad Quotation Request, it MUST
reference the Ad Quotation Request‟s message identifier and quotation
identifier.
3) If a quotation cannot be given, an Ad Quotation message MUST anyway be
issued by the seller that explains the reason for not accepting the request
using the adsml :Re qu est D eni ed element.
Request for Quotation [AD-RFQ]
administrative response

Buyer

(time gap)

Seller

Quotation [AD-Q]
administrative response

Ad Quotation request-response messages

4) An Ad Quotation Status Enquiry (AD-QSE) MAY be issued by the buyer
while waiting for the Ad Quotation (AD-Q) to arrive, but SHOULD NOT be
issued after it has arrived. An Ad Quotation Status Enquiry SHOULD result
in an Ad Quotation Status (AD-QS) message from the seller that provides
information about the current status of the quotation.
5) If an Ad Quotation Status message is a response to an Ad Quotation
Status Enquiry, it MUST reference the Ad Quotation Status Enquiry‟s
message identifier and quotation identifier.
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Request for Quotation [AD-RFQ]
(administrative response)

(time gap)
Quotation Status Enquiry [AD-QSE]
(administrative response)

(time gap)

Buyer

Seller

Quotation Status [AD-QS]
(administrative response)

(time gap)
Quotation [AD-Q]
(administrative response)

Ad quotation status enquiry and response in between a quotation request and response

6) An Ad Quotation Status (AD-QS) MAY be issued by a seller without having
received an Ad Quotation Status Enquiry (AD-QSE).
Quotation Status [AD-QS]

Seller

Buyer
(administrative response)

Ad quotation status message spontaneously sent by the seller.

4.4.2

Ad Reservation Messages

A Reservation is requested by the Buyer and confirmed or denied by the Seller.
Acceptance of a Reservation constitutes a business agreement between buyer and
seller according to the terms of their TPA.
4.4.2.1

Datagram messaging from buyer to seller

1) The buyer sends an Ad Reservation (AD-R) message to the Seller. Once
the buyer has received an Administrative Response from the seller
(indicating that the message was received), the seller is assumed to have
accepted the reservation.
Reservation [AD-R]

Buyer

Seller
(administrative response)

Ad reservation datagram messaging. This pattern is also used for changes and
cancellations.
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2) To change a previously transmitted reservation, the buyer sends an Ad
Reservation Change (AD-RC) message to the seller. Once the buyer has
received an Administrative Response from the seller (indicating that the
message was received), the seller is assumed to have accepted the
changes to the reservation.
3) To cancel a previously transmitted reservation, the buyer sends an Ad
Reservation Cancel (AD-RX) message to the seller. Once the buyer has
received an Administrative Response from the seller (indicating that the
message was received), the seller is assumed to have cancelled the
reservation.
In all cases, when a request includes unacceptable conditions, it is up to the seller to
contact the buyer and resolve the problem using non-AdsML mechanisms. The
parties may then agree to amend the existing reservation in their respective
systems, in which case no further AdsML messages are sent, or to use an Ad
Reservation Change message to update the terms of the reservation.
4.4.2.2

Datagram messaging from seller to buyer

1) The buyer initiates, changes or cancels a reservation by a non-AdsML
means such as a fax or phone call. The seller then sends an Ad
Reservation Status (AD-RS) message which confirms the current status of
the reservation. This ends the primary message transaction.
Reservation
(non-AdsML communications)
(time gap)

Buyer

Reservation Status [AD-RS]

Seller

(administrative response)

Reservation request using datagram messaging from seller to buyer. This pattern is also
used for changes and cancellations.

2) A seller MAY send an Ad Reservation Status (AD-RS) message
spontaneously at any time during the reservation‟s lifecycle.
Reservation Status [AD-RS]

Buyer

Seller
(administrative response)

Reservation status message

4.4.2.3

Request-Response messaging model

1) An Ad Reservation (AD-R) MUST result in an Ad Reservation Response
(AD-RR) that either confirms or denies the reservation.
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2) If a reservation is denied, the reason MUST be specified in the response
message using the adsml:RequestDenied element.
3) If a reservation is confirmed, the response message MUST contain a
adsm l:N atu reO fR es pons e code indicating acceptance and MUST echo
back to the buyer the details of the accepted reservation as it exists in the
seller‟s system (to the level of detail agreed by the parties in their TPA).
Reservation [AD-R]
(administrative response)

Buyer

(time gap)

Seller

Reservation Response [AD-RR]
(administrative response)

Ad reservation request-response, including administrative responses.

4) A reservation can be changed by either the buyer or the seller using the
Ad Reservation Change (AD-RC) message.
5) All change requests MUST be fully specified reservations and must
completely replace a previous reservation. Partial updates, of e.g. only an
insertion date, are not allowed, and if received by the seller MUST trigger a
“Request Denied” response message.
Reservation Change [AD-RC]
(administrative response)

Buyer

(time gap)

Seller

Reservation Response [AD-RR]
(administrative response)

Buyer-initiated reservation change, followed by the seller‟s response.

6) Either buyer or seller can cancel an entire reservation using the Ad
Reservation Cancellation (AD-RX) message. The receiver of the
cancellation message MUST confirm with an Ad Reservation Response (ADRS). (Note: cancellation of just part of a Reservation, for example a single
Placement, is done using a Change message rather than a Cancellation
message.)
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Reservation Cancellation [AD-RX]
(administrative response)

Buyer

(time gap)

Seller

Reservation Response [AD-RS]
(administrative response)

Seller-initiated cancellation, followed by the buyer‟s response. (This message exchange can
also be initiated by the buyer.)

7) An Ad Reservation Status Enquiry (AD-RSE) MUST result in an Ad
Reservation Status message response.
8) If an Ad Reservation Status message is a response to an Ad Reservation
Status Enquiry, it MUST reference the Ad Reservation Status Enquiry‟s
message identifier and reservation identifier.
Reservation Status Enquiry [AD-RSE]
(administrative response)

Buyer

(time gap)

Seller

Reservation Status [AD-RS]
(administrative response)

Reservation status enquiry and response.

9) An Ad Reservation Status (AD-RS) MAY be issued by the seller without a
previous Ad Reservation Status Enquiry (AD-RSE) having been received.

4.4.3

Ad Order Messages

An Order is requested by the buyer and confirmed or denied by the seller.
Acceptance of an Order constitutes a business agreement between buyer and seller
according to the terms of their TPA.
4.4.3.1

Datagram messaging from buyer to seller

1) The buyer sends an Ad Order (AD-O) message to the seller. Once the
buyer has received an Administrative Response from the seller (indicating
that the message was received), the seller is assumed to have accepted
the order.
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Order [AD-O]

Buyer

Seller
(administrative response)

Ad order datagram messaging. This pattern is also used for changes and cancellations.

2) To change a previously transmitted order, the buyer sends an Ad Order
Change (AD-OC) message to the seller. Once the buyer has received an
Administrative Response from the seller (indicating that the message was
received), the seller is assumed to have accepted the changes to the
order.
3) To cancel a previously transmitted order, the buyer sends an Ad Order
Cancel (AD-OX) message to the seller. Once the buyer has received an
Administrative Response from the seller (indicating that the message was
received), the seller is assumed to have cancelled the order.
In all cases, when a request includes unacceptable conditions, it is up to the seller to
contact the buyer and resolve the problem using non-AdsML mechanisms. The
parties may then agree to amend the existing booking in their respective systems, in
which case no further AdsML messages are sent, or to use an Ad Order Change
message to update the terms of the booking.
4.4.3.2

Datagram messaging from seller to buyer

1) The buyer initiates, changes or cancels an order by a non-AdsML means
such as a fax or phone call. The seller then sends an Ad Order Status (ADOS) message which confirms the current status of the order. This ends the
primary message transaction.
Order
(non-AdsML communications)
(time gap)

Buyer

Order Status [AD-OS]

Seller

(administrative response)

Order request using datagram messaging from seller to buyer. This pattern is also used for
changes and cancellations.

2) A seller MAY send an Ad Order Status message spontaneously at any time
during the order‟s lifecycle.
Order Status [AD-OS]

Buyer

Seller
(administrative response)

Order status message
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Request-Response messaging model

1) An Ad Order (AD-O) MUST result in an Ad Order Response (AD-OR) that
either confirms or denies the order.
2) If an order is denied, the reason MUST be specified in the response
message using the adsml:RequestDenied element.
3) If an order is confirmed, the response message MUST contain a
adsm l:N atu reO fR es pons e code indicating acceptance and MUST echo
back to the buyer the details of the accepted order as it exists in the
seller‟s system (to the level of detail agreed by the parties in their TPA).
Order [AD-O]
(administrative response)

Buyer

(time gap)

Seller

Order Response [AD-OR]
(administrative response)

Ad order request-response, including administrative responses.

4) An order can be changed by either the buyer or the seller using the Ad
Order Change (AD-OC) message.
5) All change requests MUST be fully specified orders and must completely
replace a previous order. Partial updates, of e.g. only an insertion date,
are not allowed, and if received by the seller MUST trigger a “Request
Denied” response message.
Order Change [AD-OC]
(administrative response)

Buyer

(time gap)

Seller

Order Response [AD-OR]
(administrative response)

Buyer-initiated order change, followed by the seller‟s response.

6) Either buyer or seller can cancel an entire order using the Ad Order
Cancellation (AD-OX) message. The receiver of the cancellation message
MUST respond with an Ad Order Response (AD-OR). (Note: cancellation of
just part of an order, for example a single Placement, is done using a
Change message rather than a Cancellation message.)
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Order Cancellation [AD-OX]
(administrative response)

Buyer

(time gap)

Seller

Order Response [AD-OS]
(administrative response)

Seller-initiated cancellation, followed by the buyer‟s response. (This message exchange can
also be initiated by the buyer.)

7) An Ad Order Status Enquiry (AD-OSE) MUST result in an Ad Order Status
(AD-OS) message.
8) If an Ad Order Status message is a response to an Ad Order Status
Enquiry, it MUST reference the Ad Order Status Enquiry‟s message
identifier and order identifier.
Order Status Enquiry [AD-OSE]
(administrative response)

Buyer

(time gap)

Seller

Order Status [AD-OS]
(administrative response)

Order status enquiry and response.

9) An Ad Order Status MAY be issued by the seller without a previous Ad
Order Status Enquiry having been received.

4.4.4
Message References – Booking and Quotation
Identifiers
The AdsMLBookings standard supports an asynchronous messaging model. For a
general discussion, please see AdsML E-commerce Rules & Guidelines.
Both ad reservation (AD-R) and ad order (AD-O) messages normally initiate a
booking in the seller‟s booking system. During the life cycle of a booking, a
reservation might change and later be confirmed as an order that, in turn, can be
changed. In order to maintain the relationship between request-response message
pairs, as well as between a series of change messages regarding the same
“booking”, a stable identifier MUST be used during the complete suite of possible
messages, i.e. the booking identifier below. Change and Status messages (AD-RC,
AD-OC, AD-RS, AD-OS, AD-RSE, AD-OSE) MUST use the same identifier as was used
in the initiating message.
An implication of the above is that a buying or booking system MUST be able to store
this identifier with the booking in its internal data storage.
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In general, each message has the following identifiers:


The booking identifier. An identifier first issued by the party that initiates the
reservation or ordering process. The booking identifier is the primary
identifier for a Reservation or Order and MUST NOT change during the life of
that Reservation or Order. Its structure MUST conform to the AdsML QID
format, and it MUST be included in any reservation or order message
transmitted, both responses and requests. The booking identifier is called
Book ing Ide nti fi er .



The buyer‟s reference. A reference identifier issued by the buying party in a
quotation, reservation or ordering transaction. The buyer‟s reference conveys
the internal identifier that the buyer uses to reference this Quotation,
Reservation or Order. The buyer‟s reference is optional; however, once
provided, its value MUST remain stable throughout the life of the Quotation,
Reservation or Order. The buyer‟s reference is called
adsm l: B uye rsR ef er ence .



The seller‟s reference. A reference identifier issued by the selling party in a
quotation, reservation or ordering transaction. The seller‟s reference conveys
the internal identifier that the seller uses to reference this Quotation,
Reservation or Order. The seller‟s reference is optional; however, once
provided, its value MUST remain stable throughout the life of the Quotation,
Reservation or Order. The seller‟s reference is called
adsm l: S ell ers Re fe renc e .



The message ID. A unique identifier for the business message. Each message
ID MUST conform to the AdsML QID format and MUST be different from any
other message ID. The message ID appears in the business message and is
called mess ag eID .

Response messages need to identify the message they respond to as well as the
message class of that message:


The “in response to” message ID. A mandatory ID referencing the message
that a response is about.

As a set of multiple updates, say, may be issued before a response is received for
the first message, it must be possible to distinguish responses from one another. The
ID appears in responses as the attribute inR es pons eTo Mes sag eI D . Update and
cancellation messages also include:


The last received message ID. All update and cancellation messages MAY
include the message ID of the last message received about the particular
booking.

This ID can be used to detect “dirty updates”, i.e. since both seller and buyer can
issue updates there is a risk that both do so simultaneously. When receiving an
update request, it is possible to check that the value of the last received message ID
in the update request corresponds to the last message sent for the particular
booking.
Quotation messages (AD-RFQ, AD-Q, AD-QSE, AD-QS) use a mandatory identifier
equivalent to the BookingIdentifier, but named Quo tat ion Ide nti fi er :


The quotation identifier. An identifier first issued by the party that initiates a
quotation process. The quotation identifier is the primary identifier for a
Quotation and MUST NOT change during the life of that Quotation. Its structure
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conform to the AdsML QID format, and it MUST be included in any
Quotation message transmitted, both responses and requests. A reference to
this value can also be conveyed in Reservation or Order messages that relate
to the quotation. The quotation identifier is called Quo tat ion Ide nti f ier .
MUST

Compared to Orders and Reservations, Quotations have a shorter life cycle with a
single pair of request/response. Each new request for quotation MUST use a new
Quot ati onI den ti fi er . The quotation identifier SHOULD be stored by the booking
system.
Please see the section on “Globally Unique Identifiers” in E-Commerce Usage Rules &
Guidelines for information regarding how identifiers may be expressed using the
AdsML QID type.

4.5 Sample Choreography Use Cases
These technical use cases illustrate the relationship between message flows and the
ID values that are used to synchronize the messages.

4.5.1

Ad order and later update

A new order followed by an update in due time.
Buyer
1

Seller

-> AdOrder
messageID=”X1”
BookingIdentifier=”1”

2

-> AdOrder
messageID=”X1”
BookingIdentifier=”1”

3

Create new booking in the booking
system based on the order.

4

<- AdOrderResponse
messageID=”Y1”
BookingIdentifier=”1”
inResponseToMessageID=”X1”
status=”OK”

5

<- AdOrderResponse
messageID=”Y1” BookingIdentifier
=”1” inResponseToMessageID=”X1”
status=”OK”

6

Check that the response is correct
compared to order.

7

OK – transaction is complete.

8

The order must be changed. Create a
change message that includes the
message ID of the last received
message.
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Seller

-> AdOrderChange
messageID=”X2” BookingIdentifier
=”1”
lastReceivedMessageID=”Y1”

10

-> AdOrderChange
messageID=”X2” BookingIdentifier
=”1” lastReceivedMessageID=”Y1”

11

Verify that the change is based on
the last message sent by the
seller. It is. The change is
acknowledged, send response.

12

<- AdOrderResponse
messageID=”Y2” BookingIdentifier
=”1” inResponseToMessageID=”X2”
status=”OK”

13

<- AdOrderResponse
messageID=”Y2” BookingIdentifier
=”1” inResponseToMessageID=”X2”
status=”OK”

14

Check that the response is correct
compared to change order.

15

OK – Transaction is complete.

4.5.2

Ad order and change before response

A new order followed by an update from the buyer before the seller‟s response to the
new order was received by the buyer.
Buyer
1

Seller

-> AdOrder
messageID=”X1” BookingIdentifier
=”1”

2

-> AdOrder
messageID=”X1” BookingIdentifier
=”1”

3

Create new booking in the booking
system based on the order.

4

The booking requires manual
handling and cannot be accepted
immediately.

5

The order must be changed. Create a
change message, but it cannot
include the message ID of the last
received message since no response
message has been received yet.
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Seller

-> AdOrderChange
messageID=”X2” BookingIdentifier
=”1”

7

-> AdOrderChange
messageID=”X2” BookingIdentifier
=”1”

8

The new order and order change are
handled and both are acknowledged
with Administrative Response
messages. A single business-level
response can be issued with the
resulting booking (after applying
new order and change order)

9

<- AdOrderResponse
messageID=”Y1” BookingIdentifier
=”1” inResponseToMessageID=”X2”
status=”OK”

10

<- AdOrderResponse
messageID=”Y1” BookingIdentifier
=”1” inResponseToMessageID=”X2”
status=”OK”

11

Check that the response is correct
compared to order plus changed
order.

12

OK – transaction complete.

4.5.3

Ad order and simultaneous updates

A new order is sent and accepted, after which both buyer and seller issue
simultaneous changes. The conflict is detected, and both changes are denied.
Buyer
1

Seller

-> AdOrder
messageID=”X1” BookingIdentifier
=”1”

2

-> AdOrder
messageID=”X1” BookingIdentifier
=”1”

3

Create new booking in the booking
system based on the order.

4

<- AdOrderResponse
messageID=”Y1” BookingIdentifier
=”1” inResponseToMessageID=”X1”
status=”OK”
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Seller

<- AdOrderResponse
messageID=”Y1” BookingIdentifier
=”1” inResponseToMessageID=”X1”
status=”OK”

6

Check that the response is correct
compared to order.

7

OK – transaction is complete.

8

The booking must be changed. Create
a change message that includes the
message ID of the last received
message.

9

-> AdOrderChange
messageID=”X2” BookingIdentifier
=”1” lastReceivedMessageID=”Y1”

10

Before the buyer‟s change request
arrives, the seller also wants to
change the booking. Create a change
message that includes the message
ID of the last received message.
<- AdOrderChange
messageID=”Y2” BookingIdentifier
=”1” lastReceivedMessageID=”X1”

11

<- AdOrderChange

-> AdOrderChange

messageID=”Y2” BookingIdentifier
=”1” lastReceivedMessageID=”X1”

messageID=”X2” BookingIdentifier
=”1” lastReceivedMessageID=”Y1”

12

The buyer can see that the seller‟s
order change request is based on
message X1. However, the last
message sent by the buyer was X2,
so a conflict is detected. The
seller‟s change request is not
accepted.

The seller can see that the buyer‟s
order change request is based on
message Y1. However, the last
message sent by the seller was Y2,
so a conflict is detected. The
buyer‟s change request is not
accepted.

13

-> AdOrderResponse

<- AdOrderResponse

messageID=”X3” BookingIdentifier
=”1” inResponseToMessageID=”Y2”
status=”ERROR”

messageID=”Y3” BookingIdentifier
=”1” inResponseToMessageID=”X2”
status=”ERROR”

<- AdOrderResponse

-> AdOrderResponse

messageID=”Y3” BookingIdentifier
=”1” inResponseToMessageID=”X2”
status=”ERROR”

messageID=”X3” BookingIdentifier
=”1” inResponseToMessageID=”Y2”
status=”ERROR”

Message transaction completed with
errors, no changes made

Message transaction completed with
errors, no changes made

14

15

At this point, in theory either party may attempt to re-initiate AdsML communications
by re-sending their requested changes. More likely, however, they should first speak
to each other by phone in order to agree on which changes should be made and who
should initiate them.
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5 Usage of Business Messages
5.1 Acceptance
An acceptance of an order or reservation by a seller indicates that the seller accepts
what it believes were the significant terms requested by the buyer, not necessarily
the precise text by which those terms were expressed. The amount of latitude
available to the seller in interpreting the buyer‟s instructions, and the degree to
which the seller‟s response message should echo back the precise terms used by the
buyer, MUST be agreed in advance between buyer and seller. The available options in
this regard are described in the Usage scenarios: “Accept as-is”, “Accept with
conditions” and “Accept with changes” in Bookings Usage.

5.1.1

Accept an order with changes

AdsML provides a mechanism by which a seller can accept an order “with changes”.
This is primarily meant to support scenarios such as partial acceptance (for example,
when some but not all of the requested dates can be accommodated), or secondarily,
relatively small changes that are thought by the seller to accommodate the spirit, if
not the full details, of the buyer‟s order.
Acceptance “with changes” is accomplished by sending an Ad Order Response (or Ad
Reservation Response) message in which the details of the order have been changed
to reflect the conditions the seller is willing to accept. The seller uses the
adsm l:N atu reO fR es pons e element to indicate that the acceptance is “with
changes”, and optionally the a ds ml: Cha nge S peci fic ati on structure to identify
the specific Placements or Insertions in which the changes have been made.
The “accept with changes” capability SHOULD NOT be used in cases where the seller is
unable to accept a substantial part of the order and the seller-initiated changes
constitute more than either a simple filtering of the order (as in the example above),
or a reasonably small date or time change, or a reasonably small change of the ad‟s
position within the specified publication. This capability MUST NOT be used to add new
placements, insertion dates, publications or targeting instructions to a booking.
Trading partners wishing to use this capability MUST agree in advance on the types of
information that may be changed by the seller in an acceptance, and on the value
that will be placed in the a dsm l:N atu reO fRe spon se element in order to signify
that such changes have been made.

5.1.2
Synchronization of terminology and content
in acceptance messages
An AdsML acceptance message provides the capability for the seller to fully specify
the terms of the acceptance, at a high level by entering an appropriate code in the
adsm l:N atu reO fR es pons e element, and at a lower level by populating the
response message with the details of the accepted order as it exists in the seller‟s
system. In doing so, the seller has the ability to change some aspects of the order
(including both cosmetic, e.g. terminology, and business-significant values) from
those that were requested. But this capability should be used very carefully.
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Before exchanging AdsML messages, the buyer and seller SHOULD synchronize the
controlled vocabularies and other terminology used in their systems, so that the
seller‟s response and status messages will naturally echo back to the buyer the same
code values and terminology that the buyer used. However, it is often the case that
buyers and sellers are unable to fully synchronize their vocabularies, in which case
there may be a mismatch between some of the terms in the request and response
messages.
If vocabularies cannot be synchronized, senders of messages SHOULD use values
originating in their respective systems.
In addition to terminology issues, there are more substantive reasons why the
parties might want the seller to accept an order while changing some of the buyer‟s
terms. For example, the buyer may have made a relatively harmless error such as
providing both a name and code for the target publication, where the code is correct
but the name is misspelled. Or perhaps the buyer provides several classification
codes from which the seller is expected to select the most suitable one. Or the seller
may wish to add or correct information that was not available to the buyer, such as
providing the seller‟s order ID or updating the name of the sales executive handling
this order.
For reasons like these, the trading partners MAY agree in advance that the seller is
allowed to make certain limited types of cosmetic and/or business-significant
changes in an acceptance. But as a general rule, a seller‟s response message SHOULD
NOT change any of the business-significant information that was expressed in the
buyer‟s request. And if the parties agree to permit such business-significant changes,
changes MUST NOT be made to types of information that the trading partners have
not previously agreed may be changed in these circumstances, and the presence of
such changes in the message MUST be identified by a suitable
adsm l:N atu reO fR es pons e value that has been agreed between the trading
partners.

5.2 Changes and cancellations
5.2.1

Change a previously-accepted Booking

Request for changes of a booking (order or reservation) can be specified using the
AdOr der Cha nge and AdRe ser vat ion Ch an ge business messages.
Change messages MUST be used to request business-significant changes. Updates to
supplemental or supporting metadata, for example a change in the booking‟s status
or the addition of a Note, should be communicated via status messages
(AdOr der Sta tus or A dRes erv ati onS ta tu s ) and not via a change messages.
The approach to updates is that a booking MUST be completely specified within the
change message, i.e. even though a change only affects details of a single
placement, the complete booking data must be included.
In addition to specifying the booking, the A dOr derC han ge and
AdRe ser vat ion Ch an ge business messages also allow for a summary of the
changes requested in the a dsm l:C han geS pec ific ati on element. The changes
can be specified as a list of codes and descriptive text. Also, it is possible for the
sender to include a pointer to where each change is made by referencing the primary
identifier of the section of the message in which the change occurred. For example,
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Chan geL oca tio nR ef eren ce elements can be used to reference the
Plac eme ntI den ti fi er in a changed P lac e ment and the
Sche dul eEn try Id en tifi er in a changed I nser tio nPe rio d . If a section of
the message has been deleted (for example, an entire Pl ace men t was removed),
the Ch ang eLo cat ion Refe ren ce can contain the identifier of the deleted
information.
The change specification is intended to be used as a facilitator for the receiving
applications to either automatically or with manual support update the relevant parts
of a complex booking.
See also section on changes in “Use Cases and Recommended Solutions”.

5.2.2

Cancel a previously-accepted Booking

Only in the case where a complete booking is cancelled should the cancellation
messages be used. A partial cancellation where a single placement or insertion in a
booking that also has additional placements or insertions is cancelled MUST be
handled using a change message and MUST NOT be handled using a cancellation
message.
Depending on the agreement between trading partners (the TPA), a change involving
a cancellation of a single booking part MAY either be implicitly defined by the absence
of the part, or explicitly defined in the change specification.
It is RECOMMENDED to use the explicit model when transmitting a partial cancellation.
In this case, the change message includes the part that is being canceled, and an
adsm l: C han geS pe ci fica tio n structure containing a
Chan ge L oca tio n R ef eren ce that points to the primary identifier of the cancelled
section, and a Co deV a lue that indicates that the nature of the change is a
cancellation, e.g. a “CANCEL” code.
See also section on changes in “Use Cases and Recommended Solutions”.

5.3 The use of Status in response messages
Status is recorded at all major levels in AdsML Bookings response messages, at the
booking, placement and scheduling (insertion) levels. In addition, status can be
recorded at the ad content level as part of a placement (please see the
AdsMLMaterials Usage - Rules & Guidelines for information about use of status values
inside the ads ml - ma: A dCon ten t context).
Status information is conveyed in the optional adsml :St atu s element, which
contains a code and an optional, repeatable St atus Qua lif ier code that can
provide more information about the status. Please see the E-Commerce Usage Rules
& Guidelines for a general discussion about use of status values.
The status is recorded in code form using the C odeT ype defined in the AdsML Type
Library, and can use a controlled vocabulary for validation.
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5.4 Pricing and Payments
5.4.1

Overview

Prices can be specified at three levels: for the complete booking; for each placement
group; and for each placement. On all three levels, there are two types of
information
1) A Total Price for the level (e.g. Pla cem ent Pr ice ), accompanied by an
optional list of the Pr ic eCom pon ent s which make up that price, and
2) A Pay erI nfo rma tio n structure, which indicates the party or parties who
will pay for this booking, placement group or placement. The payer
information includes payment data and instructions, and allows for each payer
to be allocated a share of the total price. Each payer‟s share can be specified
by either amount or percentage, so that complete payer information can be
provided even when the total price was not specified.
Both types of information are optional on all levels due to the fact that a price may
not be available at all times during the life span of a booking, and also that trading
partners might agree that prices must not be transmitted in a booking message
(price and payment may be settled using other channels). The format also has to
accommodate booking of free ads, where no price will be provided.
Within the pricing area, it is possible to include positive or negative price
adjustments, i.e. discounts or surcharges. These adjustments can be done to the
total price, and individually to each payer‟s share.
The price contained in a booking is often merely an expected or “ballpark” price,
which reflects the price that would be charged if the ad ran exactly as specified and
no contractual agreements or other external factors caused its price to be adjusted.
In practice, it is quite common for ads to run somewhat differently than ordered, and
additional discounts or surcharges may be triggered by factors that are external to
the booking message (for example, volume discounts).
Using these structures, it is possible to include apparently contradictory pricing
information in a given Bookings message. This possibility is a necessary side effect of
the flexibility which is built into the message structure in order to accommodate
different regional, media and ad-class usage scenarios. It is therefore important that
each set of trading partners agree in advance on the types of pricing information that
they will exchange, the structures in which they will convey it, and the interpretation
which should be applied to it.
See also the section on pricing in “Use Cases and Recommended Solutions”.

5.4.2

Pricing semantics

It is possible for either a buyer or seller to include pricing information in most
AdsMLBookings messages. But what is the intended meaning in each such case? For
example, if pricing information is included in an order confirmation message, does it
reflect a guaranteed price, a “not to exceed” cap, or a general guideline that might
be plus or minus 20% of the final price?
It is up to trading partners or regional industry groups to agree on the intended
meaning of pricing information that is included in a given type of message. In
general, the expectations of the AdsML technical working group are:
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If a buyer includes pricing information in a request for a reservation or order,
it reflects the buyer‟s expectation of the general pricing range and/or
applicable contract, if any. Buyers wishing to convey other semantics, for
example “price not to exceed”, should define this meaning in advance via
their Trading Partner Agreement, and/or explicitly state the desired meaning
by using an appropriate ads ml: Pri ceT ype code.



Similarly, when a seller includes pricing information in a quotation, a response
to an order or reservation, or a status message, the price reflects an assertion
which could loosely be phrased as: “If the ad(s) are published according to
the placement criteria defined in this message, the price will be as shown
here. However, actual price may differ depending on circumstances.”



When a seller includes pricing information in an order status message, the
expected accuracy of the price depends on whether (and to what extent, if it
is a multi-placement order) the total order has actually been published.

Note: These issues and guidelines apply to the adsm l: T ota lPr ic e at each level
of the booking message, which is the agreed price for the booking, placement or
placement group. By contrast, information in the P aye rIn for mat ion structures,
including each payer‟s amount or price share, is usually provided by the buyer and, if
accepted by the seller, is used to generate invoices to the specified parties.

5.4.3

Payers and their payments

A Booking message may contain information about how and by whom the booking is
expected to be paid (or has already been paid). This is conveyed in the
Paye rIn for mat io n structure, which is available at every level of the message
where pricing can be expressed. Each instance of Pay erI nfo rma tio n identifies a
single payer party and conveys details about the price that will be paid by that payer
and the mechanism by which it will be paid.
It is recommended that when pricing information is contained in an order, one or
more corresponding PayerI nfo rma tio n elements SHOULD always be provided. If
an order contains pricing but Paye rIn for ma t ion is not provided, trading partners
SHOULD assume that the entire order will be paid by the Boo kin gPa r ty using a
payment mechanism and payment terms that have been agreed elsewhere.
Each instance of Pay er Info rma tio n describes the combination of a single payer
and payment method. Therefore, if more than one paying party will be related to this
booking, or if a single paying party will pay by multiple payment methods, then
multiple Pay erI nfo rm atio n elements will be needed: at least one for each
combination of payer and payment method.
5.4.3.1

Relationship to future invoices and payments

Note that there is not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between the number
of Pay erI nfo rma tio n elements in an AdsMLBookings message and the number of
invoices or payments that will result from that booking. It is common for a booking
that involves just one paying party and one payment method to generate multiple
invoices or payments: for example, if the booking covers a span of time, the seller
may choose to issue invoices on a daily, weekly or monthly basis, and the payer may
pay each of those invoices individually or group them into a smaller number of
payments.
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In order to accommodate these and other similar situations, it is strongly
RECOMMENDED that trading partners agree in their Trading Partner Agreement on the
invoicing and payment patterns that they will normally use (e.g. how often will
invoices be issued and when are they expected to be paid), rather than attempting
to convey that information in AdsMLBookings messages.
5.4.3.2

Relationship to payments already received

When describing payments that have already been received, for example in the case
of a pre-paid classified booking, it is RECOMMENDED that if multiple payments have
been received there should be one P aye rIn fo rmat ion structure be provided for
each individual pre-payment.
5.4.3.3

Pricing details

Within Payer In for ma tion , it is possible to provide pricing details using two
different structures: Pa yers Pri ceD eta il s and Shar eOf To tal P rice .
Paye rsP ric eDe ta il s conveys the price to be paid by this payer in complete,
self-contained detail. It consists of a stack of P rice Com pon ent s which can be
structured to represent the payer‟s pricing information as it would appear on an
invoice. S har eOf To ta lPri ce , on the other hand, indicates the relationship
between this payer‟s pricing information and one or more of the price components in
the body of the order. For example, it can be used to indicate that this payer will pay
40% of the total color charge.
Paye rsP ric eDe ta il s is the primary method for indicating the price to be paid by
a given payer, while Sh areO fTo tal Pri ce provides additional, supplemental
information if desired. Therefore, when conveying pricing information for a given
payer, P ay ers Pri ceD etai ls SHOULD always be populated, while
Shar eOf Tot alP ri ce MAY also be populated if appropriate.
Within Payer sP ric eD etai ls only ads ml: T otal Pri ce is mandatory. The
degree to which additional pricing details are provided is up to the user.
5.4.3.4

Payment type and mechanism

The P aym ent structure provides information about the type of payment associated
with this payment: for example, whether or not the payment has already been made
(Paym ent /ad sml :St atus ), and the mechanism by which the payment either has
already been or will be made (e.g. by cash, credit card, in response to an invoice,
etc.).
The P aym ent element does not contain pricing information. The price associated
with a Paymen t is conveyed in its sibling PayersPr ice Det ail s / To talP ric e .
Only one set of Pa yme n t information can be included in a given instance of
Paye rIn for mat io n . Therefore, if a payer wishes to use more than one payment
method for an order, then multiple Paye rIn fo rmat ion elements will need to be
provided.
5.4.3.5

Billing Instructions

Bill ing Ins tru ct io ns are primarily used to describe the method that should be
used for allocating the price of a long-running advertisement across multiple
invoices. (For example, if the ad will run for five months, should the publisher send
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monthly invoices, and if so, should each invoice convey one-fifth of the total price?)
However, it can also be used to convey any other type of instructions describing how
the invoice or invoices should be generated.
Each instance of Bil li ngIn str uct ion s is relevant only to that particular
Paye rPa rty . If a booking contains multiple Pa yerP art ys and the same billing
instructions apply to all of them, those instructions SHOULD be copied into each of the
Paye rPa rty structures.

5.4.4

Currencies

AdsMLBookings contains an optional adsml :D ocum ent Cur ren cy Co de at the top
level of the message. This element specifies the default currency for all of the pricing
information contained in the document. The element is optional in order to support
situations in which no pricing information is conveyed in the booking message. If any
pricing information is contained in the message, however, the
adsm l:D ocu men t C ur renc yCo de MUST be populated.
The pricing structures contained at each lower level of a Bookings message (e.g.
Plac eme ntG rou pP ri ce and P lac eme ntP r ice ) contain an additional, optional
adsm l:C urr enc yC od e . These elements, if populated, override the
adsm l: D ocu men tC ur renc yCo de from the top level with respect to the pricing
information found in that placement or placement group.
Due to the use of common schema components, Tot alB ook ing Pri ce also
contains a local instance of a ds ml: Cur ren cy Code ; however since the total
booking price is the highest level pricing information in the booking it MUST always
either be omitted or populated with a copy of the
adsm l:D ocu men tC ur renc yCo de , both of which actions convey the same
meaning.
As noted above, a Booking message may also contain information about how and by
whom the booking is expected to be paid (Pay erIn for mat ion ). Any monetary
amounts contained in Payer Inf orm ati on are accompanied by an instance of
adsm l:C urr enc yC od e , which specifies the currency for that particular payment
amount. These may or may not be the same as the currency for the booking as a
whole.

5.4.5

Exchange rates

At each location where an adsm l: Cur ren cyC ode may be specified, it is also
possible to indicate the adsm l:E xch ang eR at e that was used to convert the prices
shown in the message from another currency.
Exchange rates are purely optional. They provide supplemental information about
the prices in the message, so that (for example) a seller may indicate that one or
more of the prices were derived from a published rate card using a specific exchange
rate as of a particular date.

5.4.6

Rules and guidelines

This section provides rules and guidelines for the inclusion of pricing and payment
information.
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NB: These rules apply only in those cases when trading partners have chosen to
include pricing information in a message. They do not apply if there is no pricing
information in the message.
5.4.6.1

Pricing and currencies

1. Pricing information contained in an AdsML Booking message is intended to
support various processes such as invoice reconciliation, but SHOULD NOT be
considered a replacement for the invoice itself.
2. If any pricing information appears anywhere in a Bookings message, a
Tota lBo oki ngP ri ce for the complete booking MUST be provided.
3. The value of the highest-level total price in the booking MUST override the
sum of all sub-totals that may appear lower down. In particular, a value given
in TotalBo oki ngP ri ce must override the sum of all values given in
Plac eme ntG rou pP ri ce e lem ent s , which value in turn must override the
sum of all Plac eme nt Pric e elements in that group.
4. If any pricing information appears anywhere in a Booking message, then
either the trading partners MUST have agreed in advance on the currency that
will be used in all of their transactions, or ad sm l:Do cum ent Cur re nc yCod e
MUST be populated with the currency code which applies to the document as a
whole.
5. If an ad sml :C urr enc yCod e is provided for the pricing information in a
placement or placement group, it overrides the booking‟s document currency
code with respect to the pricing information conveyed in that placement or
placement group.
6. If an ad sml :C urr enc yCod e is provided within the To tal Boo kin gP rice ,
it MUST contain the same value as the ads ml: Docu men tCu rre nc yC ode for
the booking as a whole.
5.4.6.2

Payments and payer information

1. Trading partners SHOULD agree in advance on the invoicing and payment
patterns that they will normally use (e.g. how often will invoices be issued
and when are they expected to be paid).
2. At least one Pa yer Inf orma tio n structure SHOULD be placed at the level(s)
at which the booking will be invoiced, and SHOULD NOT be placed at any other
level(s). For example, if there will be one or more invoices per placement, a
Paye rIn for mat io n structure should be included at the placement level; if
the invoice(s) will be per placement group, then Pay erI nfo rma tio n should
be provided at the placement group level; and if there will be a single invoice
for the complete booking, Pa yer Inf orm ati o n should be provided at the
bookings level.
3. If Pa yer Inf orm at io n appears at a given level, it SHOULD be accompanied
by a total price for that level. For example, if a placement contains
Paye rIn for mat io n , then it should also contain a Placem ent Pri c e .
4. When describing payments that have not yet occurred, it is RECOMMENDED
that if payment information appears at a given level of the message, there
should be one Pa yer I nfor mat ion element for each unique combination of
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Paye rPa rty and Pa y ment /Me cha nis m . If a payer will use more than one
method of payment, then multiple Pay erI nfo rmat ion elements SHOULD be
provided for that payer, one for each method of payment.
5. Each instance of Pay er Info rma tio n SHOULD contain a populated instance
of Pay ers Pri ceD eta ils . Sh are OfT ota lP rice MAY also be populated if
desired.

5.4.7
Relationship of price structures to those used
in AdsMLFinancials
Although users of AdsMLBookings are not required to use AdsMLFinancials, those
who do will find many of the same pricing structures in both of them, although with
different names. The re-use of pricing structures across various AdsML standards is
meant to make it easier for developers to implement them in software.
This structural similarity can be deceptive, however, because the way that pricing
information is meant to be conveyed in AdsMLBookings is quite different from the
equivalent cases in AdsMLFinancials.
In AdsMLBookings, all of the pricing information for a given section of the booking,
including charges, allowances, discounts and taxes, is meant to be conveyed in a
single pricing structure in that section of the booking. In AdsMLFinancials, however,
each line item contains separate structures for the calculated price, allowances and
taxes. The same information which, in AdsMLBookings, would be conveyed in
Plac eme ntP ric e is allocated to three structures in an AdsMLFinancials line item.
This difference in approach and complexity reflects the fact that an AdsML financial
document is primarily about a financial transaction and only secondarily about the
other booking-related information that it may contain. It is critical that a financial
document be able to describe the financial transaction in sufficient detail to satisfy
both the directly involved trading partners and other financial stakeholders such as
auditors and tax authorities.
A booking message, conversely, is primarily a document about the nature, timing
and desired distribution for the publication of an advertisement, which only
secondarily, and optionally, discusses its price. Only in the classified ad workflow,
where many bookings have been pre-paid by credit card, and in a few specific
countries, is it common to see pricing information in a booking that is complete to
the level of detail that one would find on an invoice. The payment and pricing
structures in AdsMLBookings are designed to support these flexible requirements.

5.5 Taxation information
AdsMLBookings supports the transmission of taxation information in two contexts:
1) Each Party in a Booking includes an optional adsm l: P art yTa xS ch eme
specifying taxation information that is associated with that particular party.
2) Each price component may have an associated ads ml: Tax Cat ego r y that plays
the same role as Pa rty TaxS che me above by recording tax information associated
with a particular price.
Rules and guidelines for populating the taxation structures in any AdsML message
can be found in the AdsML Type Library specification.
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5.6 Targeting and Distribution
5.6.1

Placement Target

AdsMLBookings provides a “placement target” structure which allows the buyer to
define the type of thing being ordered or bought in this placement, and the target
number of such things that are expected to result from the placement. In effect, this
structure defines “what the buyer is paying for”. For example, in a web ad it is
possible to specify that the placement is intended to deliver “50,000 impressions”.
Use of Pl ace men tTa r get is strongly RECOMMENDED when booking interactive,
inserts or generic advertisements. However, use of P la cem ent Tar ge t is optional
when booking print ads (e.g. newspapers and magazines), because in that case the
type of thing being bought is understood to be “insertions” and the number of
instances is defined by the scheduling instructions elsewhere in the placement.

5.6.2
Distribution (Editions, Regions, Zones,
Demographics, etc.)
AdsMLBookings also provides a generic “distribution target” mechanism which allows
the buyer to restrict the distribution of the advertisement to a subset of the audience
that the publication is capable of reaching. This includes, but is not limited to,
temporal (e.g. editions, etc.), geographic (e.g. regions, zones, micro-zones, etc.),
delivery classes (e.g. single copy, newsstand, etc.) and demographic (e.g. gender,
age, income, etc.) targets.
Note: P lac em ent Tar get defines the thing that is being paid for, while
Dist rib uti onT ar ge t describes the people/places/mechanisms to which the
advertisement should be distributed in order to achieve that target.
The distribution mechanism is completely generic, and can convey any form of
targeting codes that the buyer and seller have agreed to use. These can be very
simple instructions (e.g. a list of editions or zones that should be included), or as
complex as necessary (e.g. a precise combination of editions, zones and
demographics, some of which should be included and some of which should be
excluded from the distribution of the advertisement).
The distribution instructions can be conveyed using any combination of machineprocessable Co de elements and/or textual instructions conveyed in
adsm l:S pec ifi ca ti ons . As always when communicating via codes and code
lists, it is important that the trading partners agree in advance on the types and
meaning of the targeting codes and code values that may be conveyed in a booking
message.
It is strongly RECOMMENDED that if codes are used to convey distribution information,
the names of the code lists (e.g. “Edition”, “Region”, “Zone”, “Demographic” and
“Delivery Class”) should be as provided in AdsM LTar get ing Cod eC V , and their
usage should be consistent with the descriptions of those codes in
AdsM LTa rge tin gC od eCV .
Note: If distribution information is provided in a Placement that includes multiple
Publ ica tio ns , then the information in Distribu tio nTa rge t must apply to all
of those publications.
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Region, Zone and Micro-zone codes

There are many different ways to define concepts like “region”, “zone”, “micro-zone”
and the relationships between them. For example, some publications consider a
region to be larger than a zone, while elsewhere the concepts are reversed or even
orthogonal to each other.
Trading partners that wish to specify localization information precisely should agree
on a suitable coding scheme to represent the regions, zones and micro-zones in
which the publisher is able to deliver the advertisement. It is RECOMMENDED that
these codes be “flat” and self-contained. For example, the code for a zone within a
region might specify both the region and zone, e.g. “RegionA.Zone23” or
“Northwest/1”.

5.6.4

Distribution count

It is possible to express a To tal Dis tri but i onCo unt for the distribution as a
whole, and/or a D ist r ibut ion Cou nt at each significant level within it. The
meaning of a T ota lDi stri but ion Cou nt or Dist rib uti onC ou nt in an Order
message (i.e. whether it represents a requested distribution count, a required
distribution count, or the publisher‟s expectations of the distribution that will be
achieved based on this booking) will vary according to the type of booking, the party
that populated the element, and the Trading Partner Agreement between the Buyer
and Seller.
NOTE: The distribution structure also appears as Di str ibu ti onR esu lt in
Appe ara nce Inf or ma tion in the AdsMLProofOfPublication and AdsMLFinancials
standards. In that context it represents the publisher‟s assertion of the distribution
that was actually achieved.

5.6.5

Processing Rules

The following rules MUST be applied when creating and interpreting a set of machineprocessable distribution information. Because these rules are context-independent it
may be hard to understand them in the abstract. It is recommended that readers
carefully examine the Examples which are provided in the following section and
which illustrate common applications of these rules.
1. If no distribution information is provided for a placement (i.e. it does not
contain a Dist rib uti on Ta rge t element), then the advertisement should
be distributed to all available target points within the scope defined by the
publication, sub-publication and insertion or appearance date(s) for that
placement.
2. If the only distribution information provided for a given type of code list has
been negated (for example, the only instance of an Edition code anywhere in
the targeting information is specified as negated), then the advertisement
should be distributed to all available target points of that kind except those
that have been negated. This provides for the simple case of e.g. “distribute
to all editions except the Late City Edition, and all delivery areas except the
Northwest.” This filter is combined with any other distribution information
provided, according to the rules below.
3. If a T arg et element contains one or more non-negated C ode s from a given
Code Lis t , then the advertisement should be distributed only to the specified
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non-negated target points of the type defined by that code list. Negated and
non-negated C ode s MUST NOT be used simultaneously inside a Ta rge t
element. This building-block rule is combined with the following three rules to
define the target distribution.
a. If more than one non-negated Cod e element is provided within a
given Targ et element, distribution should go to the union of the
different target points represented by the two or more C ode elements.
For example, if the Co d es within a single Targ et element specify
“Northeast delivery area” and “Southeast delivery areas”, and neither
of their n eg ate d attributes is set to “true”, then the resulting target
points would be “Northeast and Southeast delivery areas.”
b. If more than one sibling Tar get set is provided within a given
Targ eti ng element, then distribution should go to the intersection of
the target points specified by those two or more sibling Target sets.
For example, if the Co d es within the first Tar g et element specify
“Northeast and Southeast delivery areas”, and the Co des within a
second T arg et element specify “White females aged 35-45”, the
intersection of those two sets would be “White females aged 35-45,
but only in the Northeast and Southwest delivery areas”.
c. If more than one Ta rg etin g element is provided, then distribution
should go to the union of the target points specified by the Tar get s
within those T arg et in g elements. For example, if the information in
the first Targeting element specifies “Northeast and Southeast delivery
areas” and the information in the second T arg e t ing element
specifies “White females aged 35-45”, the union of those two sets
would be “All white females aged 35-45 no matter where they live,
and also all target points in the Northeast and Southwest delivery
areas”.
Note that the combined power of the above rules allows for specification of very
complex distribution scenarios in a machine-processable fashion. Such cases may
however be difficult for a receiver of a bookings message to interpret correctly with
the risk of misunderstanding. It is thus recommended to avoid very complex
machine-processable distribution descriptions and make them as simple as possible
along the lines of the examples in the following section. Additional or alternative
distribution instructions can be transmitted as either text or generic codes via the
adsm l:S pec ifi ca ti ons element, which is available at every level of the
Dist rib uti on T ar ge t hierarchy.

5.6.6
5.6.6.1

Examples
Rule 1: No distribution information provided

Sample: N/A. (The P l acem ent does not contain a Distri but ion T arge t
element.)
Explanation: Distribute the advertisement to all available consumers, in all
available regions, zones and editions, by all available distribution methods.
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Rule 2: Only negated information is provided – distribute to all
targets except the negated ones

Sample:
<DistributionTarget>
<Targeting>
<Target>
<Code adsml:negated="true">
<adsml:CodeList xsi:type="adsmlcv:AdsMLTargetingTypeCodeCV">DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Northern</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
<Code adsml:negated="true">
<adsml:CodeList xsi:type="adsmlcv:AdsMLTargetingTypeCodeCV">Edition</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Late City</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
</Targeting>
</DistributionTarget>

Explanation: Distribute the advertisement to all regions except the “North” delivery
area, in all editions except the “Late City” edition.
Note that in this example the xs i:t ype attribute is used in order to indicate that
the names of the code lists (DeliveryArea and Edition) and their intended usage
are as defined in the Ad sMLT arg eti ng T yp e C odeC V . The code values (North and
Late City) are not defined by AdsML but rather must be agreed between the
trading partners.
5.6.6.3

Rule 3: Only non-negated information is provided for a given type
of code – distribute only to the specified targets

Sample:
<DistributionTarget>
<Targeting>
<Target>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>North</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
</Targeting>
</DistributionTarget>

Explanation: Distribute the ad only in the “North” delivery area – in all available
editions, by all available delivery classes, etc.
5.6.6.4

Rule 4: Multiple non-negated codes in a single Target element –
distribute to the Union of all specified targets

Sample 1 – simple case, all codes are of the same type:
<DistributionTarget>
<Targeting>
<Target>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>North</adsml:CodeValue>
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</Code>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>South</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
</Targeting>
</DistributionTarget>

Explanation: Distribute the ad to both the “North” and “South” delivery areas – in
all available editions, by all available delivery classes, etc.
Sample 2 – similar to Sample 1, but showing the use of more precise zone or microzone targeting. (As recommended above, a “flat” coding scheme is used in which
each zone also specifies its parent region.)
<DistributionTarget>
<Targeting>
<Target>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>Zone</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Northern.1</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>Zone</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Northern.33</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>Zone</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Northern.52</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>Zone</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Southern.22</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
</Targeting>
</DistributionTarget>

Explanation: Distribute the ad to all of the specified zones – in all available editions,
by all available delivery classes, etc.
Sample 3 – more complex case, a mixture of codes of different types in the same
Targ et element:
<DistributionTarget>
<Targeting>
<Target>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>North</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>South</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>Edition</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Late City</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
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</Target>
</Targeting>
</DistributionTarget>

Explanation: Distribute this ad to the entire North and South delivery areas
(including all editions), and also to the entire distribution of the Late City edition
(including all areas in which this edition is normally distributed), but do not distribute
to any other delivery areas than those specified or implied by these instructions.
Note: In this case what appears simple at first glance is actually a complex
instruction to run the ad in almost all delivery areas. This may not be what the buyer
intended. See the samples relating to rule 5, below, for an alternative arrangement
of the same code values which results in more precise targeting and is more likely to
be what the buyer intended.
5.6.6.5

Rule 5: Multiple Target elements – distribute to the Intersection of
the specified target sets

Sample 1:
<DistributionTarget>
<Targeting>
<Target>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>North</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>South</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
<Target>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>Edition</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Late City</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
</Targeting>
</DistributionTarget>

Explanation: Distribute only to those targets that appear in both of the provided
Targ et structures. The resulting meaning is: Distribute the ad only to the “North”
and “South” delivery areas, and within those areas, only in the “Late City” edition.
Note: The sequence of the elements in the explanation is not important. The
explanation could equally have been phrased as: Distribute the ad only in the “Late
City” edition and only to the “North” and “South” delivery areas. This should result in
exactly the same distribution of the advertisement.
Sample 2:
<DistributionTarget>
<Targeting>
<Target>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>North</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
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<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>South</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
<Target>
<Code adsml:negated=”true”>
<adsml:CodeList>Edition</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Late City</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
</Targeting>
</DistributionTarget>

Explanation: Distribute only to those targets that appear in the first but not the
second of the provided Targ et structures. The resulting meaning is: Distribute the
ad only to the “North” and “South” delivery areas, and within those delivery areas, to
all editions except the “Late City” edition.
Sample 3:
<DistributionTarget>
<Targeting>
<Target>
<Code adsml:negated =”true”>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>North</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
<Code adsml:negated=”true”>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>South</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
<Target>
<Code adsml:negated=”true”>
<adsml:CodeList>Edition</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Late City</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
</Targeting>
</DistributionTarget>

Explanation: Distribute only to those targets that do not appear in the combined
targets identified by both provided T arg et structures. The resulting meaning is:
Distribute the ad to all target points of the publication, except to the “Late City”
edition in the “North” and “South” delivery areas.
5.6.6.6

Rule 6: Multiple Targeting elements – distribute to the Union of the
target sets defined in the Targeting elements

Sample:
<DistributionTarget>
<TotalDistributionCount>55000</TotalDistributionCount>
<Targeting>
<Target>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>North</adsml:CodeValue>
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</Code>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>South</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
<Target>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryClass</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Newsstand</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
</Targeting>
<Targeting>
<Target>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>East</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryArea</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>West</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
<Target>
<Code>
<adsml:CodeList>DeliveryClass</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Subscribers</adsml:CodeValue>
</Code>
</Target>
</Targeting>
</DistributionTarget>

Explanation: The first Targ eti ng element defines a target set of “Newsstands in
the North and South delivery areas”. The second Tar get ing element defines a
target set of “Subscribers in the East and West delivery areas”. (Each of these is
constructed according to Rule 5 as described above.) The union of these two target
sets results in: “Distribute to Newsstands in the North and South delivery areas, and
also to Subscribers in the East and West delivery areas.”
In this example a Tot a lDis tri but ion Co un t is provided. It is also possible to
express target distribution counts at every lower level of the Dis tri b utio n
structure, i.e. for each individual Targe tin g or T arg et .
Note: beginning with AdsMLBookings 2.5, T ota lDis tri but ion Co un t SHOULD NOT
be used in situations where the Ev ent Typ e specified in Placeme ntT arge t is the
same as Dis tri but io nTar get and where the E ven tCo unt and
Tota lDi str ibu ti on Coun t would be identical values. It is RECOMMENDED to use
the new Pla cem en tTa rget structure instead to convey the total target count for
the placement as a whole.

5.7 Linked placements
AdsMLBookings provides two mechanisms for indicating that two or more placements
are “linked”, or related, to each other for production and/or pricing purposes. The
most common reasons why placements may be linked include:
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They must be published or broadcast together, often in a specified physical or
temporal relationship (above/below on the same page, in successive slots within
a single broadcast, on sequential pages in a publication, etc.)



They are part of a Co-op or “umbrella” advertisement, in which a master space
booking is then filled in with smaller ads that may be placed and/or paid for by
parties other than the one which made the original booking.

Linked placements may be in the same booking, or may span several bookings.

5.7.1

Human-readable linkage information

It is often not possible (or even desirable) to convey all of the details about the
relationship between two linked placements in a machine-processable fashion.
Human-readable instructions for linking a placement with one or more other
placements should be conveyed in
Prod uct ion Det ai l/ adsm l:S pec ial Re qu irem ent s for each of the affected
placements. (For example, “This is the first of three placements that must appear on
sequential pages.”) This element can also, of course, convey machine-processable
instructions that are specific to each placement.

5.7.2
5.7.2.1

Machine-processable linkage information
Overview

The L ink edP lac em en ts structure is designed to convey machine-processable
information about any linkages between the placements in a particular Bookings
message and other placements. The structure is designed purely for machine
processing; human-readable (text) instructions should not be conveyed in
Link edP lac eme nt s .
Link edP lac eme nt s contains an optional adsml:T ype code to characterize all of
the linkages contained in the structure, and a stack of 1 or more P lac emen tLi nk s,
each of which defines a specific temporal or physical relationship between two or
more placements.
Each Pla cem ent Lin k contains a mandatory a dsml :R e lat ion sh ip Name code to
define the nature of the relationship, and pointers to two or more specific placements
(which may or may not be in this booking message). There are also optional anchor
and adsm l: s equ en ce No attributes to further define the relationship, and an
optional stack of Lin ka geDe tai ls codes in case further machine-processable
information needs to be conveyed.
When two or more placements are linked, one of them can be defined as the
“anchor”. The meaning of “anchor” depends on the nature of the linkage. Only some
types of relationships require the specification of an anchor; for example, when
specifying a relationship such as “VerticallyAbove” or “PartOf”, the anchor
attribute is used to indicate which placement goes above the other, or which
placement is part of the other. In general, the “anchor” is the placement that is not
referenced by the name of the relationship. Therefore if the
adsm l:R ela tio ns hi pNam e is “VerticallyAbove” then the anchor is the
placement that is below the others, as if the description of the code read “vertically
above the anchor”.
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The “anchor” concept is not relevant to all types of linkage relationships. For
example, in a “Group Repel” linkage there is no anchor.
When two or more placements are linked in a “sequential” relationship, explicit
sequence numbers can be provided. The meaning of the sequence will depend on the
medium (pages, time slots, etc.) and the nature of the ads. Explanatory information
can be provided, if necessary, in Lin kag eDe t ails .
A placement may participate in multiple Plac e ment Lin ks in order to specify
multiple relationships – or types of relationships - between it and other placements.
5.7.2.2

Usage rules and guidelines

In general, all of the placements belonging to a set of linked placements SHOULD be
explicitly identified; a placement should only be omitted if its identifier is not known
to the sender of the message (for example because it has not yet been booked). If
all of the placements belonging to a set of linked placements are contained in the
current booking, then by definition their identifiers are known, so each of them MUST
be represented by at least one P lac eme ntR e fere nce element.
If any P lac em ent Ref eren ces in a Plac em ent L ink make use of the an cho r
attribute then all of them MUST explicitly include an a nch or attribute, and one (but
only one) of them MUST specify anc hor = “true”.
If any P lac em ent Ref eren ces in a Plac em ent L ink make use of the
adsm l: s equ enc eN o attribute, then all of them MUST explicitly include an
adsm l: s equ enc eN o attribute, each of whose values MUST be unique within that
set. The sequence numbers SHOULD consist of consecutive integers beginning with
“1”.
The anchor and sequence capabilities are intended to be mutually exclusive and
SHOULD NOT be used together:


If a set of Pla cem en tR efer enc es in a Pl ac emen tLi nk uses
adsm l: s equ enc eN o , then anc hor SHOULD be omitted for all participants. (This
is semantically identical to specifying ancho r= “false”.)



If a set of Pla cem en tR efer enc es in a Pl ac emen tLi nk uses the a ncho r
attribute, then ads ml: sequ enc eNo SHOULD be omitted for all participants.



If it is necessary to define a sequence of relationships to an anchor ad, such that
it would be conceivable to use both anchor and sequence capabilities
simultaneously, it is RECOMMENDED that these be broken down into individual
binary relationships to the anchor ad, each contained in its own
Plac eme ntL ink and each using either the anchor or sequence attributes but
not both of them.

If a P lac eme ntR ef er ence points to a placement in another booking, then its
book ing Ref ere nc e attribute MUST be present and MUST contain the value of the
Book ing Ide nti fi er of that booking.
The use of boo kin gRe fere nce when pointing to a placement in the current
booking is optional; the absence of the attribute indicates that the placement is in
this booking. However it is RECOMMENDED that if any of the
Plac eme ntR efe re nc es in a Pla cem ent Li nk use the bo oki ngR e fere nce
attribute, then all of them SHOULD explicitly include bo oki ngR efe ren ce s.
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Example: two placements that must be published together

Sample:
<LinkedPlacements>
<PlacementLink>
<adsml:RelationshipName>
<adsml:CodeList>AdsMLPlacementRelationshipCV</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>PublishTogether</adsml:CodeValue>
</adsml:RelationshipName>
<PlacementReference>aaa.com:2007-10-01:M-05THC0015</PlacementReference>
<PlacementReference>aaa.com:2007-10-01:M-05THC0016</PlacementReference>
</PlacementLink>
</LinkedPlacements>

Explanation: This is the simplest possible use of the Li nke dPl ac em ents
structure. It identifies a linkage between two placements that must be published
together but provides no details about how exactly that should be done. Additional
information, if any, will be found in
Prod uct ion Det ai ls /ads ml: Spe cia lR eq uire men ts for each of the
placements.
5.7.2.4

Example: two placements above/below each other on the same
page

Sample:
<LinkedPlacements>
<PlacementLink>
<adsml:RelationshipName>
<adsml:CodeList>AdsMLPlacementRelationshipCV</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>VerticallyAbove</adsml:CodeValue>
</adsml:RelationshipName>
<PlacementReference anchor=”true”>aaa.com:2007-10-01:M05THC0015</PlacementReference>
<PlacementReference anchor=”false”>aaa.com:2007-10-01:M05THC0016</PlacementReference>
</PlacementLink>
</LinkedPlacements>

Explanation: This example asserts a linkage between two placements and also
characterizes it. The second placement (a nch o r = “false”) must appear above the
first one.
5.7.2.5

Example: three placements on successive pages

Sample:
<LinkedPlacements>
<adsml:Type>
<adsml:CodeList>AdsMLPlacementLinkCV</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>Sequence</adsml:CodeValue>
</adsml:Type>
<PlacementLink>
<adsml:RelationshipName>
<adsml:CodeList>AdsMLPlacementRelationshipCV</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>SequenceAd</adsml:CodeValue>
</adsml:RelationshipName>
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<PlacementReference adsml:sequenceNo=”1” >aaa.com:2007-10-01:M05THC0015</PlacementReference>
<PlacementReference adsml:sequenceNo=”2”>aaa.com:2007-10-01:M05THC0016</PlacementReference>
<PlacementReference adsml:sequenceNo=”3”>aaa.com:2007-10-01:M05THC0017</PlacementReference>
<LinkageDetails>
<adsml:CodeList>LinkageDetailsTypeCV</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>EveryPage</adsml:CodeValue>
</LinkageDetails>
</PlacementLink>
</LinkedPlacements>

Explanation: This structure uses many of the capabilities of the
Link edP lac eme nt s structure in order to describe a sequential linkage between
three placements. The optional adsml: Typ e code at the top characterizes the
overall situation as a “Sequence”, and the Pla ceme ntL ink structure provides the
details: a single Placement Link with a Relationship Name of “SequenceAd” that
points to three placements and assigns them sequence numbers “1” through “3”. The
Link age Det ail s code tells us that they should be printed on “EveryPage”, which
is defined in the LinkageDetailsTypeCV as meaning sequential pages.
5.7.2.6

Example: a placement that is part of an Umbrella ad

Sample:
<LinkedPlacements>
<adsml:Type>
<adsml:CodeValue>UmbrellaAd</adsml:CodeValue>
</adsml:Type>
<PlacementLink>
<adsml:RelationshipName>
<adsml:CodeValue>PartOf</adsml:CodeValue>
</adsml:RelationshipName>
<PlacementReference anchor=”false”>aaa.com:2007-10-01:M05THC0015</PlacementReference>
<PlacementReference bookingReference=”aaa.com:2007-10-01:L-05THC001”
anchor=”true”>aaa.com:2007-10-01:L-05THC0016</PlacementReference>
</PlacementLink>
</LinkedPlacements>

Explanation: The first placement referenced by the P la c em ent Lin k is part of an
umbrella ad; the second placement contains the master booking for that umbrella
ad. The first placement has no b oo kin gRe fer ence , implying that it is contained in
the current Booking. The second placement has an explicit booki ngR e fer e nce
which identifies the booking in which that placement can be found. (It would also be
possible to include boo king Ref ere nce in the first Pla cem ent Ref eren ce , in
order to indicate explicitly that it points to the current booking.)
In this example the Code Lists are not specified; presumably they were specified in
the Trading Partner Agreement.
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5.8 Colors (print)
5.8.1

Overview

The C olo rs structure in Prod uct ion De tai l s.Ne wsp ape rMa ga zi ne specifies
the color(s) and finishes for a printed advertisement, and provides space for
additional processing instructions if necessary. The structure contains four elements,
only the first of which is mandatory:


Colo rTy pe : A code that describes the overall color situation for this placement
and, in conjunction with Num ber OfC olo rs , provides its pricing basis.



Colo rNa me : An optional stack of codes (or text strings) which describe each
individual color that will be used, for example, a Pantone number or an
advertiser-specific name such as “Coca-Cola Red”.



Numb erO fCo lor s : An optional count of the total number of colors to be used,
including black.



adsm l:S pec ial Re qu irem ent s : For additional color-specific requirements, if
necessary.

5.8.2

Usage

In most newspaper ads, the only information that needs to be communicated is
whether or not the ad will be in color. This is accomplished by populating
Colo rTy pe with either “Black” or “ProcessColor”.
In most magazine ads (and some newspaper ads), additional information is
necessary, for example, to specify the spot colors that will be used, whether a
metallic finish is needed, etc. This is accomplished by placing a more detailed code in
Colo rTy pe , and then populating Color Na me and Num ber OfC olo r s as
appropriate.
It is strongly RECOMMENDED that ColorT ype be populated with a value from the
AdsM LCo lor Typ eC V .

5.8.3
5.8.3.1

Examples
Example: black and white

Sample:
<Colors>
<ColorType>
<adsml:CodeValue>Black</adsml:CodeValue>
</ColorType>
</Colors>

Explanation: This is the simplest possible use of the Co lor structure. The ad will
be published using only black ink.
5.8.3.2

Example: full color

Sample:
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<Colors>
<ColorType>
<adsml:CodeList>AdsMLColorTypeCV</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>ProcessColor</adsml:CodeValue>
</ColorType>
</Colors>

Explanation: The ad will be published using process colors. Since no further details
are provided it is assumed that the ad will use all available standard colors.
This is the most typical format for newspaper bookings of color ads.
5.8.3.3

Example: 3 unspecified metallic spot colors

Sample:
<Colors>
<ColorType>
<adsml:CodeList>AdsMLColorTypeCV</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>BlackMetallicSpot</adsml:CodeValue>
</ColorType>
<NumberOfColors>4</NumberOfColors>
</Colors>

Explanation: The ad will use black plus three unspecified spot colors, one or more
of which will be metallic. This may be sufficient information to calculate the pricing,
though it will be of limited use to the production department. Presumably more
details will arrive later.
5.8.3.4

Example: 3 spot colors specified using codes

Sample:
<Colors>
<ColorType>
<adsml:CodeList>AdsMLColorTypeCV</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>BlackSpot</adsml:CodeValue>
</ColorType>
<ColorName>
<adsml:CodeList>Pantone</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>123</adsml:CodeValue>
</ColorName>
<ColorName>
<adsml:CodeList>Pantone</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>246</adsml:CodeValue>
</ColorName>
<ColorName>
<adsml:CodeList>Custom</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>CocaColaRed</adsml:CodeValue>
</ColorName>
<NumberOfColors>4</NumberOfColors>
</Colors>

Explanation: The ad should be published using the two specified Pantone colors
plus “CocaColaRed”, a custom color whose composition is presumed to be known by
both buyer and seller.
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Variations on this approach can be used for most magazine ads, by placing an
appropriate value in ColorT ype and describing each specific color in an instance of
Colo rNa me .
5.8.3.5

Example: 3 spot colors specified using text

Sample:
<Colors>
<ColorType>
<adsml:CodeList>AdsMLColorTypeCV</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>BlackSpot</adsml:CodeValue>
</ColorType>
<adsml:SpecialRequirements>
<adsml:Text>Pantone 123 and 456 plus Cocoa-Cola Red</adsml:Text>
</adsml:SpecialRequirements>
</Colors>

Explanation: Same information as in the previous example, but the details have
been typed by hand in a single text string rather than using machine-processable
Colo rNa me codes.

5.9 Physical Size Information
Size information can be conveyed in three different elements in an AdsMLBookings
message:
1. A repeatable Si ze element in Produ cti onD etai ls . This is the “booked size”.
It is often expressed as a logical concept (e.g. “half page”) rather than a specific
physical size. (This structure is optional for most media types but mandatory in
Prod uct ion Det ai l .N ewsp ape rMa gaz in e .)
2. An optional Size element in Mate ria lsE xpe ctat ion s . This is the “expected
size” of the ad materials that will be delivered. It should always be expressed as
an actual physical size.
3. An optional Size element in each R end eri ng of ad content that is included in
the message. This is the “delivered size”. It must always be expressed as an
actual physical size.
The following sections discuss the usage of each of these elements in more detail.
Note: These structures for size are available in all media types, but these usage
issues are particularly relevant in the print workflow.

5.9.1

Booked Size

The S ize element in Produ cti onD eta il s conveys the “booked” size of the ad,
that is, the size that the buyer is willing to pay for and the publisher has agreed to
publish. This can be expressed in any combination of code values (e.g. “half page” or
“IABSkyscraper”) and/or literal height, width and area measurements.
The booked size is a logical concept that allows the trading partners to agree on a
price and on the amount of space, time or inventory that should be reserved in the
publication, and it also serves as input to the process of creating and delivering the
advertisement so that an appropriately sized set of materials will be delivered. It
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does not necessarily convey the actual size of the artwork that will be delivered to
the publisher, or the actual size of the ad that will eventually appear.
5.9.1.1

Usage Rule

Prod uct ion Det ai l * /Siz e is repeatable in order to allow the booked size to be
conveyed in alternative units of measure: for example, in both inches and
millimeters.


When more than one S ize element is provided in an instance of
Prod uct ion Det ai l , all of these S ize elements MUST be functionally
equivalent to each other, so that the recipient of the message MAY base its
processing on any one of the S iz e elements while ignoring all of the others.

5.9.2

Expected Materials Size

The optional Size element in Mater ial sEx p ecta tio ns contains the physical
size of the ad materials that should be delivered to the publisher. Often this
“expected” size is slightly different from the booked size. For example, a booked size
of “half page” may be converted into the precise width and height values that the
expected artwork must have in order to fulfill that booking.
There can be at most one instance of M ate ri alsE xpe cta tio ns /S ize in each
placement. Either the buyer or the seller may populate this element.
5.9.2.1

Usage Guidelines



If a S ize element is included in Materi als Ex pect ati ons , the size SHOULD
be expressed in terms of the expected physical dimensions (width, height and/or
area) of the artwork rather than merely as a logical size code.



When the expected size is provided by the buyer, e.g. in an Ad Order message, it
describes the size of the ad materials that the buyer expects to deliver. When the
expected size is provided by the publisher, e.g. in an Ad Order Response
message, it describes the size of the ad materials that the publisher wishes to
receive. It is up to the trading partners to resolve any discrepancies that may
exist between these respective expectations.

5.9.3

Rendering size

A Placement may optionally include one or more Ren der ing s of the advertisement.
Each Ren der ing contains metadata about a set of ad materials that are either
digitally included in the Ad Order message or have been sent by other means in
parallel with the booking. This feature supports workflows in which ad materials are
delivered to the seller at the same time as their Ad Order.
When a Ren der ing is provided as part of a placement, an optional Size element in
it can be used to convey the actual physical size of the ad materials that are being
delivered.
5.9.3.1


Usage Guidelines

If a size element is included in a rendering, the size MUST be expressed in terms
of the actual physical dimensions (width, height and/or area) of that rendering
rather than merely as a logical size code.
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5.10 Business message dates
The message types defined in AdsMLBookings contain two business-significant dates
at the top of the message:


adsm l:B usi nes sM es sage Dat e



Book ing Dat e (in Orders and Reservations) or Q uot ati onD ate (in
Quotations)

adsm l:B usi nes sM es sage Dat e specifies the date on which the business
information in the current message was considered valid by its sender. It is available
in every AdsML message. (Often it will be the same as m ess age Ass e mble dTi me in
the document header, though if there was a delay in assembling the message their
values may differ.)
Book ing Dat e and Q u otat ion Dat e specify the original date of an Order,
Reservation or Quotation. They are defined when the order, reservation or quotation
is first transmitted, and copied unchanged into any subsequent change, cancellation
or status messages that reference the same Order, Reservation or Quotation.
In the initial transaction request message (e.g. AD-O, AD-R or AD-Q)
adsm l:B usi nes sM es sage Dat e will be the same as Boo kin gDa te or
Quot ati onD ate . In subsequent messages relating to that transaction,
adsm l:B usi nes sM es sage Dat e will be updated to reflect the date of the current
message while the Bo o king Dat e or Qu ota ti onDa te will retain its original value.

5.10.1

Usage rules and guidelines

adsm l:B usi nes sM es sage Dat e MUST specify a date on which the business
information in the current message was considered valid by its sender. In the case of
a transaction request or response message, it SHOULD be the date of the decision to
make that request or response. In the case of a status message, it MUST be a date
on which the status information contained in the message was valid.
Book ing Dat e and Q u otat ion Dat e MUST specify the original transaction request
date of the current Order, Reservation or Quotation, and MUST NOT change in
subsequent messages which relate to that Order, Reservation or Quotation.

5.11 Placements containing multiple
publications
It is possible in AdsMLBookings to transmit a Placement that specifies more than one
Publication. This ability is provided in order to support workflows in which a media
buyer transmits a “package” order to a middleman (agency or publisher) which may
then clone that order into multiple derivatives of the original order, one for each of
the target publications.

5.11.1

Rules and Guidelines

In order to facilitate further processing by the receiver of the message, and to avoid
some of the complexities described below, the RECOMMENDED approach is for the
buyer to transmit multiple placements, each of them identical except for having a
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different P ub lic ati o n , and therefore not to use the functionality described in this
section.
When a Placement in an AdsMLBookings message specifies more than one
Publication, then:
1. All of the information in that Placement MUST be valid for all of the specified
publications.
2. Subsequent messages in the order thread (including response, change and
cancellation messages) MAY split the original placement into multiple
placements, each of which references a subset of the original list of
publications. Trading partners wishing to transmit multiple publications in a
single placement SHOULD agree in advance on how they will use this
functionality.
a. For example, if the requested dates or positions are not available for
all of the publications, then the response message will need to split the
order into multiple Placements in order to indicate which Publications
are able to accept the order. Similarly, if some of the production
details will vary from one publication to another, then subsequent
messages will need to move those publications into separate
placements in order to transmit the varying details.
NOTE that a “publication” in an AdsMLBookings message can represent either an
individual publication or a package of publications that is sold by the seller via a
single publication code.

5.12 Defining an online placement: Placement
Target, Distribution, Capping, Throttling
and Share of Voice
This section discusses several common types of information which, between them,
define the primary goals and constraints of an interactive order. There are five
primary concepts involved, each represented by a different structure in
AdsMLBookings:


Overall goal of the order (Placement Target)



Distribution instructions



Throttling instructions



Capping instructions



Share of Voice

Each of these concepts is discussed below.

5.12.1

Placement Target

Every interactive order has an explicit or implicit “Placement Target” which describes
the type of event, and the count of such events, that the buyer wishes to achieve;
for example: “10,000 impressions” or “500,000 clicks”. This is the primary goal of
the order, the result for which the buyer is willing to pay a fee to the seller.
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5.12.1.1 AdsML Handling
The Placement Target is expressed in Plac eme ntTa rge t at the root level of the
Placement structure. The type of event is given as an E ven tTy pe code, and the
target count is conveyed in EventC oun t . Optionally, the order may indicate a
target range by populating the Mi nim umE ven t Coun t and M axi mum E vent Cou nt
elements.
The concept of a Placement Target applies equally well to orders in all media, not
just interactive bookings, but in some media it is implied rather than explicitly
provided. For example, a NewspaperMagazine order has an implied event type of
“Insertions” and an event count of 1 insertion per published issue during the life of
the placement.

5.12.2

Distribution

While the Placement Target defines the thing that is being paid for, distribution
information describes the people/places/mechanisms by which or to whom the
advertisement should be distributed in order to achieve the placement target. For
example, demographic and regional constraints (“only show the ad to college
educated users who live in New York City”) would be expressed as a set of
distribution constraints.
5.12.2.1 AdsML Handling
Distribution information is conveyed in the Dis trib uti onT arg et structure.
Detailed instructions for using Distri but ion Targ et can be found earlier in this
chapter.

5.12.3

Throttling

Throttling is the process of allocating the appearances of an advertisement to
different time periods during the life of the placement. For example, if a placement
specifies that an ad should appear 120,000 times over six months, it might be
“throttled” so as to appear only 15,000 times per month during the first three
months, but then 25,000 times per month in the latter three months.
In effect, throttling consists of allocating the target Ev ent Cou nt (defined in
Plac eme ntT arg et ) to different sub-periods within the placement.
The concept of Throttling can be applied to longer-running placements in any media,
not just interactive.
5.12.3.1 AdsML Handling
Throttling is supported in AdsMLBookings by creating multiple Sche dul ing
structures for the placement in question, each of which conveys the target for that
sub-period in Sched ul ing/ Eve ntC oun t . For example, if a long-running ad is to
be throttled on a monthly basis, the buyer would create a separate Sc h edul ing
structure for each month, each of which would convey the target E ven tCou nt for
that month.
Throttling is often adjusted during the life of the placement. This can be done by
sending Order Change messages with updated throttling information.
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5.12.3.2 Rules and Guidelines
If one or more of the S ched uli ng structures in a placement contain Even tCo unt s
for the purpose of conveying throttling information, then:


The placement MUST contain a Plac eme ntT ar get which defines the
Even tTy pe and Eve n tTar get for the placement as a whole.



The instances of Sc hed ulin g/E ven t Co un t MUST refer to the same type of
event as the one defined in Placem ent Tar ge t/Ev ent Typ e .



All of the Sc hed uli ng structures within the placement SHOULD contain
Even tC o unt s .



The sum of the individual Schedu lin g/E ven tCou nts in the placement
SHOULD equal the Pla c emen tTa rge t/E ve nt Coun t for the placement as a
whole.

5.12.4

Capping

Capping is a set of constraints which limit the number of times an advertisement
may be published within a defined scope. For example, an ad may be capped to be
shown “no more than 5 times to the same visitor” during the run of the ad, or more
commonly, “no more than twice to the same visitor on the same day.” Often several
caps are provided which interact with each other, for example: “no more than twice
to the same visitor per session or per hour, whichever comes first”. Or even: “2
impressions per visitor per session per hour, but no more than 1000 total
impressions (across all visitors) per day”.
5.12.4.1 Capping compared to Throttling
As can be seen from the example of “no more than 1000 total impressions per day”,
some caps look a lot like throttling instructions. There are several significant
differences between capping and throttling, however.
Unlike throttling instructions, capping constraints can be based on any type of event,
not just the one defined in Placem ent Tar get /Eve ntT ype . For example, a
placement whose target event is a specified number of “clicks” might well contain
capping instructions that limit the number of “impressions” or “appearances” within a
given time frame.
Also unlike throttling instructions, each capping instruction applies for the entire
duration of the placement. If a time period is specified as part of the cap, for
example “per day”, then it is deemed to apply equally to each day during the run of
the placement.
Capping and throttling can coexist in a placement, provided that the largest time
period expressed as part of a cap is shorter than the length of the scheduling
period(s) used in the placement. For example, a placement can contain a total cap
“per day” if the scheduling period(s) in the placement are defined as weeks or
longer, while a cap “per month” makes sense only if the scheduling period(s) each
last longer than a month.
5.12.4.2 AdsML Handling
Capping instructions are conveyed in
Prod uct ion Det ai l. Inte rac tiv e /C ap pi ngSp eci fic ati on s .
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Capping instructions can be expressed either as purely textual instructions in an
adsm l:D esc rip ti on element, or as a stack of one or more machine-processable
Caps .
Each Cap defines an Ev entT ype , a Max imu m Even tCo unt and one or more
constraining Scope codes. If two or more scopes are provided within a given Cap,
they are ANDed together. For example, a common cap is a specific number of
impressions “per visitor per session” or “per visitor per day”. In this case two
Scop es would be included, one to indicate “per visitor” and the other to indicate
either “per session” or “per day”.
Two or more caps can run simultaneously. For example, a cap of “1000 impressions
per day” could coexist with a cap of “5 impressions per visitor”.
Each cap remains in effect for the entire duration of the placement, unless it is
cancelled by the buyer via an Order Change message or a non-AdsML
communication.
5.12.4.3 Example: textual instructions only
<CappingSpecification>
<adsml:Description>2000 impressions per day, but no more than 5 impressions
per visitor</adsml:Description>
</CappingSpecification>

5.12.4.4 Example: simple cap
Sample:
<CappingSpecification>
<Cap>
<EventType>
<adsml:CodeValue>IMPRESSION</adsml:CodeValue>
</EventType>
<MaximumEventCount>2</MaximumEventCount>
<Scope>
<adsml:CodeValue>SESSION</adsml:CodeValue>
</Scope>
</Cap>
</CappingSpecification>

Explanation: A simple cap containing the bare minimum components: the event
type (“impression”), count (2) and one scope (“session”). Thus: “2 impressions per
session.”
5.12.4.5 Example: a cap with a complex scope
Sample:
<CappingSpecification >
<Cap>
<EventType>
<adsml:CodeValue>IMPRESSION</adsml:CodeValue>
</EventType>
<MaximumEventCount>5</MaximumEventCount>
<Scope>
<adsml:CodeValue>HOUR</adsml:CodeValue>
</Scope>
<Scope>
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<adsml:CodeValue>VISITOR</adsml:CodeValue>
</Scope>
</Cap>
</CappingSpecification>

Explanation: When multiple scope statements are contained in a single cap they
are ANDed together, thus yielding: “5 impressions per visitor per hour”.
5.12.4.6 Example: 2 caps running simultaneously
Sample:
<CappingSpecification>
<Cap>
<EventType>
<adsml:CodeValue>IMPRESSION</adsml:CodeValue>
</EventType>
<MaximumEventCount>2000</MaximumEventCount>
<Scope>
<adsml:CodeValue>DAY</adsml:CodeValue>
</Scope>
</Cap>
<Cap>
<EventType>
<adsml:CodeValue>IMPRESSION</adsml:CodeValue>
</EventType>
<MaximumEventCount>5</MaximumEventCount>
<Scope>
<adsml:CodeValue>VISITOR</adsml:CodeValue>
</Scope>
</Cap>
</CappingSpecification>

Explanation: When two or more caps are provided, they all apply equally and
simultaneously. Thus: “2000 impressions per day, but no more than 5 impressions
per visitor”.

5.12.5

Share of Voice

It is possible in an interactive order to purchase a “share of voice” of the target
publication.
Often this corresponds to a percentage of the impressions that are theoretically
available at the target location. For example, a 100% “share of voice” of the home
page of a website means that the ad will be seen by every single visitor to the
website during the life of the placement, while a 50% “share of voice” would mean
that the ad would be seen by approximately half of the website visitors during that
time.
However, the “share of voice” concept can be applied to many different types of
events, not just impressions.
There is no single definition of “Share of Voice”. Trading partners wishing to use the
Share of Voice mechanism should agree in advance on the meaning they will apply to
it, and in particular on whether and how Share of Voice should coexist with other key
components of an order such as Placement Target, Capping and Throttling.
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5.12.5.1 AdsML Handling
Share of voice is conveyed in
Prod uct ion Det ai l. Inte rac tiv e/S ha re OfVo ice . It consists of two required
elements: U nit OfM ea sure and Va lue . U ni tOfM eas ure is a string, usually a
code, which defines the type of event in question (e.g. “impression”), and Valu e is
the share of voice percentage expressed as a decimal (e.g. “50”).

5.13 Guarantees
AdsMLBookings includes a mechanism to indicate that the seller has agreed to
explicitly guarantee some or all of the terms of the order: a G uar ant ees structure
which is available at all three levels of the message (placement, placement group or
order).
The G uar ant ees structure is completely generic. It contains a set of one or more
codes or text strings which describe the guarantees that have been provided. For
example, a Gu ara nte e element containing the code value “Positioning” would
indicate that the positioning information in the message has been guaranteed.
The scope of a guarantee is from the current level of the message down: guarantees
conveyed at the top level of the message apply to the entire order, while guarantees
contained in a placement group apply to the header of that group and all the
placements within it, and guarantees conveyed inside a placement apply only to that
placement.
In general, when an Order or Reservation message indicates that all or part of the
order is “guaranteed”, this means that the buyer strongly requests the specified
handling and potentially is willing to pay more for it. When a Response or Status
message indicates that all or part of the order is “guaranteed”, this means that the
seller has agreed to provide the requested handling. Any charges associated with the
guarantee can be described in a Pric eCo mp on ent .

5.13.1

Usage Rules and Guidelines



Trading partners wishing to use G uar ant ee s SHOULD agree in advance as to
the code or text values they will use and the precise meaning of each such
“guarantee” in practice.



A guarantee that is transmitted at a given level of a message MUST apply to
all of the information from the current level of the message downwards. For
example, a guarantee conveyed at the top level of the message MUST apply to
the entire order, including all of the placements in it, while a guarantee
conveyed in the header of a placement group MUST apply to all of the
placements in that placement group.



The contents of a guarantee MUST NOT contradict or override any guarantees
that were specified at a higher level of this message. Therefore, guarantees
work additively: a guarantee that is transmitted at a lower level of a message
applies to the information from that level downwards, in addition to any
applicable guarantees that are found at a higher level of the message.
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5.14 Planning for invoice reconciliation
Invoice reconciliation is the process by which the buyer of advertising, upon
receiving an invoice for an advertisement, matches it with the original booking
information and identifies any discrepancies between the two. Only if the match is
good does the buyer approve payment of the invoice. One of the reasons many
buyers wish to use e-commerce booking and invoice messages is to automate this
process. Sellers also benefit if invoices can be reconciled more quickly and smoothly.
AdsMLBookings is quite a flexible standard and can be configured in a number of
ways. For example, when transmitting an order to publish an advertisement on three
different dates, it is possible to structure that order as either a single placement with
three dates, or three placements each of which includes one of the dates.
Similarly, the AdsMLFinancials standard allows for a great deal of flexibility in order
to accommodate different invoicing patterns. It is possible to structure an invoice so
that each line on the invoice corresponds to a single publication date, or to a single
placement that may have included multiple dates, or potentially to multiple
placements covering a significant amount of activity (e.g. an entire month).
Automated invoice reconciliation usually works best if each line in the invoice
corresponds to a single placement in a booking. So trading partners wishing to
facilitate invoice reconciliation should consider how their bookings will eventually be
reconciled and structure them appropriately. For example, if an order would span
two weeks but invoicing will be done weekly (with one invoice line item per order
during that week), then it might be best to split the order into two placements, one
for each week, so that they match the way the invoices will be prepared. If invoicing
is to be done daily, then it might be best to split the order into multiple placements,
one for each day, again to match the line items on the invoices. And conversely, if
invoicing is normally done monthly with a single line item per order per month, then
it would be best for each placement to correspond to a month of activity for the
publication in question.
In short: it is RECOMMENDED that trading partners wishing to facilitate invoice
reconciliation structure their order messages so that each placement corresponds to
the degree of activity that will be represented by a single line item on the resulting
invoice.
NOTE: In some media and/or for some intermediary parties in the workflow, the
relationship between orders and invoices occurs at the placement group level rather
than the placement level. In this case the discussion above should be interpreted as
applying to placement groups rather than placements.

5.15 Deciding where to put information that
can be conveyed at more than one level of
the bookings message
There are three levels at which business information can be conveyed in an
AdsMLBookings message: the top level of the message (e.g. immediate children of
AdOr der , A dRe se rv atio n , AdQ uot at io n, etc.); in the placement group
header; and in the body of a placement.
Most elements in the AdsMLBookings schema are located at one and only one of
these levels. However, there are several types of information that can be conveyed
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in the header, and/or in each placement group, and/or in each placement. These
include:


Advertiser



Campaign



Deal Code



Contract



Terms and Conditions



Guarantees



Cost Exempt



Pricing information, including Currency code



Payer information, including Payment Terms



Document rendering



Notes

The flexibility to convey the same information at potentially multiple levels of an
AdsMLBookings message is provided in order to accommodate different business
practices. However, this flexibility opens the door for potential mismatches and
misunderstandings. It is important that trading partners follow a consistent set of
rules and guidelines when deciding at what level of the message to transmit each
type of information.

5.15.1

Usage Rules and Guidelines

Usage rules governing the location of Pricing, Payer and Currency information can be
found in the “Pricing and Payments” section earlier in this document. Usage rules
governing the location of Guarantees can be found in the “Guarantees” section
earlier in this document. Usage rules and guidelines governing the other types of
information that can be transmitted at more than one level of an AdsMLBookings
message are provided below.
1. Information transmitted at a given level of a message MUST be valid for all of
the placements that are its children or grandchildren at lower levels of the
message. No “overriding” at lower levels is allowed.
o

For example, if an advertiser is specified in the header of an order,
then all of the placements in the entire order MUST be for that
advertiser and only that advertiser. If any of the lower levels contain a
different advertiser, then adsm l:A dve rt ise r should not be used at
the top level of the message.

2. Information in an AdsML message that could validly be transmitted at more
than one level of the message SHOULD only be transmitted at one level.
o

For example, if an order contains multiple placements that are all
for the same advertiser, then the advertiser should be specified
either only at the top level of the message, or only in all of the
Placement Groups, or only in all of the Placements.
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3. It is RECOMMENDED that information in an AdsML message that could validly be
transmitted at more than one level of the message should be transmitted at
the lowest suitable level.
o

Therefore, if an order contained multiple placements that are all for
the same advertiser, then the advertiser would be specified in all of
the Placements.

o

Note: organizations wishing to implement systems in which
information that could validly have been transmitted at a lower
level of the message is transmitted at a higher level should agree
in advance with their trading partners exactly where they will place
the information.

5.16 Usage and Definitions of Controlled
Vocabularies
AdsMLBookings enables trading partners to use controlled vocabularies (CVs), i.e.
defined lists of values, for many element values. In most cases, CVs recommended
by the AdsML Consortium are available in the AdsML Controlled Vocabularies
schema, imported into the AdsMLBookings schema. In any case, trading partners
may use any agreed value, either directly without schema based validation, or as
schema defined CVs located in a user extension schema. Please see the E-Commerce
Usage Rules & Guidelines for a general discussion about use of CVs.
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6 Use Cases and Recommended Solutions
This section attempts to address, in a lightweight way, how to use the AdsML
Bookings standard in many common situations. It assumes a basic familiarity with
the booking format, and with the more detailed choreography and usage information
provided above.

6.1 Orders and reservations
6.1.1

Place a new order (or reservation)

Scenario: A buyer keys an order into their system, which is then transmitted as an
AdsMLBookings message to a seller. This is the first AdsML message relating to this
transaction (i.e. it has not been preceded by an AdsML quotation or reservation
message or by a non-AdsML contact such as a phone call).
AdsML handling: The buyer‟s message must contain the full details of the
requested booking in the A dMe ssa geR equ est Modu le , and must include the
primary booking identifier for this order conforming to the AdsML QID format in the
Book ing Ide nti fi er element. (In addition, the buyer may optionally provide their
own internal booking reference in the ads ml: B uyer sRe fer enc e element in
Auxi lia ry B ook in g R efer enc es .) The seller‟s response should use the
adsm l:N atu reO fR es pons e element to indicate acceptance of the order, and
should contain a confirmation copy of the full order details, possibly including pricing,
as stored in the seller‟s system. The seller may optionally provide their internal
reference for this transaction in the ads ml: Se ller sRe fer enc e element in
Auxi lia ryB ook in gR efer enc es .
Notes:


While the Boo kin gId e ntif ier is used by the sequence of AdsML
messages to unambiguously reference this order, from a business
perspective, the IDs contained in Auxili ary B ooki ngR efe ren ce s are
often more important to the trading partners‟ business operations, because
they contain the values by which each party internally refers to this order.



The definition of what constitutes “full details” is up to the trading partner
agreement between the buyer and seller; in particular, many order requests
do not include pricing information.



This same procedure applies to Reservation messages.

6.1.2

Place a conditional or “guaranteed” order

Scenario: The buyer wishes to place an order that is conditional based on the
seller‟s ability to meet various terms.
AdsML handling: All orders are conditional, so in general there is no special
handling required to accommodate this scenario. The buyer indicates the desired
terms in the appropriate location(s) in the order message, and the details in the
seller‟s response indicate the terms that the seller is willing to accept. If the buyer is
unhappy with the seller‟s response, the buyer can always cancel the order.
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However, if the parties wish to go further and identify specific portions of the order
(e.g. size, color, positioning, scheduling, etc.) that must be published exactly as
described in the order for the buyer to be willing to pay for publication, the parties
can include a Gua ran t ees element at an appropriate level of the message and use
its Code and T ex t elements to describe the specific guarantees that have been
agreed. For example, a Guar ant ee s element in the header of a placement
containing CodeVal ue “RunAsBooked” indicates that all aspects of the placement
are guaranteed, while a Cod e Va lue of “Distribution” indicates that the guarantee
applies only to the distribution information in that placement.
Notes:


Trading partners wishing to use G uar ant ee s should agree in advance as to
the code or text values they will use and the precise meaning of each such
“guarantee” in practice.



Any charges associated with the guarantee can be described in a
Pric eCo mpo nen t .



See the discussion of “Guarantees” earlier in this document for more
information.

6.1.3
Record an Order that was made by phone or
fax
Scenario: A buyer and seller have agreed the details of an order by phone or fax,
and now wish to record it in their systems.
AdsML handling, preferred approach: The simplest approach is for the buyer to
enter the details of the order into their system, which will then send an Ad Order
request as usual. The seller sees the request come up in their system, confirms that
it matches the agreed terms, and approves it. The seller‟s system sends a normal
acceptance message back to the buyer.
If the parties want the seller to key in the order, the seller‟s system should send an
Order Status message to the buyer containing the agreed terms of the order.
Note: It is not possible to send an Order Response message in response to a phone
call or fax, because a response message must reference the AdsML message to
which it is a response, and in this case no AdsML message has been received.
AdsML handling, variation for seller-initiated order transactions: If the seller
wishes to initiate the message exchange even though the buyer‟s unique ID is not
known, then the seller should generate a Quotation (AD-Q) message and send the
Quotation to the buyer for approval. Once the buyer has reviewed and approved the
order details contained in the quotation, the buyer can convert the quotation into an
order and send an Ad Order message that references the seller‟s Quotation ID. When
the seller responds with an Ad Order Response message accepting the order and
providing the seller‟s unique booking ID, the transaction has been fully confirmed.
In this scenario, when the buyer sends the Ad Order message, it is treated as the
initiating message in a request-response transaction pair, rather than a response to
the Quotation message which preceded it. The Ad Quotation message is treated as a
“broadcast” message which does not generate a business message response. In
effect the three business-level messages constitute two message exchanges: a
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“broadcast” of the Quotation (one business message), followed by a “requestresponse” of the Ad Order messages (two business messages).

6.1.4

Convert a Reservation into an Order

Scenario: A buyer has previously placed a reservation using an AdsML Reservation
(AD-R) message, which was accepted by the seller. Now the buyer wishes to convert
that reservation into an order.
AdsML handling: The buyer sends an Ad Order (AD-O) message which uses the
Rese rva tio n Re fe re n ce element to convey the booking identifier of the
previously confirmed reservation. Use of this element indicates that the buyer wishes
to “roll over” the reservation into an order. No other details about the reservation are
provided. The seller replies with a completely filled-in response message, as if in
reply to a fully specified AD-O message. The AD-OR uses the Bo oki ng Iden tif ier
element to convey the required ID, and the elements in the
AdMe ssa geR equ es tM odul e to convey the details of the order and its price.
Notes:


The B ook ing Ide nt if ier in an order that was converted from a reservation
must be the same as the B ook ing Ide nti fie r in the source reservation, in
order to preserve the continuity between them.



This mechanism only works if the buyer is confirming the reservation without
changing it. Changes must be handled either by first submitting a change to the
reservation (and getting an acceptance back from the seller), after which the
changed reservation can be converted into an order, or more likely by canceling
the reservation (or letting it expire) and sending a new order request containing
the changed details as if from scratch.



The R ese rva tio n R ef eren ce element is only available in the initial Ad Order
message, and not in any Response, Change or Status messages which may refer
to that order. Its purpose is to trigger the conversion of the reservation into an
order in the seller‟s system. Once that conversion has been performed, all
messages which reference the order should use the normal structures to
reference it.

6.1.5

Accept an order “as-is”

Scenario: A seller wishes to accept an order or reservation.
AdsML handling: The seller sends an Ad Order Response (or Ad Reservation
Response) message containing a copy of the full order details as they exist in the
seller‟s system, and using adsm l:N atu reO fR espo nse to indicate that the order
has been accepted “as is”.
Notes:




The definition of what details should be contained in an Order Response is up to
the trading partner agreement between the buyer and seller. It is RECOMMENDED
that the response contain as much information as possible, and that it use
terminology and code values as stored in the seller‟s system.

An “as-is” acceptance indicates that the seller accepts what they believe were the
significant terms requested by the buyer, not necessarily the precise text or code
values that were used in the request message. For example, if the buyer
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misspelled the publication name but their intentions were clear, the seller can
correct this spelling error while accepting the order without changing the “as-is”
nature of that acceptance.


It is possible that some of the values stored in the seller‟s system will be different
from the equivalent values stored in the buyer‟s system. For example, if the
buyer and seller did not synchronize all their code lists, then in order to process
the order, the seller must convert the buyer‟s requested code values (e.g. size
code, region code, etc) into the equivalent values that are used in the seller‟s
system. In this case, the parties should agree in advance on whether the
response message will include any such values that were changed by the seller,
and if so, whether a response containing changed values will be coded as
acceptance “as-is” or “with clarifications”. Options include: the acceptance
message echoes back the buyer‟s requested values even though they are not the
values stored in the seller‟s system; the acceptance message reflects the seller‟s
values even though they are not the values requested by the buyer; the
acceptance message omits any values that had to be changed in the seller‟s
system, but uses the a dsml :Na tur eOf Re sp onse code to indicate that all of
the buyer‟s requests were accepted. It is RECOMMENDED that the response
message contain the values that were recorded in the seller‟s system, and that
the parties determine in advance which changed values should trigger a
adsm l:N atu reO fR es pons e indicating that clarifications or changes were
made.

6.1.6

Accept an order “with clarifications”

Scenario: A seller wishes to accept an order or reservation substantially as
requested, but some of the details in the request needed to be changed in order to
achieve the buyer‟s goals. (For example, the buyer used a text string such as
“Northwest region” to specify the distribution, which the seller has converted into a
code with value “NW.12” in their system. Or, the buyer included multiple possible
classification codes, from which the seller has selected the most appropriate one for
their publication.)
AdsML handling: The seller responds with an Ad Order Response (or Ad
Reservation Response) message which mirrors back the details of the accepted order
as they exist in the seller‟s system. The seller uses the
adsm l:N atu reO fR es pons e element to indicate that the acceptance is “with
clarifications”, and optionally the adsml : Ch an geSp eci fic ati on structure to
identify the specific Placements or Insertions in which the clarifications were made.
Note: Trading partners should agree in advance whether they will use this capability,
and if so, which types of clarifications are acceptable in an accepted order “with
clarifications”.

6.1.7

Accept an order “with changes”

Scenario: A seller wishes to accept some, but not all, of the placement conditions
for an order or reservation that it has received. (For example, the placement is for
four days but only three of them are available.)
AdsML handling: The seller responds with an Ad Order Response (or Ad
Reservation Response) message in which the details of the order have been changed
to reflect the conditions the seller is willing to accept. The seller uses the
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adsm l:N atu reO fR es pons e element to indicate that the acceptance is “with
changes”, and optionally the a ds ml: Cha nge S peci fic ati on structure to identify
the specific Placements or Insertions in which the changes have been made.
Notes:


From the AdsML perspective, once this Ad Order Response message has been
sent, the message exchange transaction is finished, and it is assumed that the ad
will run according to the seller‟s changed instructions in the response message. If
the buyer wants to continue the dialogue, they must send either a cancellation or
change message, which will initiate a new request-response message pair.



Therefore, the “accept with changes” capability should only be used in cases
where the seller is able to accept a substantial part of the order and the sellerinitiated changes constitute either a simple filtering of the order (as in the
example above), or a reasonably small date or time change, or a reasonably
small change of the ad‟s position within the specified publication. This capability
should not be used to add new placements, insertion dates, publications or
targeting instructions to a booking.



Trading partners should agree in advance whether they will use this capability.

6.1.8

Accept an order “with conditions”

Scenario: A seller wishes to accept an order pending satisfaction of external
conditions, for example a credit check.
AdsML handling: The seller should send an Order Response message that includes
a status code indicating the nature of the situation. Later, when the status of the
order changes, the seller should either send a Status update message indicating that
the order is now being successfully processed or an Order Cancellation message if
the condition could not be resolved.
Notes:


Important status codes like these should be defined and agreed in advance
between the trading partners.



Acceptance conditions can be specified in both the “accept as-is” and “accept with
changes” and “accept with clarifications” scenarios described above.

6.1.9

Reject an order

Scenario: A seller wishes to reject an order or reservation.
AdsML handling: The seller sends a response message using the
adsm l: R equ est De ni ed and R eas onF orD e nial elements in the
AdMe ssa geR esp on se Modu le to indicate the nature of the denial.

6.1.10

Renew an order

Scenario: The buyer wishes to place an order that is essentially a copy of a previous
order with only a few changes, for example the appearance dates.
AdsML handling: AdsML does not explicitly support the concept of a “renewal”, so
the buyer must place a new order and indicate by text notes or user-defined codes
that this order is similar to a previous order.
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Note: Often a renewal involves re-running previous artwork, often called a “pickup”.
This concept is supported by use of the Pi ck U p structure which is available in each
placement.

6.1.11

Order an Insert

Scenario: Buyer wishes to order an insert.
AdsML handling: The buyer should use the structures in Pla cem ent . Ins ert .

6.1.12

Order an Outdoor ad

Scenario: Buyer wishes to order traditional outdoor billboard ads.
AdsML handling: This is not yet explicitly supported with a media specific
placement structure. However, the details can be conveyed using the
Plac eme nt. Gen er ic structure, using a Medi aTyp e value of “Outdoor” and an
appropriate AdT ype such as “OutdoorBillboard”.

6.1.13

Order an Outdoor Digital ad

Scenario: Buyer wishes to order outdoor digital ads that will be transmitted to their
delivery devices and displayed digitally in rotation with other advertisements.
AdsML handling: This is not yet explicitly supported with a media specific
placement structure. However, the details can be conveyed using the
Plac eme nt. Gen er ic structure, using a Medi aTyp e value of “Outdoor” and an
appropriate AdT ype such as “OutdoorBillboardDigital”.
Note: Use of Placement.Generic is recommended for the general case. All of the
necessary information can be transmitted using the generic structures. However,
some trading partners may prefer to use Pl ac emen t. I nte rac ti ve , because it
provides named elements such as C app ing Sp ecif i ca tio n , Sha re OfVo ice and
AdSe rve r that may be useful in the outdoor digital context. Trading Partners
wishing to exchange information about Outdoor Digital bookings should agree in
advance on which of these approaches they will follow.

6.1.14

Order an Online Classified ad

Scenario: Buyer wishes to order an online classified ad for a newspaper or
magazine‟s website.
AdsML handling: The buyer should use the structures in
Plac eme nt. Int er ac tive .
The section of the website in which the ad should appear is conveyed in
Prim ary Pos iti on in g/Se cti onC ode . The period during which the ad will be
listed at the website is specified in Schedul in g . Additional details about the
contents of the ad can be conveyed in adsml -m a:Ad Con ten t , using the
AdCo nte ntS ear ch Te xt , AdC ont ent Tex t and Stru ctu red Des cr ipto ns
structures.
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Order an Interactive ad

Scenario: Buyer wishes to order ads in an interactive medium, including capping
and throttling information.
AdsML handling: The buyer should use the structures in
Plac eme nt. Int er ac tive .
The target for the booking (e.g. number of impressions or clicks) is described in
Plac eme ntT arg et , while the section of the website in which the ad should appear
is conveyed in Pri mar yPos iti oni ng/ Se ct ionC ode . Demographic and other
targeting instructions are placed in Dist rib ut ionT arg et . Throttling instructions
can be conveyed by providing multiple Sche du ling structures and using
Sche dul ing /Ev en tC ount to constrain the number of events (e.g. impressions or
clicks) that should be generated in each schedule period.
Capping instructions and other technical details go in
Prod uct ion Det ai l. Inte rac tiv e , using the Ca ppi ngS pec ifi cati on,
Shar eOf Voi ce, A dS ervi ngS yst em and Tech nic alA dFo rm at structures.
Notes: The AdsML Framework includes several sample interactive booking messages
which demonstrate many of these capabilities.

6.1.16

Order a Broadcast or Cable ad

Scenario: Buyer wishes to order ads in a broadcast or cable medium, such as radio
or television, where the primary factors are the channel on which the ad should
appear and the programs, times and/or dayparts in which it should run.
AdsML handling: The buyer should use the structures in Pla cem ent . Gen eri c .
Depending on how the broadcaster has structured its rate card, the channel and
(optionally) the program during which the ad should run can be conveyed using
Publ ica tio n Co de and Sub Pub lic ati on C o de . Instructions regarding exactly
when during the program the ad should be broadcast, e.g. “first commercial break”,
can be conveyed in Pro duct ion Det ail .G ene ric using
Prim ary Pos iti on in g/Se cti onC ode .
Each instance of the S c hedu lin g structure conveys a date range within which the
ad should run. This can be as narrow or wide a range as desired. Other elements in
the Sc hed uli ng structure can be used to specify the number of times the ad
should run during the specified period, and a recurrence pattern (e.g. “Tuesdays”).
If the ad is being booked for a specific time of day (i.e. a daypart), this can also be
specified in the Recur r ence P at ter n element, using a code or text string that
identifies the daypart in question (e.g. “MorningDriveTime”).
The D ura tio n of the ad can be conveyed in P rodu cti onD eta il .G ener ic ,
along with any other necessary technical information.
Notes:
Multiple codes and/or text strings can be combined within a single
Recu rre nce P at te rn provided that they are not mutually exclusive. For example,
the codes “MorningDriveTime” and “Tuesdays” can coexist inside a
Recu rre nce Pat te rn element because they have different time scales; together
they indicate that the ad should run during morning drive time hours on Tuesdays.
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However, it is not possible to specify multiple dayparts in a single
Recu rre nce Pat te rn because dayparts are mutually exclusive. Buyers wishing to
book multiple dayparts will need to transmit two or more Sc hed uli n g elements,
one for each of the desired dayparts.

6.1.17

Order a Sponsorship

Scenario: Buyer wishes to order a sponsorship.
AdsML handling: Use the P lac eme nt. Gen eri c structure, specifying an Ad Type
code value of “Sponsorship”.
Notes: A sample sponsorship booking message can be found in the Bookings
Samples directory of the AdsML Framework.

6.1.18

Request several equally acceptable positions

Scenario: The buyer wishes to request that an advertisement be published in one of
two (or more) equally acceptable locations: for example, in either the Food or
LifeStyle section, or on either the “first page” or “last page” of a section in print
publications.
AdsML handling: The buyer populates two (or more) instances of
Alte rna tiv ePo si ti onin g , each of which fully describes one of the acceptable
positions. If the buyer has a mild preference between the alternative positions, this
should be expressed by means of the a dsm l:p rior ity attribute. In this scenario
the Pr ima ryP osi tio ning structure is not used.
Notes:
The use of Alt ern ati v ePo sit ion ing structures without providing
Prim ary Pos iti on in g indicates that the buyer is willing to accept any of the
alternative positions. The a dsm l:p rio rit y value (if one is provided) offers
guidance as to the buyer‟s preference between the alternatives, and should be
respected by the seller if possible.
If the buyer wishes to ensure that an advertisement is published in a particular
position, the buyer should use the Pr ima ryP o siti oni ng structure to describe
that position.

6.1.19
Place a “package” order for multiple
publications
Scenario: A media agency wishes to transmit an order that applies identically to
multiple publications. This will go to a middleman that will split the agency‟s order
into a set of smaller orders, one for each of the target publications.
AdsML handling: The recommended approach is for the agency to transmit
multiple placements, each of them identical except for having a different
Publ ica tio n . However, if the parties wish to consolidate the information into a
smaller package, the buyer can transmit a single Placement that describes the
details of the order and contains multiple instances of P ubl ica tio n . The recipient
of the message can then clone it into multiple placements to be transmitted to the
target publications.
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Notes:
Multiple Pub lic ati on s can only be specified in a single placement if all of the
other information in that placement is valid for all of the specified publications. For
instance, if a target distribution is included in the placement, then the information in
Dist rib ut i onT ar ge t must apply equally to all of the referenced publications.
When multiple Publ ic atio ns are specified in a single placement, then in
subsequent messages in the thread (e.g. responses, changes and cancellations) it
may be necessary to split the original placement into multiple placements. This may
be required, for example, if it turns out that not all the publications can accept the
requested order, or if the buyer or seller wish to change details for some but not all
of the publications.
A “publication” in an AdsMLBookings message can represent either an individual
publication or a package of publications that is sold by the seller via a single
publication code.

6.1.20
Order an A/B split (print) or other forms of
alternating content
Scenario: Buyer wishes to order an A/B split or equivalent, in which the advertiser
will provide two or more versions of the artwork that should be distributed across the
entire run.
AdsML handling: This order should be booked as a single
Plac eme nt. New sp ap erMa gaz ine , P la ce ment . In ser ts or
Plac eme nt. Gen er ic . The Mul tip leA dCo n tent Han dli ng element in
Prod uct ion Det ai l should specify the special handling that is related to having
more than one set of content – in this case, it would indicate that an A/B split is
requested. The handling should be specified using machine readable codes, and/or
human readable instructions.
Note: This is not the same as requesting different versions of an ad to run in
different regions or zones, which would normally be handled by multiple placements,
each of which would specify the target locations for that particular set of ad content.

6.1.21

Order blind boxes or additional services

Scenario: Buyer wishes to order “blind box” response-handling services to be
provided by the publisher.
AdsML handling: Blind boxes and other ancillary services provided by the publisher
(or its agents) are considered “additional services.” Details about the services can be
conveyed in instances of Ad dit ion alS erv ic e using codes and/or text, while
related pricing information can be conveyed using one or more P ric e Comp one nt s .

6.1.22

Order a “Cuttable” ad (print)

Scenario: Buyer wishes to place a print ad that contains a cuttable coupon.
Requirement is that the ad does not appear back-to-back with any other cuttable ad.
There may be an extra charge for this.
AdsML handling: Set the Cu tta ble Pos iti on element to ‘tr ue ’ in the
Posi tio nin g section of Pro duc tio nDe tai l.Ne wsp ape rMa ga zi ne .
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Specify throttling instructions

Scenario: Buyer wishes to indicate that an ad should be published more frequently
during the first two months of a six month campaign than in the later months,
reserving the right to change these instructions later in the campaign.
AdsML handling: In the initial order, the buyer specifies the event count for the
campaign as a whole (e.g. 500,000 impressions) in
Plac eme ntT arg et /E vent Cou nt , but then divides this into individual monthly
totals by creating a Sch edul ing structure for each month of the campaign and
populates each instance of Sc hed uli ng /Ev en tCou nt with the target number of
events (e.g. impressions) for that month. In this scenario, the first two months are
assigned a higher Eve n tCou nt value than the later months of the campaign.
When the buyer wishes to change the throttling instructions during the course of the
campaign, he sends an Ad Order Change message containing the updated values.
Notes:


Throttling instructions can be conveyed in orders for any media, but in
NewspaperMagazine or Inserts orders, the I ns erti onP eri od element is
used instead of S che du ling .



Throttling can be applied to any type of time period within an order (e.g.
hours, days, weeks or months), provided that those time periods are defined
by individual scheduling structures whose Ev en tCou nt s add up to the total
Plac eme ntT arg et /E vent Cou nt for the order as a whole.



The scheduling periods to which throttling is applied do not all have to be the
same type. For example, during the initial part of a campaign, throttling could
be specified on a week by week basis, dropping back to monthly throttling
later on.



A more detailed description of the throttling rules can be found in Usage of
Business Messages earlier in this document.

6.1.24

Specify capping instructions (interactive)

Scenario: Buyer wishes to indicate that an interactive ad should be shown no more
than five times per day to each user who visits the website.
AdsML handling: Capping instructions are conveyed in
Prod uct ion Det ai l. Inte rac tiv e /C ap pi ngSp eci fic ati on . A textual
description of the cap, e.g. “n o m or e t han 5 imp res sio ns pe r visi tor
per day ,” should be placed in ads ml: Des cr ipti on . A machine-processable
version of the same instructions can be conveyed in the Cap element, using the child
elements Eve ntT ype (e.g. “im pre ss ion s ”), Maxi mum Eve ntC ou nt (“5”) and
Scop e . In this case two Scope elements are required, one containing the value
“vis ito r ” and the other “da y”. The union of the two indicates that the cap is “per
visitor, per day”.
Notes:


It is recommended that, whenever possible, controlled vocabularies from the
AdsMLUnitOfMeasureCV should be used for both Even tTy pe and Sc o pe . In
this example, “impressions” and “day” are both defined in the
AdsMLUnitOfMeasureCV.
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There is a detailed description of capping, including several examples, in
Usage of Business Messages earlier in this document.

6.1.25
Specify the billing statistics or proof of
performance information that will be required
Scenario: Buyer wishes to indicate that invoices relating to this order will only be
paid when supported by statistics from a specified third party indicating how often
the ad actually ran.
AdsML handling: Information about each type of performance-related information
that will be provided, including both the nature of the information and the party that
will provide it, can be conveyed in an instance of
Plac eme nt. */P ro of OfPu bli cat ion . (All performance-related information is
considered a form of “proof of publication” in the AdsML Framework.)
The type of proof, in this case “Pe rf orm anc e Info rma tio n ”, is conveyed in the
mandatory Pro of Typ e element. The sender populates Pro ven anc e Part y with
the name of the third party that will gather and authenticate the performance
information.
The party that will deliver the performance information is the Pro ofi ngPa rty . In
many cases the Pro ve nanc ePa rty will also deliver the performance information,
so Pro ofi n gP art y can be omitted.
The buyer can optionally specify an address to which the proof of publication should
be sent by populating the Se ndT o structure. In many cases the parties will already
have agreed where to send this information as part of their Trading Partner
Agreement, in which case this element can be omitted.
Notes:


Proo fOf Pub lic at io n is repeatable, in order to support situations where
more than one type of proof of publication will be provided for the same
placement.



Recommended code values for P roo fTy pe can be found in
AdsM LPr oof OfP ub li cati onT ype CV .



In many cases the same party will both gather the performance related
information and also deliver it to the seller.



If Pr ove nan ceP ar ty and Proo fin gPa rt y are both omitted, their absence
indicates that the Publisher will play both roles.

6.1.26
Specify the starting column of an unbalanced
double-truck ad (print)
Scenario: Buyer wishes to order a print ad that requires a specific position on just
one axis of the page, in this case an unbalanced double-truck whose height fills the
entire page but whose left side will start in the 3rd column of the left-hand page.
AdsML handling: Use the Ab sol ute Pos iti on capability inside
Posi tio nOn Pag e but fill in only the XCo or di nate (left-to-right axis) and omit
the YC oor din ate . Specify “columns” as the X-coordinate‟s Uni tOf Meas ure , and
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“3” as its Valu e , thus indicating that the ad should begin in the third column from
the left side of the page.
Note: It would also be possible to populate the YCo ord ina te with a value of “0”
to show that there is no offset from the top of the page, but it is RECOMMENDED that
when only one axis needs to be specified the other axis should be omitted.

6.2 Ordering “umbrella” and other linked ads
6.2.1

Ordering the umbrella “parent”

Scenario: A buyer wishes to place an “umbrella” ad, in which the buyer reserves a
large space (e.g. a full page) within which other, related organizations will later
submit orders for “child” ads. The buyer guarantees payment for the entire page, but
payments from the child ads will offset the buyer‟s guarantee.
AdsML handling: The buyer places an order in which the IsSt an dAl one flag in
the Pl ace men t is set to ‘ fal se’ in order to indicate that this placement is or will
be linked to others. A code and/or descriptive text explaining that this is an umbrella
parent should also be put in the ads ml: AdT y pe element of the Pl a ceme nt
structure.
Note: The buyer should provide the B ook ing I dent ifi er for this order, as well as
the Pl ace men tId ent ifie r for the placement that defines the umbrella parent, to
all parties who are likely to order child ads that will go inside the umbrella parent.
This will enable them to specify, when they place their orders, which umbrella their
ads belong to.

6.2.2

Ordering an umbrella “child”

Scenario: A buyer wishes to place a “child” ad that should be positioned inside a
previously ordered umbrella parent.
AdsML handling: The buyer places an order in which the IsSt an dAl one flag in
the Pl ace men t is set to ‘ fal se’ , and uses the Li nke dPl ace me nt s structure to
indicate both the nature of the overall relationship (i.e.
Link edP lac eme nt s/ adsm l:T ype = “UmbrellaAd”) and the placement and
booking identifiers of the parent umbrella ad (an instance of Pla cem e ntLi nk with
Rela tio nsh ipN am e = “PartOf” and pointers to the two placements in question).
A code and/or descriptive text explaining that this is an umbrella child should also be
put in the ads ml: AdT y pe element of the Pla c emen t structure.
Note: If the buyer is not able to populate the linked placement structure with the
appropriate IDs of the parent ad, as much information as possible should be put in
Prod uct ion Det ai l / adsm l:S pec ial Re qu irem ent s in order for the seller to
resolve the linkage with manual handling.

6.2.3

Ordering a series of ads

Scenario: Buyer wishes to place a series of ads that have a physical or temporal
relationship to each other, for example, appearing on successive pages of a
publication or slots in a broadcast.
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AdsML handling: Each ad is recorded as a separate placement, and the
Link edP lac eme nt s structure is then used to relate them to each other and
indicate the nature of the relationship. It is RECOMMENDED to use a value from the
AdsM LPl ace men tL in k CV controlled vocabulary in the on
Link edP lac eme nt s/ adsm l:T ype /ad sm l: Code Val ue to identify the nature of
the overall linkage (e.g. “Scatter”, “Sequence” or “UmbrellaAd”), and one or more
values from A ds MLP la ceme ntR ela tio ns hi pCV in
Link edP lac eme nt s/ Plac eme ntL ink / a ds ml: R ela tio nsh ip Na me /a dsm l: C
odeV alu e to identify each specific physical or temporal relationship between the
linked placements (e.g. “HorizontallyAdjacent” or “SequenceAd”).
Notes:


If the ads are to be published in a specific order, a relationship name of
“SequenceAd” should be provided, the attribute adsm l:s equ enc eN o should
identify the sequence in which they are to be published, and the attribute
anch or should be “False” for all participants.



It is possible to use Li n kedP lac eme nts to identify that an ad in one booking is
linked (related) to an ad in another booking, which may or may not be in the
same AdsMLBookings message.

6.2.4
Specifying presentation sequence and other
logic for banners
Scenario: A buyer is booking a set of banner placements and would like to specify
constraints for how individual banner ads should or should not appear in relation to
one another. For example, the banners must not be shown at the same time and
must be displayed in a particular sequence.
AdsML handling: Instructions on how ads from different placements relate should
be given using the Lin kedP lac eme nt element. The use case “Ordering a series of
ads”, describes the handling of the requirement to display advertisements in general
in a particular sequence. The concept of „sequence‟ applies generally per publishing
occasion; for interactive banner ads that should be interpreted as a display sequence
per recipient (reader).
The requirement for sequential presentation is implicitly covering a “do not publish
simultaneously” use case that does not need to be explicitly stated. If additional
specifications are required to describe the business case, then the optional and
repeatable Li nka geD e tail s element should be used to record them.

6.3 Changes
6.3.1

Add a placement or date

Scenario: Buyer wishes to add one or more placements or dates to an existing
order.
AdsML handling: The buyer submits an Order Change message which copies the
information from the existing order and adds the new information. If the change is
simply to add more dates to an existing placement, the buyer simply adds or edits
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one or more I nse rti o nPer iod s or Sc hed ul ing entries in an existing
Plac eme nt . If the change is more substantial, for example involving a different
delivery channel or different artwork, the buyer adds one or more Pl ac emen ts to
the order. As a convenience to the recipient of the message, the buyer can identify
the added insertions or placements. This is done by listing the relevant identifiers for
the placement or insertions in the ad sml :C h a nge L oca tio nRe fe re nce element.
Notes:
In NewspaperMagazine and Inserts bookings, scheduling information is called an
“Insertion” and is conveyed in an Ins ert ion P erio d element; for all other media
the information is conveyed in a Sch ed uli ng structure.
While it is RECOMMENDED, the sender of the message is not required to identify the
sections of the order that have been added. The burden is on the recipient to be able
to process an incoming change order and update its database appropriately.

6.3.2

Change a placement or date

Scenario: Buyer wishes to change one or more placements or dates on an existing
order.
AdsML handling: The buyer submits an Order Change message which copies the
information from the existing order and changes the appropriate details. As a
convenience to the recipient of the message, the buyer can identify the locations of
the changes in the order down to specific Plac eme n ts , In ser tio nP erio ds or
Sche dul ing entries . This is done by listing the relevant identifiers for the
placement insertions or schedule entries in the
adsm l:C han geL oc at ionR efe ren ce element.
Notes:
In NewspaperMagazine and Inserts bookings, scheduling information is called an
“Insertion” and is conveyed in an Ins ert ion P erio d element; for all other media
the information is conveyed in a Sch ed uli ng structure.
While it is RECOMMENDED, the sender of the message is not required to identify the
sections of the order that have been changed. The burden is on the recipient to be
able to process an incoming change order and update their database appropriately.

6.3.3

Publisher-initiated changes

Scenario: The seller needs to change some of the details of an accepted order.
AdsML handling: The seller sends an Order Change message to the buyer
containing the changed information. The buyer responds with an Order Response
message either accepting or rejecting the proposed changes.
Note: In general, buyers and sellers should agree in advance on whether a buyer
needs to respond to publisher-initiated changes before they go into effect. In
practice, however, many types of changes (for example, the cancellation of one or
more placements) are completely under the seller‟s control, while others (for
example adding new placements) should be completely under the buyer‟s control.
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6.3.4
Changes to status, notes and similar
supplemental information
Scenario: The buyer or seller wish to communicate changes to supplemental
information about a reservation or order, for example, a change in its status or the
addition of a new note, without changing the business-significant terms of the order.
AdsML handling: The party in question sends a Status message (Ad Order Status
or Ad Reservation Status) containing the changed supplemental information. The
message is sent in “broadcast” mode so only an Administrative Response to it is
provided.
Note: In general, updates to supplemental information that occur after the initial
request-response message exchange should only be communicated by AdsML
messages if the sending party is providing this information on a “For Your
Information” basis. If a party wishes to trigger a particular response in the other
party without changing or canceling the terms of the booking, the party should use a
non-AdsML communications mechanism, i.e. phone or fax, to achieve this purpose.

6.4 Cancellations
6.4.1

Cancel an entire order (or reservation)

Scenario: A buyer wishes to cancel an entire order, including all of the placements
that were part of that order.
AdsML handling: The buyer‟s system should send an Ad Order Cancellation
message referencing the order to be cancelled. The seller responds with an Ad Order
Response message either accepting the cancellation (via the ads ml: S tatu s
element) or rejecting it (via the adsm l: R equ e stDe nie d element).
Note: Once an order has been cancelled, neither party can later attempt to change
any aspect of that order.

6.4.2

Cancel part of an order

Scenario: A buyer wishes to cancel part of an order, for example, one or more
insertion or run dates within a larger order.
AdsML handling: Although the buyer‟s software system may call this a cancellation
in its user interface, the system must send an Ad Order Change message to the
seller‟s system (rather than an Ad Order Cancellation), because from AdsML‟s
perspective this order is not being cancelled. Rather, it is being changed, where the
“change” consists of canceling one or more of the dates within it.
Note: See also the E-Commerce Usage Rules & Guidelines for more information
about how to use a dsm l:Ch ang eSp eci fi ca tion to described a partial
cancellation.

6.4.3

Un-cancel an entire order

Scenario: After canceling an order and receiving a reply from the seller confirming
the cancellation, the buyer wishes to un-cancel the order.
AdsML handling: This is not supported. The buyer must re-book the order.
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Un-cancel part of an order

Scenario: After canceling part of an order (via a Change message) and receiving a
reply from the seller confirming the cancellation, the buyer wishes to un-cancel the
portion that was just canceled.
AdsML handling: AdsML does not provide an “un-cancel” capability. The buyer
must send another Ad Order Change message, re-booking the portions of the order
that were previously canceled.
Note: The seller has the option of accepting or rejecting these “un-canceled”
placements as if they were new orders.

6.4.5

Publisher-initiated cancellation

Scenario: A seller discovers that it cannot fulfill all or part of a previously accepted
order and now wishes to cancel the affected order or placements.
AdsML handling: The seller can initiate this transaction by sending either an Order
Cancellation or Order Change message to the buyer. The buyer should respond with
an Order Response message accepting the change or cancellation.
Note: Unlike a buyer-initiated cancellation, which can be accepted or rejected by the
seller (for example, it will be rejected if the ad has already run), a publisher-initiated
cancellation should always be accepted by the buyer because it is simply a statement
of fact – the ad will not run as booked. Related business factors, such as the impact
of this cancellation on business agreements between the buyer and seller, should be
discussed directly between the parties, not in AdsML messages.

6.5 Quotations
6.5.1

Obtain a quotation

Scenario: A buyer wishes to obtain a quotation for the running of a particular
advertisement.
AdsML handling: The buyer sends an Ad Quotation Request message (AD-RFQ)
containing full details of the order they are thinking of placing. The seller responds
with an Ad Quotation (AD-Q) which repeats back to the buyer the placement and
production details that were included in the request, and adds appropriate pricing
information and an ads ml:E xpi rat ion Ti me indicating the date on which the
quotation will expire.
Note: The business commitment (if any) that is implied by the provision of a
quotation should be agreed between the parties beforehand.

6.5.2
Convert a valid quotation into an order or
reservation
Scenario: A buyer wishes to accept a quotation and convert it into an order. It is a
valid, unexpired quotation that was previously recorded via an exchange of AdsML
messages.
AdsML handling: AdsMLBookings does not support explicit conversion of a
quotation into a confirmed order. The order is required to contain a complete listing
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of the data required to book the order, even though the same data may have been
provided in a prior quotation.
An order may include a reference to a prior quotation using the
Quot ati onR efe re nc e element. There is, however, no requirement that the data
in a booking that references a quotation should be the same as the data in the
quotation. The quotation reference should be seen as “for information” only.

6.5.3

Convert an expired quotation into an order

Scenario: A buyer sends an Ad Order message that references an expired quotation
(as indicated by the ad sml: E xp ira tio nT im e inside the quotation response
message).
AdsML handling: The seller can choose whether to accept the order, or reject it
with an adsml:R eas o nFor Den ial code indicating that the quotation has expired.
Note: The buyer should not have sent a message that referenced an expired
quotation.

6.5.4

Convert a quotation that is not on file

Scenario: A buyer sends an Ad Order message that references a quotation ID that
does not exist in the seller‟s system.
AdsML handling: The seller‟s system should reject the order and notify its users
that this has occurred. The seller should phone the buyer and resolve the
discrepancy.

6.5.5

Quote for the “renewal” of an existing ad

Scenario: A buyer wishes to receive a quotation for “renewing” an ad that is
currently running or recently ran.
AdsML handling: The buyer submits a quotation, reservation or order request
message that includes a text comment or user defined property identifying the order
for which this will be a renewal.

6.5.6

Quote for a change or cancellation

Scenario: A buyer wishes to find out what costs would be incurred if they changed
or cancelled an existing order.
AdsML handling: This scenario is not supported. The buyer should pick up the
phone and ask.
Note: The AdsML Quotation messages should only be used for new orders, not for
changes or cancellations.

6.6 Pricing and payments
6.6.1

Tiered package pricing within an order

Scenario: Seller wishes to report the price of a package deal, in which the buyer will
receive price breaks based on committing to multiple placements in a single booking.
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AdsML handling: The pricing structures can optionally be placed in the AdsML
message at three levels: individual pricing for each placement; a subtotal or package
price for a group of placements; and a total or package price for all of the
placements in the order. In this scenario, the seller can optionally report the
individual pricing of each placement, but the final price of the booking is reported by
using a pricing structure at either the Placement Group or order header level. If the
seller chooses to reveal the pricing details (rather than just reporting a total price),
the package discount can be reflected using one or more a dsm l: P ric eCom pon ent
elements.
Notes:
The highest-level total pricing information that appears in an order message
overrides the sums of any sub-total pricing that may appear lower down.
Pricing information at any level can be broken down into Pric eCo mp onen ts , and
for each P ric eCo mpo n ent it is possible to describe the calculation that was used
and to reference a relevant rate card entry. If the package pricing is based on a
particular contract, that contract can be specified in the relevant Pr ice Comp one nt .

6.6.2

Multiple payers, including co-op splits

Scenario: The ad will be paid for by more than one party, possibly in unequal
proportions – for example, a co-op ad.
AdsML handling: Use two or more Pa yer Inf orma tio n constructs, one for each
paying party. In each P ayer Inf orm ati on , populate Paye rsP ric e Deta ils with
that payer‟s full pricing information, and optionally use Sha re OfT ota l Pric e to
indicate their share of the total price.
Note: A single Pay erI nfor mat ion is used when there is only one payer.

6.6.3

Contractual pricing

Scenario: The buyer wishes to indicate that this order should be governed by a
particular contract.
AdsML handling: The contract details and ID of the contract between the seller
and the buyer should be specified in an adsml : Cont rac t structure at the relevant
level of the message (e.g. the instance of ads m l:Co ntr act in the order header,
placement group or placement).
A contract between the seller and any of the paying parties can be described in the
Paye rIn for mat io n / adsm l:C ont rac t element for that payer. In some cases
where the buyer is not the payer it is possible for two or more contracts to apply
simultaneously: one between the seller and the buyer, and one with each payer.
If the payment mechanism to be used by a particular payer is defined in a contract,
that contract can be referenced in Paym ent /M echa nis m/a dsm l: Co ntra ct .

6.6.4

Rate card pricing

Scenario: The buyer wishes to indicate that this order as a whole should be
governed by a particular rate card, e.g. the “NY Herald 2007 Rate Card”.
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AdsML handling: The rate card in question should be identified in
adsm l:C ont rac t/ Co ntra ctR efe ren ce in the order header, placement group
header or placement as appropriate. The logic here is that by providing the name of
a rate card as the Con t ract Ref ere nce , the parties indicate that the “contract”
which governs the order is simply the publisher‟s specified rate card.
Notes:
If the buyer wishes to specify a particular rate from the rate card which governs the
order as a whole, this can be done using ads m l:Co ntr act /Ra te Re fere nce .
If the order includes Pr iceC omp one nts , the applicable rate card rate can be
specified in each price component. In this case the name of the rate card goes in
Pric eCo mpo nen t/ Ra teCa rdR efe ren ce , and the rate that was used to calculate
the current price component goes in Pric eC o m pone nt/ Rat eCo de .

6.6.5

Discount which spans multiple orders

Scenario: A Buyer wishes to indicate that the price of the booking is governed by an
agreement that spans multiple orders, for example, a volume discount if a certain
number of ads are booked within a specified period of time.
AdsML handling: Package discounts which span more than one booking are
normally established by contract between the paying and selling parties, where the
paying party is often (but not necessarily) the same as the buying party. The
contract containing the terms governing a particular booking should be specified in
an adsm l: Con tra ct structure at the relevant level of the message (e.g. order
header, placement group or placement). Additional information such as the specific
section of that contract which governs this order and the rate that will apply can be
conveyed in Sect ion R efer enc e and R ate R efer enc e , respectively.

6.6.6

Agency commissions or cash discounts

Scenario: A buyer or seller wishes to record an Agency Commission and/or Cash
Discount.
AdsML handling: Both Agency Commission and Cash Discount are types of
Pric eCo mpo nen ts .
Note that the use of ad sml: Cal cul ati on Sp ecif ica tio n is optional. You might
give the cash discount as a simple amount without specifying, for example, that it is
based on 2% of the order value (or whatever other calculation basis applies).

6.6.7

Tax liability, tax exempt status

Scenario: Buyer‟s organization has tax-exempt status, and/or needs to convey
information about how taxation should be handled.
AdsML handling: Use the ad sml :Pa rty Tax Sche me structure in the
Paye rIn for mat io n / adsm l: P aye r Pa rt y construct to specify the taxation status
(e.g. “tax exempt organization”) and associated government tax identifier for each
paying party.
Notes:
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Tax information can be provided for any Par ty to the booking, not just the
Paye rPa rty .



Rules and guidelines for populating adsml:P a rtyT axS che me can be found in
the AdsML Type Library specification.

6.6.8

Identifying a Make-Good Placement

Scenario: A buyer or seller wishes to indicate that there will be no charge for an
order, placement or placement group because it is being provided as a make-good
for a previous order.
AdsML handling: Use the Co stE xem pt element at any level of a message (order,
placement group or placement) to indicate that the order, placement group or
placement will be provided at no cost to the buyer. The mandatory Exe mpti onT ype
code defines the nature of the exemption, for example “Make Good” or “Charitable
Donation”. If the placement is a make-good, P lace men tRe fer en ce can identify
the placement for which this is a make-good, and Cla imR efe ren ce can convey the
claim number that this make-good resolves.
Notes:
When a booking is not cost exempt, this element is omitted.
A Cos tEx emp t booking may also contain pricing information, for example
Pric eCo mpo nen ts , in order to indicate the price that would have applied if the
order had not been Cos tExe mpt .

6.6.9

CPM (Cost Per Thousand) pricing

Scenario: A buyer or seller wishes to record pricing for distribution of inserts or
publication of an interactive advertisment on a CPM basis, e.g. “$56 per 1000 pieces”
or “$12.00 per 1000 impressions”.
AdsML handling: CPM pricing can be described with a textual note in
Pric eCo mpo nen t/ De scri pti onL ine , and/or by expressing the formula in
Pric eCo mp o nen t/ Ca lcul ati onS pec if ic atio n . A CPM calculation
specification uses the d ivis or attribute of ad sml: Pri ceP erU ni t with a value of
1000, to indicate that the price should be divided by 1000 when applied to an
individual unit.
See the AdsML Type Library specification for a more detailed example.

6.6.10

Payment by credit card

Scenario: A party wishes to indicate that this order has been prepaid by credit card.
AdsML handling: The sender populates a P ay erIn for mat ion structure in which
the party that prepaid the order is identified as the ad sml :Pa yer Par ty . The
amount that was charged to the card is placed in
Paye rsP ric eDe ta il s/To tal Pri ce along with any additional pricing details that
the sender wishes to convey. The fact that this order has already been paid is
indicated by placing an appropriate value (such as “Paid”) in
Paym ent /ad sml :S ta tus . The fact that a credit card was used is indicated by
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populating Payme nt /M echa nis m/a dsm l: Cr edit Car d with the relevant details
of the card that was used.
Note: A similar approach is used when the credit card has been authorized but not
yet charged, or when the card will not be processed until after the ad has been
published. See the AdsML Type Library specification for more details about
adsm l: C red itC ar d .

6.6.11

Payment by more than one mechanism

Scenario: An order has been (or will be) paid by more than one payment
mechanism, for example, the buyer has paid a deposit by credit card with the
balance to be invoiced upon publication.
AdsML handling: The sender populates two (or more) instances of
Paye rIn for mat io n , one for each of the payments that has been made and at
least one representing the balance that is still due. Each instance of
Paye rIn for mat io n is fully populated so as to describe one of the past payments
or the amount that will be paid in the future.
Notes:
The total amount to be paid by the Pay erP ar ty is the sum of
Paye rsP ric eDe ta il s/To tal Pri ce/ Am ou nt in the set of Pa ye r Info rma tio n
structures which reference the payer.
If the unpaid balance of the order will be paid by a single party using a single
payment mechanism, then just one P aye rIn f orma tio n element should be used to
describe that unpaid balance, even if it will result in the issuance of multiple invoices
or payments.

6.6.12

Invoicing instructions for a long-running ad

Scenario: An ad will run for six months. The parties wish to specify that the seller
will issue an invoice every month, with the amount of each invoice corresponding to
the actual number of times the ad was published that month, and the price per
publication being calculated on a straight line basis – that is, the cost will be equally
allocated across all invoices.
AdsML handling: Invoicing instructions like these are transmitted in
Bill ing Ins tru ct io ns , which can be found inside Payer In for ma tion .
The F req uen cy code indicates how often invoices should be issued, in this case
“Monthly”, using values from Ad sM LRe cur ren cePa tte rnC ode CV . The Billing
Allo cat ion code indicates how the total amount of the order should be divided
among the invoices, in this case on a “Str aig h tL in e ” basis. And the Billing Basis
code indicates whether the amount of each invoice should be based on the actual
number of times the ad was published that month, or a monthly average, or some
other basis; in this case its value is “Actua l ”.
Notes:


A set of recommended Freq uen cy code values can be found in
AdsM LRe cur ren ce Pa tter nCo deC V ; recommended All oca tio n code
values can be found in AdsM LBi lli ngA ll oc atio nCo deC V ; and
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recommended Ba sis code values can be found in
AdsM LBi lli ngB as is Code CV .


The parties may also transmit textual billing instructions using the appropriate
Text elements that can be found in each section of Bil lin gIn str uc tion s .

6.7 Credit management
6.7.1

Credit check, credit status

Scenario: Buyer wants to establish creditworthiness with the seller, in order to place
an order that will be invoiced later.
AdsML handling: Information relating to the establishment of a business
relationship between the buyer and seller should not be included in an
AdsMLBookings message. It is assumed either that a business relationship between
the two parties already exists, or that the order is being placed on a pre-paid basis.
Note: However, a requirement to validate the credit of an existing customer is a
valid reason for rejection or conditional acceptance of an ad order; this information
would normally be conveyed in the ads ml: S t atus code of the Ad Order Response
or Ad Order Status message.

6.7.2

Credit card information

Scenario: A buyer (for example a consumer placing a classified ad) wishes to pay by
credit card.
AdsML handling: Credit card details can be conveyed in the a dsm l: Cred itC ard
element of the Pay er I nfor mat ion / Pa ym en t /Me cha nis m structure, while the
amount charged to the card would go in Payer sPri ceD eta ils /T ot alPr ice .
Note: XML is inherently human-readable, and so sensitive data such as credit card
details can potentially be read in transit. It is the responsibility of organizations
sending and receiving AdsML messages to ensure that they are suitably protected
and/or encrypted while traveling between the sender and the recipient.

6.8 Scheduling
6.8.1

Recurring and “til canceled” scheduling

Scenario: Buyer wishes to schedule a recurring pattern of placements, possibly
without providing an end date. For example, “every Friday for ten weeks” or “every
weekday until canceled”.
AdsML handling: Recurring scheduling is conveyed in the Re cur ren cePa tte rn
element of the Ins er t ionP eri od and Sch e duli ng structures. The pattern, e.g.
“every Friday” or “every weekday”, is specified using an agreed code or explanatory
text string in Recur re nceP att ern /Co de or Rec urr enc ePa tt er n/Te xt .
A recurrence pattern must also be accompanied by the date range within which the
recurrence should occur. This can be expressed as either calendar dates, or a
PreD efi ned Per io d , or a starting date plus a status of “until cancelled”.
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Notes:
If the containing Inser tion Per iod or Sch ed ulin g structure includes an
Even tCo unt , or the placement includes a P la ceme ntT arg et/ Ev en tCou nt , then
publication of the recurring ad will cease as soon as either of those E ve ntCo unt s
has been achieved.
If the recurrence period is “until cancelled” and no Ev ent Cou nt has been provided,
the ad will keep running until the buyer sends either an Order Cancellation message
or an Order Change message which defines a stopping point for the recurring
advertisement. This can take the form of either a Las tPo ssi bl eTi me or
Even tCo unt in the containing schedule structure or a
Plac eme ntT arg et /E vent Cou nt for the placement as a whole.

6.8.2
Specifying a “volume” of a publication
(newspaper or magazine bookings)
Scenario: Buyer wishes to place an ad in a particular volume of a publication.
AdsML handling: The volume number, or any other string identifying this specific
issue of the publication, can be conveyed in the Pre def ine dPe rio d element of
the In ser tio nPe rio d structure.

6.8.3

Relative scheduling

Scenario: A buyer wants to specify absolute (non-recurring) dates using a relative
format such as “third Friday in November” or “first weekday in October”.
AdsML handling: Relative dates are only supported in the context of recurring
scheduling as described above. If the dates are known in advance, they must be
converted into calendar dates.

6.8.4

Conditional scheduling

Scenario: A buyer wants to indicate that the scheduling of a particular insertion is
dependent on an external event.
AdsML handling: Buyer should use the ad sm l:S p eci alR equ ir em ents element
in the Ins er tio nPe r iod and Sch edu lin g structures to specify the fact and
nature of the condition, either via an agreed-upon code or an explanatory text string.
In both cases, this order will probably end up being routed for manual processing.

6.8.5

Daypart scheduling

Scenario: A buyer wants to schedule a broadcast ad to run during a particular part
of the day, such as “morning drive time” or “prime time”.
AdsML handling: Buyer should use the Re cu rren ceP att ern element in the
Sche dul ing structure to provide one or more codes or textual descriptions of the
required dayparts. If multiple dayparts are required, each needs to be placed in its
own S che dul ing structure.
Notes:
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Because dayparts vary widely by both region and medium the AdsML
Framework does not provide a controlled vocabulary for them. Trading
Partners wishing to exchange information about dayparts should agree in
advance on the specific codes or text strings they will use.



Multiple codes and/or text strings can be combined within a single
Recu rre nce P at te rn provided that they are not mutually exclusive. For
example, the codes “MorningDriveTime” and “Tuesdays” can coexist inside
a Rec urr enc eP att er n because they have different time scales; together
they indicate that the ad should run during morning drive time hours on
Tuesdays. However, it is not possible to specify multiple dayparts in a single
Recu rre nce Pat te rn because dayparts are mutually exclusive.

NOTE: The AdsML Technical Working Group is considering enhancing the support for
Dayparts in a future release of the Framework by creating a dedicated “Dayparts”
structure, which would probably be either a child of Sch edu li ng or a sibling to it.
Implementers are encouraged to provide feedback as to whether you consider this a
good idea, and if so, any suggestions or requirements you may have.

6.8.6

Repeated patterns at particular times

Scenario: A buyer requests in an interactive booking that a banner should only be
displayed during a specified time period during a day, e.g. „Wednesdays between
10-12am‟.
AdsML handling: As is often the case, the recommended AdsML handling varies
according to how the buyer‟s and seller‟s business rules have been defined. In this
case, two different approaches are recommended depending on whether the seller
has defined and offers a specific slot with an associated price in the rate card for the
10-12 period, or whether the timing request is an additional requirement from the
buyer, in addition to any standard terms for the banner product in question.
Dates and time for the display of the advertisement are specified in the
Sche dul ing element (a.k.a Ins ert ion Pe ri od in some media). The dates and
times can be recorded by specifying precise date-time values for each appearance,
or by specifying the start and end date-time of the booked period and using code(s)
to specify the recurrence pattern of „on Wednesday, 10-12am‟.
For situations where the publisher does not offer a suitable predefined time slot in
their rate card, the recommended solution is to use a separate S che du ling
element for each publication event within the intended period. The
Firs tPo ssi ble Ti me and Last Pos sib le Ti me child elements of Sc hedu lin g
are used to explicitly set the dates and times for all of the Wednesdays when the ad
will be published, as shown below.
<Scheduling>
<ScheduleEntryIdentifier>myco.com:2011-05-01:123-1</ScheduleEntryIdentifier>
<FirstPossibleTime>2011-05-04T10:00:00+01:00</FirstPossibleTime>
<LastPossibleTime>2011-05-04T12:00:00+01:00</LastPossibleTime>
</ Scheduling >
<Scheduling>
<ScheduleEntryIdentifier>myco.com:2011-05-01:123-2</ScheduleEntryIdentifier>
<FirstPossibleTime>2011-05-11T10:00:00+01:00</FirstPossibleTime>
<LastPossibleTime>2011-05-11T12:00:00+01:00</LastPossibleTime>
</ Scheduling >
<Scheduling>
<ScheduleEntryIdentifier>myco.com:2011-05-01:123-3</ScheduleEntryIdentifier>
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<FirstPossibleTime>2011-05-18T10:00:00+01:00</FirstPossibleTime>
<LastPossibleTime>2011-05-18T12:00:00+01:00</LastPossibleTime>
</ Scheduling >
<Scheduling>
<ScheduleEntryIdentifier>myco.com:2011-05-01:123-4</ScheduleEntryIdentifier>
<FirstPossibleTime>2011-05-25T10:00:00+01:00</FirstPossibleTime>
<LastPossibleTime>2011-05-25T12:00:00+01:00</LastPossibleTime>
</ Scheduling >

It is also possible to define an Ev en tCo unt in each Sch edu lin g element, which
specifies the number of impressions during the given period. This model is used for
„throttling‟ the appearance of an ad, which is described above, see “Defining an
online placement: Placement Target, Distribution, Capping, Throttling and Share of
Voice”.
For the other case – when the publisher has defined and offers a special product
option, represented as a code for the 10-12 time slot – the recommended solution is
to use a single Sche du ling element with a child Recurre nce Pat te rn element
to define the repetition within the overall timeframe given by Fir stP o ssib leT ime
and Last Pos sib le Ti me . For instance, if the publisher‟s code value
„LateMorning‟ represents the time slot 10-12, and the AdsML CV code
„Wednesdays‟ the day in week, then the following example expresses the scheduling
requirement of „Wednesdays 10-12am during May 2011‟using two codes:
<Scheduling>
<ScheduleEntryIdentifier>myco.com:2011-05-01:123</ScheduleEntryIdentifier>
<FirstPossibleTime>2011-05-01T00:00:00+01:00</FirstPossibleTime>
<LastPossibleTime>2011-05-31T00:00:00+01:00</LastPossibleTime>
<RecurrencePattern>
<adsml:Code>
<adsml:CodeList>AdsMLRecurrencePatternCodeCV</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue xsi:type="adsmlcv:AdsMLRecurrencePatternCodeCV">Wednesdays</adsml:CodeValue>
<adsml:Description>Occurs on Wednesdays</adsml:Description>
</adsml:Code>
<adsml:Code>
<adsml:CodeList>LocalReccurencePatterCodeCV</adsml:CodeList>
<adsml:CodeValue>LateMorning</adsml:CodeValue>
</adsml:Code>
</RecurrencePattern>
</ Scheduling >

Notes:


Firs tPo ssi ble Ti me and Last Pos sib le Ti me cannot be used to capture
time points only. The given time points are always related to a particular
date.



For more information about the use of codes to specify recurrence patterns
see also the Use Case “Order a Broadcast or Cable Ad”.
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6.9 Distribution (Regions, Zones, Editions,
Demographics, etc.)
6.9.1

Multiple zones or regions

Scenario: A buyer wishes to distribute an ad only to one or more “zones” or
“regions”.
AdsML handling: Use the Di str ibu tio n T ar get structure to define the
distribution. Place the code values for the desired zones or regions in a set of Co de
elements. If no other types of targeting information (e.g. editions or demographics)
are specified, put all the zone or region codes in a single Tar get element.
Otherwise, follow the instructions in the Distribution section of this document to
determine how to use the Ta rge tin g structures to achieve your desired goals.
Notes:


It is also possible to indicate that the advertisement should not be distributed to
certain zones or regions by including codes for those zones or regions in the
message but setting their negat ed attribute to “true”.



See the Distribution section of this document, above, for more detailed
descriptions about how to convey different types of targeting instructions.

6.9.2

“Zoned” ads

Scenario: Buyer wishes to place an order for multiple versions of an ad, each of
which will run in the same publication at the same dates and times but in a different
set of zones or regions.
AdsML handling: This situation is handled by specifying multiple Pla ceme nts
inside the Order, where the pricing will apply to the order as a whole. In each
Plac eme nt the buyer identifies a set of artwork and the locations in which it should
appear (Dis tri but io n Tar get ). Information common to all the placements, such
as the publication name and insertion dates, is redundantly copied into each of them.

6.9.3

Specific Demographic targets

Scenario: A buyer wishes to distribute an ad only to customers meeting certain
demographic criteria, for example, age or household income ranges.
AdsML handling: Use the Di str ibu tio n T ar get structure to specify the
demographic information. Place code values for the desired demographic targets in a
set of Cod e elements. If no other types of targeting information (e.g. regions or
editions) are specified, wrap all the demographic codes in a single Tar get element.
Otherwise, follow the instructions in the Distribution section of this document to
determine how to use the Ta rge tin g structures to achieve your desired goals.
Notes:


It is also possible to indicate that the advertisement should not be distributed to
certain demographic groups by including codes for those groups in the message
but setting their neg at ed attribute to “true”.
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See the Distribution section of this document, above, for more detailed
descriptions about how to convey different types of instructions.

6.10 Inserts
6.10.1

Book an insert

Scenario: A buyer wishes to order a set of Inserts.
AdsML handling: Most of the information is provided in the same way as for a
newspaper or magazine classified or display ad. The main differences are: use
Plac eme nt. Ins er t (rather than Pla cem en t.Ne wsp ape rMa ga zi ne ) to provide
the placement information. The type of insert being booked should be identified in
adsm l:A dTy pe . Use T arge tin g elements inside Dis tri but ion Ta rget to
specify the desired distribution pattern (i.e. regions/zones) as well as the target
distribution counts, and optionally use P rod uct ionD eta il. Ins er t to describe
count, weight, thickness, etc. of each insert. Use P ick up. Ins ert if you wish to reuse inserts left over from a previous order, and use
Mate ria lsE xpe ct at ions .In ser t to provide information about the physical
delivery of the inserts to the printing location(s), including the date on which they
are expected to arrive and any relevant text notes.

6.10.2

Specify distribution targets

Scenario: A buyer of Inserts wishes to specify the distribution targets (i.e. number
of copies) that they wish to distribute via a specified distribution pattern.
AdsML handling:
Use one or more Tar ge ting elements in Dist ribu tio n Ta rge t to specify the
desired target set (regions, zones, editions, demographics, distribution methods,
etc.). To indicate a distribution target for a particular set of regions, zones or
editions, place a D ist r ibut ion Cou nt element inside the Tar get or Tar get ing
structure which defines those regions, zones or editions. To indicate a target for the
entire distribution, use the To tal Dis tri bu ti onCo unt element.
Notes:


The primary target for the placement as a whole should be conveyed in
Plac eme ntT arg et /E vent Cou nt . In most cases this will be the same as
Tota lDi str ibu ti on Coun t .



The buyer and seller should agree in advance on the purpose and use of
distribution counts.



See the Distribution section of this document, above, for more detailed
descriptions about how to convey different types of targeting instructions.
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6.11 Ad Content
6.11.1
“Pick-up” (re-use) previously delivered ad
materials
Scenario: The buyer wishes to place a booking which re-uses previously delivered
ad materials.
AdsML handling: Use the Pi ckU p element to tell the publisher where to find the
ad content that you want to re-use for this placement. Specify another placement
that used the ad contents that you wish to pick-up in Placeme ntR efe renc e , and
optionally provide a unique identifier for those ad contents in
Mate ria ls R efe re nc e . If you want the publisher to change the materials in any
way before re-using them, set the wit hCh an g e attribute to true and describe the
necessary changes in the a dsm l:I nst ruc tio ns element.
Note: This mechanism can be used for any type of ad materials, including both
textual and graphical (display) ads.

6.11.2
Convey information about the future delivery
of ad materials
Scenario: The buyer wishes to tell the seller some potentially useful information
about the materials which will later be delivered for a placement, for example, the
name of the company that is expected to prepare and deliver them, or the ID with
which the artwork will be labeled.
AdsML handling: Use adsm l -m a:M ate ri al sExp ect ati ons to provide
information about the materials that will be associated with this placement. The
Materials Expectation structure can be thought of as containing two types of
information: information from the buyer to the seller, and information from the seller
to the buyer. The first set of elements (materials identifiers, provider party, available
date/time, retrieval address and retrieval instructions) conveys information that is
potentially provided by the buyer in order to facilitate the seller‟s production and
copy chasing activities. The second set of elements (recipient party, due date/time,
delivery address, delivery instructions and labeling instructions, size and tech spec
details) conveys information that is potentially provided by the seller in their
bookings Response message in order to tell the buyer where and when they should
deliver the artwork and to describe the publisher‟s technical requirements.
Notes:


The a dsm l -m a:A dC on tent element is used to describe or convey materials
that are being delivered now, for which no future delivery will occur. Therefore,
adsm l -m a:A dCo nt en t should not be used in this situation, and similarly,
adsm l -m a:M ate ri al sExp ect ati ons should not be used when in situations
when ad sml -ma :Ad Co nten t would be more appropriate.



The explanation above about the two sets of elements inside ads ml ma:M ate ria lsE xp ec tati ons is explanatory rather than normative; there is
no restriction on which party can populate each specific element.
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Deliver the text of a classified lineage ad

Scenario: The buyer wishes to transmit both a booking for a lineage ad and the ad
copy of that ad in the same message.
AdsML handling: The text of a classified ad can be conveyed in the a dsml ma:A dCo nte n t element in the Pla cem ent structure. If it is a lineage ad, then the
text of the ad, including any formatting characters that have been agreed with the
publisher, is put in the adsm l :Co nte ntD ata element inside adsml ma:R end eri ng . (This is the required location for any ad content that is conveyed
in-line inside a Bookings message.) If your system does not normally generate a
unique identifier for the text of a lineage ad, fill in the required ad sml ma:R end eri ngI de nt ifie r with a copy of the Pl ace men tId en ti f ier .
A copy of the unformatted text of the ad can also be placed in adsm l ma:A dCo nte nt/ ad sm l -ma :Ad Con ten tT ex t.
If the parties have agreed to use the AdsML Structured Descriptions standard, then a
version of the ad‟s content conforming to the Structured Descriptions standard is
placed inside the ads m l -ma :St ruc tur ed De scri pti ons element.
Notes:


The a dsm l -m a:A dC on tent structure is provided in a Bookings message
primarily for the purpose of conveying classified lineage ads between systems
that are configured for buying and selling classified ads. However, this element is
also capable of conveying any form of ad content, and it can do so either in-line
in the message or by referencing an external delivery mechanism. In order to
accommodate all of these possibilities, ad sml - ma:A dCo nte nt includes a full
subset of the structures found in an AM-M materials delivery message. These
capabilities and structures can largely be ignored when using adsm l ma:A dCo nte nt to convey the text of a lineage ad.



In particular, the D el i very structure is not used when conveying ad content
inside a Bookings message, because the content is “delivered” by being included
in the ads ml :C ont ent Data element.



The a dsm l -m a:A dC on tent Tex t element is primarily intended to support cases
where the ad contents consist of digital artwork from which the text has been
extracted and needs to be conveyed separately. In a lineage ad the text is
already available inside the ad sml -ma :Re nde ring , so there is usually no
reason also to populate the ad sml -ma :Ad Con t ent Tex t element.

6.11.4
Multiple placements for a single set of ad
materials that is transmitted as part of the
booking message
Scenario: The buyer wishes to use the same set of in-line ad materials for multiple
placements in a booking.
AdsML handling: Deliver the ad materials in the ad sml -ma : Ad Co nt ent element
of the first placement. For each subsequent placement, use the Pic k Up element to
indicate that the materials should be re-used from another placement, and in its
Plac eme ntR efe re nc e , provide the ID of the placement in this booking in which
you put the materials.
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6.11.5
Order an Interactive „banner‟ ad with
artwork in multiple parts
Scenario: A buyer orders an interactive „banner‟ ad in an online publication. The
„banner‟ is published in an „L‟-shaped area. For production the material is provided to
the publisher as two pieces of digital artwork – one for the vertical part„|‟ of the „L‟
and one for the horizontal part „_‟ of the „L‟.
AdsML handling: The recommended handling depends on whether the publisher
defines and sells the L-shaped banner product as two separate placements on the
page, e.g. „LVertical‟ and „LHorizontal‟ areas, or as a single placement
representing the complete L-shaped area.
For the first case of two individual placements, the order should be booked using two
Plac eme nt. Int er ac tive elements referencing „LVertical‟ and „LHorizontal‟
placement codes respectively. Each Pl ace men t will reference one piece of artwork,
for the vertical and horizontal parts, using the adsm l -m a:A dCo nt en t element in
each of the placements to do this. A Lin ked Pl acem ent element is used to express
a „PublishTogether‟ relationship between the two placements, ensuring that the
digital artworks making up the ad are always displayed to users together and at the
same time. The „PublishTogether‟ requirement is recorded as a code in the
Plac eme ntL ink /a ds ml:R ela tio nsh ip Na me element located at the top level of
the bookings message.
For the second case, with a single placement representing the whole L-shaped
banner product, a single Pla c em ent .In ter ac tive structure should be used. But
as the two parts of the digital artwork do not represent material ready for production
(at least they would have to be assembled into an „L‟ in the production phase), they
are represented using the repeatable ads ml - m a:Co mpo nen t structure within the
adsm l -m a:A dCo nt en t element. The ad sml - ma: Com pon ent Id en tifi er and
adsm l -m a:A uxi li ar yCom pon ent Ref er en ces should be used to record
references for the artwork components to facilitate materials-to bookings-matching.
See section “Linked placements” above for further information about linked
placements.
Notes


The a dsm l -m a:A dC on tent structure holds the complete materials
information describing the artwork for the placement. It can include material
ready for production using the ad sml -ma :Re n deri ng element, and/or
material components that should be processed before publication using the
adsm l -m a:C omp on en t element.



The machine readable instructions in the Link edPl ace men t structure may
be complemented with human readable instructions in the
Prod uct ion Det ai l. Inte rac tiv e/a ds ml :Spe cif ica tio ns element.
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6.12 Status requests and reports
6.12.1

Duplicate copies of the complete booking

Scenario: Buyer or seller wishes to send a full copy of the booking information to a
third party.
AdsML handling: Either party can spontaneously send one or more order status
messages (AD-OS) to any other parties with whom they have a business relationship
such that it is appropriate for these other parties to see a copy of the booking
information.
Notes:


An AD-OS status message cannot be sent until after the seller‟s initial business
response message (AD-OR) has been sent to the buyer.



Only status messages may be used for this purpose. All other order-related
messages should be sent only between the two parties that are the primary
participants in the transaction.

6.12.2

Request status as of a specific date

Scenario: The buyer wishes to request the status of an order as of a particular date
in the past.
AdsML handling: This is not supported. A status request is always for the “current”
status.
Note: There may be a delay before the seller is able to respond. In all cases, the
status reported in a Reservation or Order Status message should reflect that
message‟s ads ml: Bus ines sMe ssa geD at e , which is not necessarily the time at
which the status request was made.

6.12.3
Snapshot of current status of a reservation
or order
Scenario: The seller wishes to provide a snapshot of the current status of an order,
for example, whether it has been accepted, or is on hold pending resolution of some
issue, etc.
AdsML handling: The seller sends an Ad Order Status (or Ad Reservation Status)
message which contains the full details of the order, and uses the a dsm l:S t atu s
element to convey as many status codes and/or descriptions as necessary. The
adsm l:B usi nes sM es sage Dat e indicates the “as of” date/time at which this
status information was accurate.
Note: The buyer can request the status of an order or reservation by sending an Ad
Order (or Reservation) Status Enquiry message.
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6.12.4
Reporting separate statuses in a multiplacement order
Scenario: The seller wishes to report status on an order that contains multiple
placements and/or insertion dates, which may have different statuses from each
other (some published, others awaiting arrival of artwork, etc.).
AdsML handling: The seller should use the status code at the placement level
(element ad sml :S t at us at the top level of P lace men t ) to indicate the overall
status of each placement, and the status inside the In ser tio nPe rio d (in
Plac eme nt. New sp ap erMa gaz ine and Pl a ceme nt. Ins ert ) or S ched uli ng
(in Place me nt. Int er acti ve and Pla cem e nt. G ene r ic) elements to indicate
the status of each individual insertion.
Note:


In general, a status at a lower level of granularity (e.g. the insertion period)
should be more precise than the status at the higher level (e.g. the placement).



In order to avoid confusion, in bookings with mixed status, users are encouraged
to use a higher-level ad sml: S ta tus code with a value like “Partly published” to
indicate that the placement or order as a whole has a mixed status and that more
detailed information can be found at a lower level.

6.12.5

Reporting status of a date range order

Scenario: The seller wishes to report status on one or more appearances of an ad
that was booked by specifying several appearances over a date/time range rather
than individual date/times.
AdsML handling: The seller should restructure the information so as to report each
published date/time (or date range, in interactive and broadcast media) as a
separate insertion period. For example, if the original order was for 5 insertions
within a date range in a single Inse rti on Per iod element, and two of those
insertions have now been published, then the status message should include 3
Inse rti onP eri od s: two I nse rti onP eri o d s each with a single date and a
status of “published”, and a third Inser tio nP erio d reflecting the remaining
three insertions that have not yet been published.
Notes:


The solution described above, involving 3 insertion periods with differing levels of
granularity, is illustrative rather than normative. Users are free to restructure the
insertion information in a status message in any way which allows them to
communicate the necessary level of granularity. As always, trading partners
should agree in advance as to how insertion information will be communicated in
orders, responses and status messages.



This concept applies to any situation in which the seller wishes to report different
statuses for the insertions within a single insertion period.

6.12.6
Report what was actually published (aka a
“pre invoice”)
Scenario: The seller wishes to provide information about the actual results of an
order, i.e. which ads were published, where they appeared, estimated price, etc. This
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information precedes the delivery of a formal invoice and proof of publication or
performance, which will come separately.
AdsML handling: The seller sends an Ad Order Status message containing the
updated information, with a status code indicating the ad has been published. As
always, the status message should contain the full details of the order. In case the
order contained multiple placements not all of which have been published yet, all
placements in the message on or dated before the
adsm l:B usi nes sM es sage Dat e are considered reports of the “actual” publication,
while all placement information dated after the adsm l:B usi nes sM es sage Dat e
reflects pending bookings that have not yet been published. The status values of
these placements should have status values indicating that their publication is
“pending”.
Notes:


In cases where the seller is an external agency acting on behalf of one or more
publishers, this approach can also be used by a publishers to send “actual”
results information to the seller, who in turn will pass it on to the buyer.



Unless the trading parties explicitly agree otherwise, pricing information
contained in an AdsML Booking message should be considered an estimate only.
It is intended to support various processes such as invoice reconciliation, but it
should not be considered a replacement for the invoice itself.

6.12.7

Status of artwork delivery and processing

Scenario: The buyer and seller wish to exchange messages that are specifically
about the ad content materials – did it arrive, has it been flight-checked, etc.
AdsML handling: In general, materials management information should not be
included in AdsML booking messages. There is a separate set of AdsML e-commerce
messages covering artwork delivery and receipt, which will usually be exchanged by
a different set of software applications.
Note: Some of this information can be reflected in the status of a placement or
insertion: for example, the seller could report “pending artwork” as a valid order
status, which could later be changed to “ready to publish” or “published”. The
usefulness of such artwork-related statuses will depend entirely on whether the
relevant information is available to the seller‟s ad booking system, and how often the
trading partners plan to exchange order status messages.
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7 Configuration checklist
In order to facilitate implementation and interoperability, pre-defined packages of
features and functionality are a valuable tool. Please see the E-Commerce Usage
Rules and Guidelines document for a general discussion on this subject.
The following packages of features have been defined to date. Some of them provide
options which directly affect the technical capabilities of the sending and receiving
systems (for example, the ability to send binary content in-line in a message).
Others reflect important choreography choices that need to be agreed between
trading partners when they are establishing AdsML communications. (The selection
of Quotations, Reservations and/or Order messages falls into this category.)
Each package consists of either:


a set of hierarchical levels from which one must be selected (represented by a
numbered list), or



a set of non-exclusive options from which any combination can be selected
(represented by a bullet list), or



a list of mutually-exclusive choices from which one must be selected
(represented by a textual description).

The packages are presented in alphabetical order. There is no implied hierarchy.

7.1 Booking types
There are three available types of bookings:


Quotations



Reservations



Orders

Trading partners must agree on which combination of Quotations, Reservations
and/or Orders they will exchange.

7.2 Message exchange mode
There are three defined message exchange modes:
1. Full Request-Response
2. Datagram model from buyer to seller
3. Datagram model from seller to buyer
Trading partners must select one of these exchange modes.
Note that the ability to send and receive Administrative Responses is a fundamental
feature of AdsML messaging and is required in all modes.

7.3 Status messages
For reservations and orders there are two non-exclusive patterns available for the
exchange of status messages:
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Status messages may be sent spontaneously by the seller in broadcast fashion



Status messages may be sent by the seller in response to a status enquiry
message from the buyer

For each supported booking type, trading partners must decide whether to exchange
status messages, and if so, which of these two approaches will be supported.

7.4 Changes
7.4.1

Buyer-initiated changes

Trading partners must agree on whether or not they support the use of AdsML
messages to change a previously accepted booking.

7.4.2

Seller-initiated changes

Trading partners must agree on whether or not they support an AdsML message flow
in which changes to a booking can be initiated by the seller rather than the buyer.
Note that it is always possible to use non-AdsML mechanisms to communicate this
information.

7.4.3

Use of change location pointers

Trading partners must agree on whether or not they support the use of
Chan geL oca tio nR ef eren ce ID pointers in adsm l:C han geS pe ci fica tio n to
indicate which parts of the information in the message have changed.
Note that it is always possible to include a code or text string to communicate this
information.

7.5 Cancellations
7.5.1

Buyer-initiated cancellations

Trading partners must agree on whether and under what circumstances they support
the use of AdsML messages to cancel a previously-accepted booking.

7.5.2

Seller-initiated cancellations

Trading partners must agree on whether or not they support an AdsML message flow
in which a booking can be canceled by the seller rather than the buyer.
Note that it is always possible to use non-AdsML mechanisms to communicate this
information.

7.6 Acceptance types
Besides “accept as-is”, there are two available supplemental types of acceptance:


Accept “with clarifications”



Accept “with changes”
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Trading partners must agree on which supplemental acceptance types (if any) they
will support.

7.7 Ad materials
7.7.1
Conveyance of ad materials – by inline or
external transmission
Trading partners must agree as to whether and how they support the exchange of ad
materials in a placement:


Inline transmission – directly included in the message as an enclosure



External transmission („Out of line‟) – materials are external to the message
and transmitted by a specified delivery method in the ads ml -ma :De l iver y
element in adsml -ma : AdCo nte nt ..

Example external transmission methods include, for example, reference to a file
located on a website for download, a reference to a CID url in a MIME package, etc.

7.7.2
Conveyance of ad materials – by in-line
transmission
There are three possible levels of support for in-line transmission of ad materials in a
placement:
1. Unsupported – no ad materials may be transmitted in-line in a placement
2. Only textual ad materials may be transmitted in-line in a placement
3. Both textual and binary materials may be transmitted in-line in a placement
Trading partners must select one of these levels of in-line content transmission.
Note that this selection does not restrict the ability to convey ad materials at the
same time as a booking via an external reference, i.e. a simultaneous delivery.

7.7.3
Use of encoding and encryption of ad content
payload
Trading partners must agree on whether or not they support content packaging and
at which level:



Encoding of inline content



Encryption of inline content

7.8 Prices and Payments
7.8.1

Pricing levels

There are three levels of a booking at which pricing and payer information can
appear:
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Placement (PlacementPrice)
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Booking (TotalBookingPrice)
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Trading partners must agree on which of these levels (if any) can contain pricing and
payer information.

7.8.2

Pricing currencies

Trading partners must agree on whether a currency that is different from the
booking‟s Document Currency Code may be specified for a particular placement or
placement group.

7.8.3

Multiple payers or payment methods

Trading partners must agree on whether a booking can specify multiple payers or
payment methods (by having more than one Pa yerI nfo rma tio n element at the
same level of the booking).

7.8.4

Payment currencies

Trading partners must agree on whether a currency that is different from the
booking‟s Document Currency Code may be specified for a particular payment (in
Paye rIn for mat io n/ Paye rsP ric eDe ta il s ).

7.9 Multiple publications
Trading partners must agree on whether a placement can specify multiple
publications, and if so, on the guidelines they will follow for deciding whether to split
it into multiple placements in subsequent messages.

7.10 Linked placements
Trading partners must agree on whether or not they support the use of
Link edP lac eme nt s to indicate that two or more placements are related to each
other.

7.11 Placements per booking
There are three hierarchical levels of placements per booking, in ascending order of
complexity:
1. One placement per booking, no placement groups
2. One or more placements per booking, but no placement groups
3. One or more placements per booking, any subset of which may be grouped
into one or more placement groups
Trading partners must select one of these levels of placements-per-booking.
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7.12 Dates per placement
Trading partners must agree in advance as to how many insertion or appearance
dates may be associated with a single placement, and which mechanisms may be
used to express those dates. The questions to consider are:


Is use of F irs tP oss i bleT ime and La stP o ssib leT ime supported?
o

If so, are they required to have the same value or may they express a
range of dates?



Is use of R ecu rr enc e Peri od supported?



Is use of P reD ef ine d Peri od supported?



How many instances of Inse rti onP eri od or Sche dul ing may be associated
with a single placement?

7.13 Placement types
There are four available types of placements, each of which is represented by an
extension of the Placement element:


Placement.Generic



Placement.Insert



Placement.Interactive



Placement.NewspaperMagazine

Trading partners must agree on which types of placements they will support in a
booking message.

7.14 Guarantees
Trading partners must agree on which parts of an order (if any) can be “guaranteed”,
and if so, what codes will be used to convey such guarantees and what the business
meaning is of each such code.

7.15 Share of Voice (interactive)
Trading partners wishing to use the Share of Voice mechanism should agree in
advance on the meaning they will apply to it, and in particular on whether and how
Share of Voice should coexist with other key components of an order such as
Placement Target, Capping and Throttling.

7.16 Multilingual metadata
Trading partners must agree on whether or not they support the provision of
alternative versions of human-readable textual metadata in more than one language.
(For example, alternative versions of a description or note can be provided, each in a
different language.)
If multilingual metadata is supported, trading partners need to agree on:


Which languages will they use in their messages?
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Which language, if any, takes priority as the „default language‟ of the
message?



Any rules for processing and presenting multilingual content to users.
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